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'In every language. the first word after "marna!" that every kid learns
to say is "mine!". A system that does not allow ownership, that does not
allow you to say "mine!" when you grow up, has -to put it mildly- a
fatal  design flaw'

(Frank Zappa, 1987)



Introduction

One of the economic features of most modern societies is the division of
labor. It is this phenomenon which liberates the members of a society
from individually having to do every activity in the range of activities
necessary to stay alive. In modern societies an organized social structure
has relieved man of this burden. The division of labor has been evolving
slowly throughout history, with many interruptions, from ancient
civilizations to the middle ages. Its decisive breakthrough began in the
11th century in Western Europe with the interrelated rise in population
growth, agricultural productivity, and international trade (see e.g.,
Postan and Habbakuk, 1966; Kleinpenning, 1978; Lewis, 1978). Cities
grew slowly, and the rise of the monetary economy and a bourgeouis
class gradually led to the destruction of the feudal class system. The
division of labor has since established itself as the key feature of modern
society, making it possible for man to apply himself to only one activity,
or more related activities, to earn a living (Smith, 1776, Ch. I, II and
III).

In two types of societies this division has been fully developed. These

societies, marked by an extended division of labor, will be considered in
this book. Two alternatives are excluded. The first is autarky, which is
found in primitive civilizations. The second is autarky in combination
with a certain level of division of labor. These dual societies (Lewis,
1954) are the 'Third World' countries (Worsley, 1964) where the
countryside is marked by autarky, in contrast to the life in the cities.
The division of labor is common to two types of societies: capitalist
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society and socialist society.1 This economic feature is one of the few
traits they have in common, since socialist society, being a reaction to
and a rejection of capitalist society, stands for a direct exclusion of
many capitalist features. In Friedman, (1962), Hayek (1935), Mises
(1944), Popper (1943, 1945) and Simons (1947), among others, the
essential difference between the two societies boils down to the question
of the purpose of economic activity. Must there be an official goal at the
aggregate level? The answer is a clear 'yes' for the socialist and a clear
'no' for the capitalist society. Since a substantial part of this work is
about the views behind these answers, this introduction will be restricted
to a brief exploration of the subject.

Popper distinguishes the open society from the closed society.2 The
closed society is a society which is organized throughout, shaped in
order to attain concrete goals, and managed from above. Pepper uses
the word 'tribalism' to show the roots of this form of society. In
contrast to the closed society is the open society in which the 'rules of
the game' are established, but the result of the game is open. The open
society is not teleological; there are no commonly agreed upon goals,3

and the members of this society are free to choose within the rules of
the game's framework. In this type of society, anarchy of choice exists.
In the narrower economic perspective, this society is characterized by a
seeming anarchy of production. This anarchy is one of the main points
used by Marxist-Leninists (e.g., Bucharin and Preobrazhensky, 1920),
in their attack on the capitalist society. This resulted in the attempt to do
away with the anarchy in a radical manner, by constructing a new
society with mass interference in economic activity. This was done
despite Marx's far more modest stand that communism would come as a
result of historic changes (Arnold, 1990; Marx, Cap. I, Man. Komm.
Partei; Ollman, 1978; Popper, 1945).

1 Throughout this work, the word'communism' is reserved for the Marxist vision of a
truly better new society that never came to being. The attempt to put communist
societies into practise lasted several decades. Societies that have been engaged in the
attempt will be referred to as 'socialist'.
2  A division most probably originally introduced by Henri Bergson in a religious sense
in his Two sources ofmorality and religion (Popper, 1943).
3 Popper speaks of goals, meaning guided production in order to attain pre-set
standards. So, his concern is planners' preferences over consumers' preferences rather
than Keynesianism versus liberalism.
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Hayek (1973, 1976, 1979) wrote extensively on the rules of the game
in the open society. Many of these rules are enforced by law and
denoted as nomos (1973). The rules of nomos more or less follow the
game, since its participants keep trying new (unfair) tactics, which, if
considered fair, are gradually codified in democratic processes. Thus,
these rules are shaped 'by human action, not by human design.'4 All
participants, that is, every individual in society, are subject to these

rules. In addition to this characteristic, Stevers (1980) distinguishes two
more characteristics. The rules of nomos are mainly negative: they do
not force, but merely mark the edge of one's activities. By avoiding
conflicts and by mitigating uncertainty, they mobilize knowledge and
provide for a dynamic society. Nomos is what is strikingly called 'the
law of liberty' (Hayek, 1945; 1949; 1973, Ch. Five). The rules in the
closed society are denoted as thesis. These rules have been enforced in
order to attain concrete goals and therefore they apply to specific
situations. Stevers distinguishes the positive character of these rules of
law. Thesis does not restrain, it commands. It is not complementary to
an activity which is left unrestrained within a field of liberty, the edges

of which it marks. Thesis is a binding instruction. Thesis is what Hayek
calls 'the law of legislation' (1973, Ch. Six).5

If society as a whole is reconsidered, rather than the rules of the
system, that is, if we return to Popper's division between the closed and
the open society, it appears that rules are not the only distinctive feature
between them. In trying to catch the essence of the working of the entire
society, Stevers (1980) introduces a division of three interacting
systems: the legal system, the economic system, and the political system.
Although Popper does not mention them, these systems are implicitly
intertwined in his work. They will be treated as separate issues in this
thesis, but in fact they blend in an obvious way. Hayek's work on the
laws of freedom of the open and closed society has the legal systenn as
its point of departure. Telling Popper's open and closed societies apart
is done by comparing the characters of rules. The rules of thesis are

4 Adam Ferguson (1767), op. cit., Hayek, 1982, p. 21.
5  The distinction is typological: nomos and thesis often cannot be separated; they are
interwoven in one and the same rule of law. The original distinction in the work of
Hayek is more definite. Hayek implicitly assumes separability of rules of nomos and
thesis. As a consequence, he remains unclear on the subject of categorizing existing
rules, given this separability (Stevers, 1980).
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positive, they force: the rules of nomos are negative: they mark the edge
of activities. Choosing the rules inevitably implies choosing the
economic system. As a result of the rules of thesis, the economic system
of the closed society is shaped by teleological interference in economic
activities. This is in contrast to the open society, where free pioneering
economic activity is allowed within the boundaries set by the rules of
nomos, leaving the shape of economic activity generally without
direction; no body is assigned the task of teleologically guiding
production, distribution, exchange, and consumption. And lastly, these
distinctions necessarily generate a choice concerning the political
system. Here the field of human rights becomes predominant. It is
common experience that the closed society, preoccupied with goal
achievement does not tolerate critical and deviant opinion. The more the
main goal is threatened, whether considered a potential or a real danger
by those in power, the more intolerant they will be. It is obvious that
within the closed society critics will be suppressed, with little or no
consideration for human values. The open society, lacking this
preoccupation with goal achievement, does not have the institutions
needed to its forcing. Here, democratic rule represents the other end in
the range of necessary uses of power in society.6

The historic events in Eastern Europe placed the organization of the
legal, economic, and political system of society at the center of attention
of applied science. Once it had become clear that communism, the
Marxian inescapable result of the predetermined cause of historical
changes, was not to come, the paramount problem involving and
affecting the lives of many millions surfaced. The attempt to materialize
the transitional society, to make realize all the socialist preconditions
necessary to reach to the final aim of communism, had yielded the
closed society in all its characteristics. Finally, the instability of social
engineering had sealed its fate.7 Nowadays, the return to the open
society implies conquering the artificially created near-mutual
exclusiveness of the closed and open society. Transition back to the open
society embodies the paramount task of getting from the one opposite to

6 Capitalism and dictatorship are rejected for the same reasons on which the socialist
society is rejected (Chapter IV-VI). It is clearly not Popper's intention (1943, 1945) to
even consider the possibility of capitalism without a democracy. Both economic and
individual freedom must prevail (e.g., Frieman, 1962; Robbins, 1978; Simons, 1947).
7 Ample evidence in support of this assertation will be presented in Chapters IV and V.
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the other in three systems, with no blueprints available for type or
sequence of measures. There is little knowledge available in comparison
to the many difficulties on the way from thesis to nomos, from
economic engineering to free entrepreneurship, and from political
oppression to democracy.

One of the greatest challenges on this road may be determining how to
avoid the mistake made by the former communist leaders, the mistake
of trying to invert the attempt to construct communism by once again
conducting a construction experiment with an entire society, affecting
the lives of millions, using only ideology with a vague final-aim:
capitalism. That would be a shameless action proving that man has not
yet learned the fundamental lesson that should have been drawn from
one of the largest and failed construction attempts in history.

THE AIM OF THIS BOOK

Transition from a socialist to a capitalist society is generally accepted to

be a lengthy and paramount task. The opinion shared by many (e.g.,
Ellman, 1993; Kaser, 1990; Kornai, 1990) is that it will take over a
generation to achieve the aim. Many problems on the road from
socialism to capitalism exist. The present study was not undertaken
merely to establish the existence of the problems, but to identify why
these problems exist, i.e., what their origin is. It is in its origin that a
solution or mitigation of a problem lies. This approach requires an
inventarization of the origin of the socialist society and the way in
which it functioned as well as an enquiry into the functioning of the
capitalist society and its major avoidable flaws. From these insights, the
problems of transition will be derived. Subsequently, the Polish
transition program will be evaluated. This book is organized as follows:

Chapter I provides an introduction to the roots of socialist society.
Attention is paid to Marx's philosophy, which led him to hold that
capitalism would die as a result of historical changes.8 Two charges

8 The treatment of philosophical issues in this work is primarily stamped by Popper's
approach. This is because, throughout this work, the spotlight is on the social
consequences of philosophy rather than on a presentation of philosophical stands. In
economic science, he is one of the few who did not to either leave the totalitarian nature
of socialism unmentioned or to did the opposite: allege it up front. Popper carefully
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against capitalism, the 'class struggle' and 'anarchy of production' will
be explored. It will be argued that the shape of the society preceeding
Russia's revolutions  of  1917  was  far  from  what  Marx had predicted  it
would have to be. Socialist leaders at the time were forced into action in
the direction of social engineering and sheer construction, a clear break
with Marx's historicist doctrine. The discrepancies between Marx's
prophecies and the real-life conditions of that time more or less
necessitated the attempt to radically construct communism, rather than
to wait for history to solve the problems.

In Chapter II, those features inherent to the working of the socialist
society are summarized. The political, legal, and economic systems of
socialist society are explored. One generalization that will appear is that,
in socialism, there is an absence of democratic rights, a legal system
which is predominantly based on 'laws of legislation' and an economic
system in which production, distribution, exchange, and consumption
are subordinated to the political system. Many of these features will be
shown to have been firmly anchored in the constitution. Among the
characteristics are: intensive bargaining over plans, emphasis on heavy
industry, and a nomenklatura system. It will be shown that the society
has numerous problems with the organization of its economic system,
but tends to be politically stable at the expense of human rights.

Chapter III deals with the capitalist society, assuming up front that it is
a democratic society. This chapter is organized in the same manner as
the previous chapter. On the capitalist society, one may find that the
political system is founded on genuinely free elections, that the legal
system is based on 'laws of liberty,' and the economic system is of an
'anarchic' nature. This implies that no general plan exists dealing with
the question: 'Who is to do the consuming and what is to be
consumed?'9 It will appear that the capitalist political system grants the
individual members of society the opportunity to mitigate the harsh
effects of plain ultra-liberalism. The rate at which the government is to
intervene in economic affairs becomes the result of general elections.
Democracy, however, not only makes possible basic social safety nets,

explores and explains how totalitarianism may evolve out of perfectly sound
humanitarian motives. By laying bare the seductiveness of humanitarian motives as a
weapon to divide and rule, a great strain of responsibilty is shown.
9 No attention will be paid to unavoidable problems of capitalism, external effects, and
the role of prices, for these would require a study on their own.
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but also a frustration of the working of markets from a pure economic
point of view. Standing the outcome of the elections, to the latter no
remedy exists. So, a constant conflict arises between the economic and
the political system in capitalist society, endangering its political
stability more than would have been the case in the socialist society.

Chapter IV provides counterassertations to the Marxist charges against
capitalism. The same organization as Chapter I is followed. Firstly,
criticisms of Marx's philosophy will be presented. Next, Marx's
perception of the class struggle will be reexamined, as well as the
alleged anarchy of production inherent to capitalist society. It will be
concluded that the theoretical underpinings of the class struggle fail and
that the anarchy of production lacks a suitable alternative in the field of
allocation, distribution, efficiency, dynamics and consumer's
souvereignity. Moreover, the systematic assault on human dignity on
which the socialist society is based, and any attempt to defend it, needs

to be condemned.
Chapter V offers a more mathematical approach to the problems of

socialism and transition. It will be shown that, in general, free prices
will bring about goods market and labor market equilibrium in a
macroeconomic model. It will be shown that capitalism has mechanisms
which may solve the dynamic problems of population growth and
unemployment resulting from labor-saving technical progress. If the
socialist attempt starts, firstly, the entire evolved financial system of
capitalism becomes superfluous. Secondly, the impossiblity of socialist
calculation brings about a massive attempt to deal with problems of
production, distribution, exchange, and consumption. The unclear and
changing direction given to this attempt -negotiation, renegotiation and
adjustment of plans; periodical reintroduction of market features;
guided by interpretation, renewed interpretation; slogans, adjusted
slogans, etc.- helped to shunt economic reality away from economics
based on scarcity of goods and factors of production. Since history has
shown this attempt lasted six or seven decades, this chapter will arrive at
the conclusion that no obvious unidirectional solution to the problems of
transition from socialism back to capitalism exists.

In Chapter VI, the insights of the previous chapters will be applied to
the case of Poland. Knowing and comprehending the challenges ahead,
an evaluation of the initial policies will be made. It will be argued that
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the policies introduced were merely of a macreconomic nature and that
hardly any emphasis was put on the need to have a suitable set of
institutions, both legal and economic, complementary to the market. It
will be concluded that the programme introduced had major, avoidable
flaws and most importantly, that once again in history people have been
subjected to a social experiment based on little more than a slogan.
Although the amount of human suffering was less than under socialist
rule, a thorough inventarization of the many special features of a
former socialist society and a good study of the consequences of
depleting money overhang might have resulted in an anticipation of the
problems that hit Poland after the implementation of the 'big bang' to
the market. It might have mitigated the problems before their full extent
affected the lives of the population.

REFERENCES

This thesis contains many quotes. The decision to quote at length was
made for two reasons. Less than ten years of experience with economics

justifies using well-considered, balanced writings instead of rewrites of
quotes that would have no purpose other than creating some kind of
'own identity.' The present author was pleased to learn from the quoted
sources and instantly admits his debt to these authors. Secondly, an

overwhelming degree of 'nonsefication' of original writings exists such
as: 'Classical authors promote the role of the government as a

nightwatchman,' and 'Classical authors are biased with class interest,'
and 'They defend subsistence wages' or 'Marx intended to show what
greed and lust for material gain could do to mankind' and 'Mises and
Hayek set out to prove that socialist calculation is theoretically and
practically impossible.' Whenever possible, original texts have been
used to rule out misinterpretations. Since chronology is of importance
in this work, as a rule, the original dates of publication will be
mentioned in the main text. Only after having quoted, will reference be
made to the source in addition to the original publication date.
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I. Capitalism will die

'Communist society does not merely organize production; in addition, it
                  frees people from oppression by others.'

(Bucharin and Preobrazhensky, 1920)

I INTRODUCTION

The effort to relieve mankind from all evil of the existing social world
resulted considerable research in a scientific stream known today as
Marxism. Marx's efforts paved the way for a thorough and world-wide
belief in the possibility of lifting the entire human community out of a
life tied down by economic struggle for existence, the 'kingdom of
necessity' (Capital  I, III; Popper, 1945). Capitalism had been criticized
throughout history, ever since its evolution, and the poignant social
abuse and impoverishment accompanying the industrial drive fuelled
these criticisms. Although some felt little affection with the market and
the pursuit of self-interest as such,1 no one chose the frontal scientific
attack on its very heart: free entrepreneurship and the market system of

satisfying consumers' needs. Capitalism had generated a range of
normative views on the level of government interference in economic
affairs (e.g., Robbins, 1937, 1978; Smith, 1776; Viner, 1927),2 but

i these were only wishes to change relatively little things in comparison to
the scientific stream that started during the nineteenth century.

The sweep of the Marxist approach, its impact on human life, is
remarkable. With Marx the entire society is to be transformed in order

1  It should be noted that self-interest or 'self-love,' is always in reference to a social
structure, partly moulded by government rules, being no mere egoism, but rather a tool
to mutual advantage: 'Whoever offers to another a bargain of any kind, proposes to do
this: Give me that which I want, and you shall have what you want, (...); and it is in
this manner that we obtain from one another the far greater part of those good offices
we stand in need of (Smith, 1776,1933,9 13).
2 Viner systematically demolishes the view that Smith was a dogmatic advocate of
laissez faire.
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to bring about a truly better new world, an inevitable development
brought about by the cause of history (Manifest der Kommunistischen
Partei;  Capital, I, III). Por his followers, the ones having to deal with
the immense problems that surfaced during the trial to bring about this
entirely new society, radical social engineering was the answer
(Bucharin and Preobrazhensky, 1920; Preobrazhensky, 1928). In this
chapter, these matters will be considered from two different angles.

First, attention is paid to the rise of communism and its philosophic

background in Section II. This section rests heavily on Popper's (1943,
1945, 1963) treatment of Marx. In Section III, an attempt will be made
to show how Marx came to his main charge against capitalist society. He
holds that, as a result of the inevitable cause of history, capitalism
suffers from a struggle of only two classes, divided solely by
ownership: the first fundamental contradiction of capitalism. Section IV
deals with the second fundamental contradiction of capitalism, the
alleged 'anarchy of production.' Second, the focus will shift from
Marx's philosophy, his method of analyzing and the two fundamental
contradictions, to history. In order to understand the deviating stands
between Marx and his followers as regards socialist policies, it will be
shown that the economic basis for the society in between capitalism and
communism was far from favorable. In Section V, it is explained that
the state of the post-capitalist society differed considerably from what
Marx had predicted it would be. The condition of the economy
provoked sheer constructivism, a range of drastic measures, for a start.
These will be dealt with in Section VI. Section VII is a summary of this
chapter.

II THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND COMMUNISM

Two revolutions in February and October 1917 in Russia provided the
communists with fertile political grounds to implement their ideas of an
entirely new form of society. The evolution of the capitalist society had
long been criticized for the increase of the wealth of the owners of
productive forces.   It   had no social   face and, especially after   the
industrial revolution, even resulted in the mass impoverization of labor.
Capitalism was also criticized for its inability to bring about economic
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activity without recessions (Man. Komm. Partei; Cap. I). After the
October revolution, an attempt was made to mitigate social evils by a
radical banning of most characteristics evolved under capitalism (e.g.,
Bucharin and Preobrazhensky, 1920). But at the heart of communism is
the far more sophisticated thinking of Marx, in which history,
economics, politics, and sociology are integrated within the
philosophical framework of materialism. In the preface to the first
(1867) edition of Capital, he states his intention: 'It is the ultimate aim
of this work to lay bare the economic law of motion of modern society.'

As a result of this 'law;3 he concludes that the capitalist society
embodies a tendency to its own self-destruction, but leaves behind little
to guide the shaping of the future communist society. The communist

society is to come as a result of historical changes (Berlin, 1969;
Popper, 1945; Robbins, 1937; Man. Komm. Partei, III). The
transitional vacuum between capitalism and communism has been a main
objective of science and policy makers for six decades, before the trial
to cover the gap had come to an end. In (I), Hegel's idealism and
dialectics are briefly reconsidered. In (II), it will be explained that
Marxism is not only primarily a method of thinking, but also a
historical rather than an economic theory.

I idealism and dialectics
Marx's teacher Hegel was the proponent of the philosophical school of
idealism. First, idealism asserts that all things, Beings, contain an
Essence, a higher yet unfolded transcendent reality.4 Reality is not what
it appears to be and the Idea can only be unveiled by action. In addition,
idealism asserts that the 'truth,' the real world, can only be
comprehended in the 'Geist,' it is shaped in the 'Geist' by the process of

3 Ekelund and Hdbert (1983) conclude that Marx distinguishedjIve general tendencies
inherent to capitalism:  the law of accumulation and the falling rate of profit; the law of
increasing concentration and the centralization of industry; the law of the growing
industrial reserve army; the law of increasing misery of the proletariat; the law of crises
and depressions. This is only one example of (Popper, 1945) 'vulgar Marxism' at
work. In Marx's work, only one law is essential, the above 'laws' being mere
symptoms of the real disease (see also note 10).
4 In the world of Plato, Ideas or Forms exist prior to development. According to Plato,
development of the world of appearances lS a movement away from the Essence
towards decay. In Aristotle and Hegel, the development is considered to be towards the
Essence, i.e. not only at the beginning, but at the end of development stands something
'good.'
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thinking.5 All things in the real world are mere appearance, being
contingent, seemingly accidental and inexplicable, but can in fact only
be comprehended as internally related, necessary and meaningful when
they are seen as the expression of the Spirit (Popper, 1945;
Likitkijsomboon, 1992). In this view, human existence implies taking
part in the process of thinking; reality is a thought reality, the
perception of the Mind, the Spirit.

Dialectic is a method of analysis employed by Hegel. Kant had pointed
out the 'dialectics involved' in the process of thinking once the field of
natural science was left.6 He argued that beyond natural science no
answers can be found by an appeal to experience. It was in this field that
dialectics would take over and opposite claims would be possible, which
departed from a single assumption. Hegel, adverse to rational argument,
inverted Kant's dialectics and steered it into metaphysical realm. In
Hegel's 'dialectic triad' first a thesis is proffered; this will produce
criticism and lead opponents to assert its opposite, the antithesis.
(Popper, 1963). In the conflict of these views, a synthesis is attained, a
kind of unity of the opposites, which is a compromise or a
reconciliation on a higher level. Popper (1945, 1984, p. 39): 'The
synthesis absorbs, as it were, the two original opposite positions, by
superseding them; it reduces them to components of itself, thereby
negating, elevating, and preserving them. And once the synthesis has
been established, the whole process can repeat itself on the higher level
that has now been reached.' 7

Hegel is noted for combining the philosophy of idealism and the
dialectic method. First, the Step towards proof and reality is at hand in a
somewhat surprising manner. As in idealism reality is a thought reality,
it follows that reason is truth, provided that the knowledge is in the
latest stage of development. This stage is the stage that has been reached

5  According to Popper (1945, Ch.  12), in which Hegel is depicted as a charlatan, this
part of Hegelian Idealism (the philosophy of identity) is derived by 'shameless
equivocation' of Kant and Plato. Plato speaks of Ideas meaning unperishable things,
Essences, reality. Kant speaks of Ideas meaning ideas in the mind, thoughts. Hegel
derives from the combination of these two that 'Ideas are Real.' Thus, it follows that
that which is reasonable must be real.
6  A few further remarks on this subject can be found in Chapter IV-II.
7 popper (1945; 1984, p. 39-40) 'This means, however, that science proceeds on the
assumption that contradictions are impermisable and avoidable, so that the discovery of
a contradiction forces the scientist to make every attempt to eliminate it; and indeed once
a contradiction is admitted, all science must collapse.
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at that time in the dialectic process. In contrast to Kant, Hegel viewed
dialectics as the way reason develops, and a dialectic approach would
inevitably unveil the truth (Popper, 1945; 1984, p. 39). 'All that is
reasonable confirms with reality and therefore must be true. Truth
develops the same way as reason develops, and everything that appeals
to reason in its latest stage of development must be true for that stage.'

The combination of Hegel's philosophy and his method yields that
reality can be viewed as a reality of proportions. 'First, a particular
category will be clearly defined in its meaning. Then it will be shown
that when the seemingly rigorous definition is driven to its logical
conclusion, it becomes inadequate, containing inconsistency and
contradiction. Then there arises a new category which is, in some sense,
opposite to the first one. (...) But further consideration shows that the
two categories in opposition, when taken together blend into a new third
category. Moreover, the contradiction is not eliminated. The conflict
and distinct feature of each category are still preserved in the third one,
and it is this opposition of the two within the unity of the third category
that constitutes its life. The third category can then generate another

new category, and so on through the process of unity -* contradiction -*
unity' (Likitkijsomboon, 1992).

II materialism, historicism
From a philosophical perspective, Marx's view contrasts with that of
Hegel. Marx's point of departure is the philosophy of materialism
instead of its direct opposite, idealism. He owes this part of his
philosophy to Feuerbach. In materialism,8 things which can be observed
are the only objective reality; the existence of a deeper, transcendent
reality is rejected. No reality exists other than that which is observable:
ideas are unreal. More importantly, the reality of the mind is rejected.
In idealism, existence is solved within the Spirit. In materialism, a unity

8 Materialism consists of two pillars, one of which is rejected by Marx. He adopts that
no other reality exists than that which is observable. He rejects the second pillar which
holds that all observable is matter, whether it is living or not; life on earth and matter are
essentially the same. Marx rejects the latter since man's struggle for life is one of the
basic elements of his theory of the emergence of classes. Secondly, Marx needs to
reject it to create a Hegelian dualism of the flesh and the mind. In this way, the
development of man's state of mind may still play a part, but with Marx it is subdued
to economics. It enters his theory only insofar it is actuated and stimulated by the
material economic conditions of life.
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between existence and thinking is sought; existence implies taking part
in reality. If existence is solved in the Mind as in idealism, to only live
in the mind is the result; to only live in the mind is a concept which
dovetails a familiar theme running through his work: 'alienation.' Marx
may be noted for the theme, but it appears there was a world of
fundamental philosophical difference between Marx and his teacher
which could be found in this one word. Consciousness from a
materialistic point of view is not the translation of life-matters in the
mind, the perception of the mind as it is in idealism. The ultimate
question Marx asked was about true awareness, being awake, a theme he
derived from the ancient Greek Heraclitus. Consciousness in Marx's
view is the process of being increasingly aware of the facts of reality,
which can all be known in the end but, it should be added, only after

long periods of historic changes.
Despite the completely deviant philosophical stand, there is much

Marx and Hegel share, especially the historicist doctrine.9 Marx's well
known 'historical materialism' is derived primarily by using this
doctrine, in combination with the methods of determinism and
dialectics. In contrast to his early opinion, Marx became increasingly
convinced that historicism was the doctrine by which to provide a

scientific basis to the society he had in mind. First, a methodological
division between knowledge of facts and prediction of the future
surfaces. Marx opted increasingly for the latter. His approach, as he
grows older, is gradually one of a deterministic nature (Popper, 1945,
1984, p. 84). A prophetic stand was to become a key brand of Marx's
work. But in order to be able to predict the future, events yet to occur

must satisfy one essential condition. They must in some manner be
predetermined; the future must be present in the past. This explains
Marx's belief that a rigidly scientific method must be based on a rigid
determinism. Further, being essential, Marx is in search of determinants
of the future in the past, also through the application of the broad field
of social sciences. Here is where historicism enters the picture: in order
to explain social changes, history must be studied. Given that the future
of a society is determined by its past, Marx starts a search for a 'law of
destiny', the inescapable fate of society at large. Although both Hegel
and Marx embrase the historicist doctrine, the results of their deviating

9 This subject will be dealt with in Chapter IV, section II.
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philosophical stands are reflected in the opposition of their teachings.
Hegel's philosophy implies the cause of events to be a history of Ideas.

In Hegel's view, history is a thought history shaped within the human
mind. On the other hand, by combining the philosophy of materialism,
determinism, applying it to social science and using Hegelian dialectics,
Marx alleges in his 'Capital' to have found the law which steers
everything through everything: the inescapable law of social change.

Marx alleges that history moves along a dialectic path, the path of
superseding levels of class struggles, the very essence of his 'historical
materialism:10 The main point here is that each individual and even
larger social groups may experience their own history at the personal or
group level, but in effect this personal history is always subject to the
dialectic laws of historic changes. Man may live within the possiblities
allowed to him by the existing social order at that time, but still: 'he
(Marx) looked upon the human actors on the stage of history, including
the 'big' ones, as mere puppets, irresistibly pulled by economic forces-
by historical forces over which they have no control' (Popper, 1945;

1984, p. 101). As a result, no active policy, and no social engineering is
the offspring of communism. Marxism, as a purely historical theory
alleges that it is solely the cause Of history and its effect on society that
will lead to the self-destruction of capitalism and the rise of a new order
(Berlin, 1969; Man. Komm. Partei, III; Popper,  1943, Ch. 9; Robbins,
1937, p. 188).

III FUNDAMENTAL CONTRADIC['IONS OF CAPITALISM: THE CLASS
STRUGGLE

A society which is not based on individuals living solitary lives, a
society in which disorder is to be avoided, is in need of authority. The
gradual acceptance of money as a means of exchange, a store of value
and a unit of account intensified this need. Money shifts the former

10 Greed, inequality, profit motives, and corruption are in Marx's view solely the
result of historic development, they are symptoms of historic progress. Sadly, many
twentieth century writers (Bucharin and Preobrazhensky, 1920; Ekelund and Hdbert,
1983) took it upon themselves to turn the picture upside down by advocating that Marx
'lays bare the sinister secrets of social life by revealing the hidden motives of greed and
lust for material gain' (Popper, 1945; 1984, p. 100).
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society that may have already embodied much injustice into a new area:
the area of property, inequality, competition, distrust, envy, theft and
fraud in which injustice becomes more visible and measurable.
Authority implies the ability to protect the rights of inhabitants. The
right to own and exchange property implies acceptance of a contract
which is enforced by an authority, the state. The emphasis on the state as

the enforcer of a contract can be found throughout history in the works
of thinkers from Hobbes and Locke to Rousseau.

In the liberal perspective, the perspective of Hobbes and Locke,
freedom is the equivalent of ownership. One of the tasks of a state is to
protect it. 11 Crucial to the liberal perception is that the state is seen as a

subject. It is an entity that has been given power, it bears its own
responsibility, and exercizes its power autonomously. At the base of the
first fundamental contradiction of capitalism (i.e., the class struggle)
stands Marx's criticism of this liberal view. Marx denies the
independence liberals adjudged to the state. He claims the state to be an
instrument in the hands of solely one class; it is a protector of the status

quo (Das Elend der Philosophie). The penultimate phase of the
predetermined dialectic cause of history is one class oppressing the only
other one left. The final outcome of this struggle, the end of all
historical changes, arrives when the systematically exploited lower-class
takes over power. At that point in time, both private ownership and its
protector, the state, will have been abandoned.

In order to understand the emergence of classes and the end of all
historical changes, real freedom, the philosophic stands of Hegel and
Marx will be revisited in (I). An attempt will be made in (II) to show that
the class-struggle not only gives birth to a revolution. Marx also
maintains that the preceeding giant accumulation of productive forces -
based on systematic exploitation of labor-, provides the necessary capital
stock needed in the new society. Lastly, subsection (III) deals briefly
with the role of the proletariat after the revolution.

11 The state as the enforcer of the contract is not necessarily based on purely liberal
motives. In Hobbes' case, the state possesses the power to avoid a war of all against
all. Thus, the offspring of the right to own is civil society. His thoughts were more
inspired by the religious wars he had witnessed and his stand is less stringent than
Locke's. In Locke's case, the individual right to property is a natural, indefeasible right
(Van Roermund, 1990),
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I real freedom
Like Hegel, Marx believed that man can only be free as a spiritual
being, but at the same time he knew that man was both spirit and flesh.
(In order to keep intact the Hegelian duality between mind and matter,
Marx had to reject one pillar of materialism, the one holding that all
that is observable is matter, whether being alive or not). Marx turns

against Hegelian idealism in asserting that the flesh is the most important
of the two: 'In Hegel's writing's, dialectics stands on its head; one must
turn it the right way up again.'12 The issue at stake here is 'real
freedom' (Berlin, 1969; Popper, 1945; Nove, 1983). The mind, the
spirit seeks 'real freedom', to be free from having to act according to
the force of circumstances, to be free from 'the kingdom of necessity.'
According to Marx, Hegelian dialectics must be turned right side up
again since in idealism, 'real freedom' could be a thought freedom, a
freedom of the spirit. Knowing that we are spiritual beings, knowing
that freedom is an idea of the mind and that we will never be really free
Marx, opposing Hegel, seeks the freedom of the flesh. It is this freedom
which is the aim of history. 13

Marx derives his dialectic cause of history and the remaining moral
enmity between the ultimately remaining opposite classes by starting off
with the phenomenon of production and the resulting 'Produktions-
verhaltnisse.' Man's will to change nature in order to produce is
generated by the overall necessity to survive. In the latter, man does not
differ from any other living being. 'Just as the savage must wrestle with
nature in order to satisfy his needs, to keep alive and to reproduce, so
must the civilized man; and he must continue to do so in all forms of
society and under all forms of production.' The main difference is
located in man's ability to change nature drastically, rather than to
merely take its fruits. 'This kingdom of necessity expands with its
development, and so thus the range of human needs. Yet at the same
time there is an expansion of the productive forces which satisfy these
needs' (Cap. III, Ch. 48). Thus, based on the will to survive and man's
ability to reshape nature to needs, necessities, a unity exist between

12 Second Preface to Capital, 1873. See: volume I, 1978, p. 11.
13 In Hegel's view, real freedom is also the ultimate aim of history, but his application
of dialectics led his teaching to yield the most conservative stand on government ever:
the ultimate realization of the idea freedom in his reasoning had to be the Pruisian state
of Frederick HI, a dictatorship.
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nature and society at large. It is expressed in the process which Marx
calls production.14 What is produced and the way it is produced
determines man. In changing nature, man is changed. 'Eine naturliche
Geschichte, eine geschichtliche Natiir'. While Marx drew this picture of
man locked in the struggle to survive, he felt little affection with 'the
kingdom of necessity,' a society in bondage to its material needs
(Popper, 1945, Ch. 15). He knew that man's 'real freedom', the
freedom of the flesh, would always be limited by the metabolism of
exchanging matter with nature. Making man more free would be 'to

conduct this metabolism rationally, with a minimum expenditure of
energy and under conditions most dignified and adequate to human
nature. Yet it will still remain the kingdom of necessity' (Cap. III, Ch.
48).

In exchanging matter with nature, forces of production arise which
determine the basis of society, the classes. Classes organize themselves
into the social superstructure. During the cause of history, many classes

existed, 'Die Geschichte der ganzen bisherigen Gesellschaft bewegte sich
in Klassengegensatzen'. Capitalism evolves into the situation in which
the Proletariat and the Bourgeouis are the only classes remaining.
'Unsere Epoche, die Epoche der Bourgeoisie, zeichnet sich jedoch
dadurch aus, daB sie die Klassengegensatze vereinfacht hat. Die ganze
Gesellschaft spaltet sich mehr und mehr in zwei groBe feindliche Lager,
in zwei groBe, einander direct gegenuberstehende Klassen: Bourgeoisie
und Proletariat.' (Komm. Man., 1847, 1971, p. 526). Crucial during this
cause is the development of the proletarian superstructure, that of the
working classes. Marx alleges that it has been given no room to evolve,
as he also alleges is true of any other class which has been suppressed

during the cause of history. Moreover, it becomes clear that M arx
defines classes exclusively by ownership. 'Die bourgeoisie hebt mehr
und mehr die Zersplitterung der Produktionsmittel, des Besitzes und der
Bevalkerung auf. Sie hat (...) die Produktionsmittel zentralisiert und das
Eigentum in wenigen Handen konzentriert. Die notwendige Folge
hiervon war die politische Zentralisation' (Komm. Man., 1847, 1971, p.

530).15 Thus, the social superstructure has always been shaped by the

14 Notice that Marx uses the word 'production' with reference to the whole metabolism
of exchanging nature with matter. It differs considerably from the meaning of the word
in modern economics.
15 Emphasis added.
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ruling class, which is ultimately the capitalist class. Consequently, the
state is controlled by the owners of productive forces. It is an
instrument in the hands of a class, solely there to protect its interest, at
the expense of the proletarians.

II the cause of history
In Marx's view, money, private ownership, and the division of labor
accompanying the capitalist production mode are not regarded as

rejectable phenomena. They clearly serve a purpose in the capitalist
phase of history. 'New, more highly productive relationships never
come into being before the material conditions for their existence have
been brought to maturity within the womb of the old society itself
(Marx, op. cit., Popper, 1945; 1984, p. 109). The capitalist society allows
the forces of production to grow significantly. Moreover, Marx
believed the technical process during this phase to be significant to
solving the problem of production in communism. It was only the
shackles of the capitalist society which kept its economic system from

realizing relatively constant overproduction for all inhabitants (Nove,
1983, p. 15; Ollman, 1978).

The technical process and the resulting accumulation of productive
forces not only moulds the economic system of the future society of
abundance. The accumulation of capitalist production, given the
inhumane way it is achieved, builds the explosive social relations needed

to generate a revolutionary impulse. Ultimately, it is the deviating
access to welfare for two opposite classes in capitalism which sets off
the revolutionary impulse, which will lead to its own demise. Marx
alleges that through an inexorable chain of events workers are
increasingly systematically exploited (Arnold, 1990; Bahm-Bawerk,
1896; Cap. I, part V) by the lust for gain of the capitalist. 16 Slowly the
division of labor proceeds; each worker represents only a phase in the
production process of what is later to become the end product. In this
way, the alienation of labor arises. At the same time, the war between
seekers after gain, competition, increases the rate of systematic
exploitation. It drives the prices of the end products down, which forces
the capitalist to decrease wages. Thus, both the impoverishment of labor
and the size of the labor force increase. Increasing numbers of

16 Section II of Chapter IV deals with this issue at length.
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capitalists are unable to maintain their position and are forced into the
position of having to work themselves. Thus, the last dialectic phase in
history is fed by the ever-increasing misery of proletarians and the
shrinking number of capitalists. '(...) Mit der Entwicklung der Industrie
vermehrt sich nicht nur das Proletariat; es wird in grOBeren Massen
zusammengedrangt, seine Kraft whchst, und es fuhlt sie mehr' (Komm.
Man., 1847. 1971, p. 534). At one point in time, individual effort and the
group effort of proletarians in order to defend themselves against their
impoverishment will unite them. The peak of social awareness in the
materialistic sense of the word has been reached. 'Das eigentliche
resultat ihrer Kampfe ist nicht der unmittelbare Erfolg, sondern die
immer weiter um sich greifende Vereinigung der Arbeiter' (Komm.
Man., 1847, 1971, p. 535). Finally, as an inevitable result of dialectic
historic changes that gradually would have led to the awakening of a
now very large social group, the last decisive class struggle,
'Kladdaradatsch,' would occur.

After the revolution, after capitalism has suffered its inevitable
downfall, the dialectic cause of history will come to an end. The first
fundamental contradiction, the class struggle, the driving engine behind
all historic changes will be over. 'Die arbeitende Klasse wird im laufe
der Entwicklung an die Stelle der alten burgerlichen Gesellschaft eine
Assoziation setzen, welche die Klassen und ihren Gegensatz ausschlieBt,
und es wird keine eigentliche politische Gewalt mehr geben, weil gerade
die politische Gewalt der offizielle Ausdruck des Klassengegensatzes
innerhalb der burgerlichen Gesellschaft ist' (El. der Phil., 1971, p.

524).

III transition
The crucial factor in the socialist society was the 'dictatorship of the
proletariat.' The evolution towards the communist society would
require the proletariat to have all power in its hands. For a time it
would, paradoxically, become a ruling class. 'Der erste Schritt in der
Arbeiterrevolution ist die Erhebung des Proletariats zur herrschenden
Klasse. Das Proletariat wird seine politische Herrschaft dazu benutzen,
der Bourgeoisie nach und nach alles Kapital zu entreiBen, alle
Produktionsinstrumente in den Handen des Staats (...) zu zentralisieren
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und die Masse der Produktionskriifte moglichst rasch zu vermehren'
(Komm. Man., 1847, 1971, p. 547).

It could be concluded that Marx was an advocate of sheer oppression.
But this is only what appears on the surface. The power of the
bourgeoisie may have been the result of elections, the upper-class' reign
being built on the inability of the proletariat to organize themselves.
The workers' strike for power, almost by necessity, justifies itself under
this condition: 'as long as other classes, especially the capitalist class,
still exist, as long as the proletariat is still struggling with it, (...), it
must use coercive means' (Marx, op. cit.; Ollman, 1978). In addition,
this dictatorship was to differ from a real dictatorship: it was to be a
dictatorship of the majority over the minority. And finally, its true
virtue was the fact that it was only in office to eliminate itself during the

revolutionary transition period between capitalism and communism.
(Arnold, 1990; Ollman, 1978; Popper, 1945). Thus, the dictatorship of
the proletariat was one of the temporary necessities in the cause of
history, just as the exploitive capitalist society had been. Moreover,
Marx held a clear view on the power of the proletariat to eliminate the
lust for individual gain from its ranks: 'the workers (...) will not be like
that when they come to power.' Therefore, by the time the highest
possible of historical developments had been achieved and the 'kingdom
of necessity' had been conquered to give way to the 'freedom of the
flesh', the dictatorship would have become superfluous. Historical
forces would have driven socialism into communism and the new
society would have become classless.

IV FUNDAMENTAL CONTRADICTIONS OF CAPITALISM: ANARCHY
OF PRODUCTION

In socialist literature (Bucharin and Preobrazhensky, 1920; Ellman,
1989), two fundamental contradictions of capitalist society are
proffered. The capitalist society, it is held, embodies two destructive
tendencies.17 The first can be asserted, without any restraint, to be fully

17 Originally presented (Bucharin and Preobrazhensky, 1920; Ellman 1989) in reversed
order, starting with the economic viewpoint. '...all the capitalist entrepreneurs (...)
produce commodoties independently of one another. Instead of society undertaking to
reckon up what it needs and how much of each article, the factory owners simply
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rooted in every aspect of Marx's writings, since class-emergence lies at
the base of his historical materialism. During the dialectic cause of
history, the division of society into classes proceeds up to a point in
which two classes are unreconcilable enemies. A final clash of class-
interest, the revolution, is to bring on the transitionary period between
capitalism and communism. This contradiction is undeniably Marxist in
every aspect. The second fundamental contradiction is embedded in the
shape of the capitalist production mode itself: anarchy of production.
Anarchy of production is alleged to provoke competition, war, and
crisis. The economic system of capitalist society is refuted as a socially
rational production-mode because it has no other governing motive than
the fulfillment of self-interest and the pursuit of gain (Bentham, 1795;
Robbins, 1978; Smith, 1776). This allegedly inefficient production
mode is protected by the state as a by-product of the state-protected
private-ownership structure. Thus, the two fundamental contradictions
are the potential destroyers of the capitalist society, the tools of its
predestined demise.

Marx himself, his main doctrine being historical, is less clear about the

anarchy of production as a seperate issue. Although anarchy of
production is presented as the core of the discussion in Bucharin and
Preobrazhensky, it is more or less inherent to Marx's first
contradiction, since his point of emphasis is private ownership. Private
ownership evokes the class struggle. It is private ownership that brought
about the development of trade and the alienation of labor. It is private
ownership that brought about the structure of society, the state as a
protector of the class interest, the profit motive and the socially
irrational capitalist production mode, the anarchy of production
(Arnold, 1990, Ch. 6; Cap. 1, Man. Komm. Partei). It will have been
abandoned in the communist society: 'Eben darin, daB Teilung der
Arbeit und Austausch Gestaltungen des Privateigentums sind, eben darin
liegt der doppelte Beweis, sowohl daB das menschliche Leben zu seiner
Verwirklichung des Privateigentums bedurfte, wie andererseids, daB es
jetzt der Aufhebung des Privateigentums bedarf (National6konomie

produce upon the calculations of what will bring them most profit and will best enable
them to defeat rivals in the market,' and, 'Considered in its essence, the capitalist
society is not one society, but two societies. It consists of capitalists on one side and
workers and poor farmers on the other side. Between these two classes there is
continuous and irreconcible enmity,  (...) a class  war.'
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und Philosophie, 1971, p. 295). Marx, however, states little about the
end of the fundamental contradictions: 'The kingdom of freedom
actually begins only where drudgery, enforced by hardship and external
purposes, ends; it thus lies, quite naturally, beyond the sphere of proper
material production' (Cap. HI, Ch. 48).

Despite it being inherent to Marx's first fundamental contradiction, the
anarchy of production of capitalist society is a separate issue in this
work for two reasons. Firstly, there is a divergence between what
actually happened and the policies which could be expected to arise
from Marx's historicist doctrine. Starting with a class definition by
ownership, Marx deduces all economic matters as being subservient to
the irrevocable law of historical changes. Economic matters, the
industrial drive and its poignant social abuse, are merely symptoms of a
phase in history called 'capitalism' rather than the disease. The latter
develops through historical necessity: it is in the birth and decline of
societies that revolution represents a breakpoint, until the 'new age of
dispensation' makes all revolution superfluous (Berlin, 1969; Cap., I,
UI; Mises, 1944; Popper, 1945; Robbins, 1937). Most policies pursued
after the revolution appear to have embodied the wish to rapidly do
away with the anarchy of production in a constructive manner, rather
than to wait for history to solve the problem, as Marx maintained.
Secondly, as a result of the actual policies pursued, the economic
discussion on socialism (Barone, 1908; Hayek, 1935, 1945; Lange,
1939; Mises, 1920, 1922) would concentrate on the second fundamental
contradiction of capitalist society. (Chapter IV, Section IV will deal with
this matter at length).

At this point, having explored Marx's philosophic forerunners, his
own philosophy, his method of analyzing social changes, and two
fundamental contradictions of capitalism, this chapter proceeds with a
treatment of socialist history. The policies pursued after the revolution
are presented (further illuminating the need for coverage of the second
fundamental contradiction). They are shown to be of a constructivist
rather than a historicist nature; very little waiting for history to solve
the problems actually took place. Marx's doctrine was cast aside in
favor of a massive attempt to build a post-revolutionary society by plain
teleological action.
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V  AT THE THRESHOLD OF SOCIALISM

In the first decade after the revolutions, by the end of the 192Os, the
Bolshevick leaders took a range of measures which would lead to a
considerable loss of human lives. The policy choices that were made
then and our current perception of them as extreme, cannot be
comprehended without knowledge of the actual state of the economy
which was inherited from the Tsarist period. In this section it will be
illustrated that a deviation from Marx's historicist doctrine was
unavoidable.

While Marx's historical scheme assumed that the forces of production
would have sufficiently developed before the outbreak of a revolution,
this was hardly the case in post-revolutionary Russia.18 Unfortunately,
the revolutionaries inherited a relatively backward economy from the
Tsarist period. This relative backwardness existed despite a period of
induced economic growth. Most importantly, it occured in an era which
bore little resemblence to the all-reigning capitalist pre-phase of
communism, as described in Marx's Capital. It will be shown that both
the industrial (I) and the agricultural sector (II) suffered from a
considerable lag in comparison with Western economies of that time. In
addition, the state of performance of the Russian economy prior to the
revolution will be concluded to have been rather poor in (III). The
attempts made to increase performance, regardless of how effective they
are judged to have been, did not bring genuine rapid development,
while a considerable increase in population also led to a less
advantageous position.

I industry
During the Crimean War (1854-1856) Russia became painfully aware of
its economic backwardness, after which an active industrial policy was
undertaken. The policy was aimed at: (1) development of a network of
internal transportation, (2) stabilization of the ruble in foreign
exchanges, the build-up of an export surplus in order to be able to
borrow abroad and (3) stimulation of new industries with protection in

18  In fact, three revolutionary movements were active and Lenin, for the time being,
managed to get them all in line under the banner 'peace bread and land,' Rutland
(1985).
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their infancy (Kahan, 1967). This process continued slowly until the
late 19th century, mainly because the transformation   of the newly
liberated, unskilled peasant into a qualified factory worker was time
consuming (Portal,   1965). But around   1890 the construction  of  a
railroad network, heavy industry and mining operations and irrevocably
connected overall economic activity gained momentum under a tightly
controlled economic policy, helped by foreign advanced technology,
that had enabled the replacement of part of the unskilled labor with
capital (Gerschenkron, 1965, p. 127).
The positions held by such authors as Crisp, (1976) and Portal, (1965)

are largely in line with Gregory and Stuart (1990, p. 30) who hold with
Gerschenkron that 'the state, which acted as a substitute for missing
entrepreneurial resources and deficient demand, was the instigator of
industrialization.' As far as the latter is concerned, it is generally
accepted that genuine attempts were being made to bridge the gap
between Russia and the West through a policy of active upper-level
interference in economic affairs, with an emphasis on military aims. But
there is considerable debate on the motives behind the policy and its true

capitalist nature and effectiveness.
Kahan (1967) points at the enormous profit potential of the resource-

rich Russian empire. He alleges that the interference by the government
counteracted rather than stimulated growth and development, because
the government tended to tax away the private demand for the new
consumer goods. Thus, industry would frequently hit the ceiling of
domestic demand, reaching   its   peak just after 1900. Secondly,   he
presents reasonable evidence that industrial entrepreneurs only found
their capital funds after \he government had stepped down as a major
claimant and a competitor for savings in the still imperfectly working
savings market. He also asserts that, analogous to the tax policy, tariff-
protection provoked a choice between short-run fiscal interest and the
objective of industrialization, which was decided in favor of the first
since the tariffs levied on many imports, which could have fostered
industrialization at normal prices, hampered more than the direct
placement of state orders could be of help. Thus, he concludes that the
industrialization could have had accelerated at a more vigorous rate, if
it had not been for the ambivalence, the conflict between fiscal interest
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and long-range industrial policy, inherent to the government
interference.

Kahan, in Marxist fashion, implicitly points at the distinctive powers
of capitalism in the accumulation of productive forces. The importance
of private initiative was also recognized by the authorities. Unlike other
countries in their early developing stage, Russia recruited many foreign

entrepreneurs. First, the emphasis on direct foreign investment was so
great that it rose sharply from 1880 to 1914 and proved 'an important
and benificial' factor in Russia's industrialization (McKay, 1970, p.
379). Second and more importantly, McKay, building his conclusions on
case studies, holds the same view as Kahan in that he alleges that the
industrialization was 'essentially' capitalistic despite 'feudal remnants'.
Although the stagnation of 1901-1909 took place due to overproduction,
revealing a dependence of industry on state orders (Portal, 1965), the
other side of the coin was deficient domestic demand due to excessive
taxation (Gerschenkron, 1962, p. 132). Lastly, supporting McKay and
Kahan, Portal adds that, finance wise, the overproduction was
accompanied by an unfavorable situation in the international money and
security markets, showing Russia's ties to the capitalist world.19 He also
found that the industries which produced for daily consumption were
little affected by insufficient state orders, again revealing the capitalist
nature of Russian industrialization outside of the heavy industrial sectors
which produced coal iron, steel, and machinery.

Despite the fact that the authorities acknowledged that both foreign and
domestic entrepreneurs were indispensible, another duality surfaced on
the matter of private initiative, accompanying the duality of the fiscal
side of the industrialization. This second duality became apparent in the
ambivalent attitude towards private initiative. The fear of unbridled
capitalism prompted arbitrary action which again hampered freely
capitalist development. The resulting situation also clarifies why many
of the policies pursued in post-revolutionary Russia of 1918-1940 were
to show a longstanding culture marked by the hatred towards and
awareness of the indispensibility of some level of private initiative. At

19 The monetary reform of August 1897, which placed the ruble on the gold standard,
the greater availabilty of capital in the international money market and the strenghtening
of the political alliance between Russia and France, which opened up the Paris money
market to Russia, constituted the monetary elements of this tie (Kahan, 1967, p. 475;
Crisp, 1976, p. 109)
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any rate, the bureaucracy, in which preferred treatment with respect to
tariff protection, tax diversion and subsidies were as common as
lobbying, buying state orders and bribery were to be later (Pipes, 1974,

Ch. 11; Rutland, 1985; Ellman, 1989), may be said to have found its
origin during the years of industrialization.

On the whole, it can be claimed that industrial activity accelerated
considerably during the period of 1890-1901 and 1909-1913, though
there was little genuinely free capitalist entrepreneurship, and the
effectiveness of the policy pursued after the authority's decision to
initiate the industrialization is debatable.

II agriculture
As far as agriculture is concerned, a feudal system was in place until the
Emancipation  Act  of  1861.  The act, initiated  by Tsar Alexander  II
himself, failed to stimulate an agricultural drive since its main objective
was to prevent further peasant uprises while still retaining control over
agriculture. In many ways, the Russian reformers were bound to
hamper rather than to facilitate agricultural performance. The leap
towards modern agriculture was actively frustrated: peasants received

legal freedom, but were weighted down with heavy redemption
payments for 'their' land. The change from the right to use to the right
to own was accompanied by rent-rates far above the level that reflected

contemporaneous market prices. The allotment of land was in many
cases considerably smaller than the plots peasants had been assigned to
under the old commune structure. It bore no necessary relation to labor

power or family needs (Gerschenkron, 1962, 1965; Volin, 1974). On
their own, these measures could have had a considerable positive
influence on agricultural growth, had it not been that the Tsar's wish to
be able to monitor agriculture was one of the primary motives of the
reform.

Given this motive, communes were still to determine the face of
agriculture after the reform. Land flight was actively abated by
legislation. In some regions, peasants were practically shackled to the
land. Only after relinquishing the right to the land and paying very
sizable sums, were they able to leave the commune. Land laborers were
also subject to other restrictions in their ability to leave the land while
regulations to which they were subjected, affected the agricultural
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performance: the communes were held responsible for debts of their
individual members. At the same time, taxation and the burden of the
redemption payments were so high that investment was hampered,
sometimes even resulting in capital depletion. Periodical redistribution
of land reduced the incentive of the peasant to improve the plot he was
temporarily assigned tO. In this manner, reform effectively ruined the
incentive to individually accumulate wealth by increasing productivity.
By the beginning of this century, the frustration of agricultural
performance had reached such heights that some scholars speak of an
'agrarian crisis,' which would finally provoke the Revolution of 1905
(Gerschenkron, 1947, 1962, Ch. 6; Pipes, 1974, Ch. 6; Volin, 1970).

It was not until the Stolypin reforms of 1906 and 1910 that the main
obstacles that had frustrated the development of Russian agriculture
were removed. These reforms constituted the closing chapter of a series
of   measures   that were first initiated   in    1903   by the lifting   of   the
responsibility of the communes for the debt of their members, and
aimed at creating an agricultural class in the capitalist sense. In spite of
the reforms, it cannot be said that agriculture was developed in the
capitalist sense on the eve of the First World War, let alone that it was
highly developed in a Marxist pre-socialist sense. The link to the world
market did exist, but the integration of the market itself was far from
complete. Numerous regional differences still existed. Analogous to
what happened in the industrial sector, there was much bureaucratic
interference, in this case, devoted to the reduction of the regional
agricultural differences (Crisp, 1976; Volin, 1970).

Moreover, the many high burdens that had been placed on the peasants
had fed the industrialization surge until 1901, after which the exhaustion
of the rural population marked the beginning of years of stagnation in
industrial performance (Gerschenkron, 1947; 1962; 1965).
Gerschenkron maintained that the peasantry had been used to feed the
industrialization of 1890-1901, thus linking industrial performance  to
agricultural backwardness. It is true that, given the history of
enserfment and feudalism, with the peasant 'at the bottom of the social
pyramid' (Pipes, 1974, p. 105),20 very little consideration was given the

20  According to Pipes, one age before the Stolypin reforms the peasant's bondage,
serfdom, still had to 'be viewed as an intrinsic part of a universal system'.
Gerschenkron (1962, p. 132) wrote on the situation after the Stolypin reform, when 'a
renewed enserfment was not in the realm of practical politics': 'The fiscal policy of the
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quality of life of the peasantry. The strains placed on the peasantry to
create rapid industrial growth could never have permitted smooth
agricultural development.

III economic performance
In spite of all the counteractive forces, in aggregate figures, agricultural
performance was not bad, ranking slightly behind that of industry. This
explains why scholars tend to look for factors which could have
benefitted agricultural performance. Despite his negative stand on the
period of 1890-1900, part of the answer was already provided by
Geschenkron himself in 1947. He found the abolition of the redemption
payments after the Stolypin reform in combination with an
improvement of the terms of trade between agricultural and industrial
products of about 25% over the period 1900-1913 to be beneficial to
agriculture. Second, the size of the country and the subsequent limited
possibility of bureaucratic control may explain why some policies did
not yield maximum effect. For instance, Portal (1965, p. 811) reports
that periodical redistribution of land either failed to occur or took place
at such long intervals it did little to hinder to the slow but sure
development of a class of well-to-do peasants and thus of a market for
industrial products. Third, Russia's railroads had tied its wheatmarkets
to the world market  and the accelerating industrial growth after  1890
could never have allowed agriculture to remain severely backward in
comparison to industry without labor-mobility vigorously curtailing
(Gerschenkron, 1965, p. 121; Gregory and Stuart, 1990). But, although
in both sectors sustained progress occurred, Crisp (1976, p. 52)
concludes that 'the vast majority of the Russian population was not yet
absorbed into an organized wage structure; neither however were they a
pure subsistence sector.'

In addition, the positive aggregate industrial performance figures are
not extraordinarily high in comparison to developed countries that
notably had already experienced rapid growth (Gerschenkron, 1947).
Second, the agricultural output (in particular grain) may have been
impressive in aggregate figures, but unfortunately the aggregate figures
on both agriculture and industry are outstripped by staggering

government was able to perform the role which at an earlier stage had been performed
by the institution of serfdom.'
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population growth in the same period. As a result, the per capita
performance of Russia was rather poor in comparison to the West.
Indicators on illiteracy, life expectancy and infant mortality placed pre-
revolutionary Russia among the least-developed countries (Crisp, 1976;
Gregory, 1982, Ch. 7; Gregory and Stuart, 1990, Ch. 2). It stands that
on the eve of revolution the Bolshevik leadership inherited one of the
most backward economies of that time and the industrial and
agricultural revolutions needed to shape capitalism still lay ahead.

VI FROM HISTORICISM TO SOCIAL ENGINEERING

After the revolutions, Marx's inevitable epoch of proletarian
dictatorship started. But the road to a new society was littered with
unexpected obstacles, one of the largest being the revolution itself. In
complete contrast to Marx's prophecies it had started in a country
which, relative to other countries, had not yet reached the prerequisite
peaks of mass-exploitation and proletarian awareness. The pre-phase
had not been one of rapid accumulation of industrial forces. Agriculture
was not only relatively underdeveloped but the peasantry had once again
bore 'the brunt of the war', having to deliver over 40% of the able-
bodied troops  into the struggle (Volin,   1970,  p.   118).  So it stands  that
time had granted a revolutionary victory in an unexpected fashion, a
surprise to those who now suddenly found themselves in office. In
addition to the problems caused by the course of events deviating from
Marx's prophecy, Lenin had to admit that Marx's method, with
economics being completely subservient to his historicist doctrine, had
given him nothing of a start. 'I do not know of any socialist who has
dealt with these problems' (Popper, 1945, 1984, p. 83).  Marx, as the
advocate of a new society which would come to birth in total submission
to historic laws, had opposed the idea of social engineering and the
implied rational planning of social institutions (Arnold, 1990, p. 136;
Komm. Man., 1847, 1971, p. 557; Robbins, 1937). Consequently,
Marxism had left the policymakers of that time nothing but the
knowledge that they were situated in a certain transitionary phase of
history between capitalism and communism and that history would solve
the problems on the way. After the revolution, however, the question of
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how to construct the new society became paramount. At that point, the
very method that Marx so abhorred, social engineering, was about to
take over in absence of a viable alternative.

It appears from Bucharin and Preobrazhensky's 'A.B.C. of
Communism' that the policies advocated by those in office bore no
stamp of Marx's historicism whatsoever: 'The new society must be
much more solidly constructed than capitalism.'21 The sophisticated,
carefully built and balanced view from Marx was to give way to plain
normative stands which support the teleological use of power:

-The new society should become classeless as opposed to the capitalist
society in which the two social classes wee at 'eternal moral enmity the
one with the other.' In the absence of classes, the new society should do
without a state needed to reflect these classes; the abolition of classes
would mean the abolition of the state (p. 113).
-In the absence of classes, production should be nationalized, so that it

belonged to everyone. Social ownership of the means of production and
exchange should lead to the transformation of society into a huge
working organization for cooperative production.
It was believed that after a period of development the products people
needed would simply be stored in the 'communal warehouse' (p. 114),
theirs to take. The creation of this abundance was sought in guided
development of productive forces that had remained from the Tsarist
phase of history.
-Society was to be organized throughout (with economic activity

following a general plan of production) in contrast to the much disputed
anarchy of production. The new, more rational, production mode would
guarantee a continuous stream of goods and services in order to keep up
with society's demands.
-In addition, social ownership would deny people the right to own

anything other than consumer goods. Lenin is reported to have stated
that there would be no private rights in the communist system, only
public rights.22
This communal stand may seem odd but it should be noted that in the
new society each member would be able to satisfy his needs as it was
assumed there would be an ample quantity of all products. Money, the

21 Emphasis added.
22 Stevers, 1980, p. 76.
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very basis of private rights, private ownership, accumulated wealth,
accumulated private-ownership difference and class-emergence would in
the end be elimited from daily life.

If the two main roots of evil of capitalism would be abolished in the
new society, the accompanying features found deeply objectable would
likewise be removed by teleological action. In the capitalist system, the
entrepreneurs had been adverse to implementing new techniques. It was
believed that the new society would instantly breed better results in the
field of dynamics and thus in the field of growth, future investment, and
future consumption. A dynamic slowdown would not arise in the new
society since every technical advantage would immediately be adopted.
This would be in contrast to the capitalist society in which cheap labor
would keep entrepreneurs from adopting new techniques.23 Finally, the
division of labor as evolved and maintained under the capitalism would
be changed. People would receive a many-sided culture in order to
prevent societal alienation of the labor force in the sense that workers
are blunted by doing the same over and over (Arnold, 1990, p. 135).
'There will not be permanent managers of factories, nor will there be
persons who do one and the  same  kind of work throughout their lives.
(...) Nothing of this sort happens in communist society,' Bucharin and
Preobrazhensky (1920, 1969, p. 116). Armed with these visions, the
actual effort to build communism could commence.

VII SUMMARY

Marx's 'historical materialism' is derived from a combination of the
methods of determinism and dialectics. Historicism enters the picture
when his prophecy is applied to the field of social science. Marx alleged
that history moved along the path of superceding class struggles, with
classes being defined solely by ownership. The final clash of class
interest was that of capitalism in which the systematic exploitation of
workers peaks and the cause of historical changes shapes shapes the

23 Summarized by Berliner (1981) as the superiority -, investment -, product
innovation -, and process innovation assumption. Note the glaring contradiction with
Marx! In Marx's historical materialism, each new technique is adopted in capitalism
'Akkumuliert, akkumuliert, das ist Moses und die Propheten'. (See also: appendix to
Ch. VI).
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greater share of productive forces. The exploitation forces the
suppressed working class to grow, both in size and in awareness of its
situation. The grand change occurs when the workers take over power
and by historical necessity start using the accumulated productive forces
to shape a brave new world.

But the cause of history by 1917 had sparked a revolution in and
placed the workers in power of a society with a history of bureaucracy
rather than free entrepreneurship, a backward agriculture rather than
modern peasantry and an underdeveloped industrial structure from the
perspective of modern capitalist economies. Although a revolution took

place, reality deviated considerably from Marx's prediction. Therefore,
the policies to shape the new society likewise deviated from Marxian
prescriptions. His doctrine of waiting for history to solve the problems
was soon abandoned in favor of plain constructivism.
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II. Socialist society

The  philosophers  have  only  interpreted  the  world  in  various  ways;  the
point however is to change it.'

(Marx, 1845)

I INTRODUCTION

It is paradoxical that the shape of the society inherited from the tsars
forced the socialist leaders back to the vision of the same man whose
thinking had brought them the revolution, but without the expected
accumulation of productive forces. Young Marx's vision (quoted above)
shows a definite willingness to undertake action, though he later
abandoned it in favor of the predetermination of the historicist doctrine.

Teleological guidance to shape young Marx's vision became a necessity
because all matters of economics had become subservient to his doctrine
of a dialectic cause of history (Popper, 1945, Ch. 13; Robbins, 1937).
Although it appeared that the pre-phase of the new society deviated
considerably from the phase of history Marx described as the one
preceeding communism (Nove, 1983), and the policy pursued,
therefore, deviated considerably from waiting for history to solve the
problems, there was one issue on which socialist leaders did not disagree
with Marx: the scope of the experiment. Since history had proven him
wrong, it seems fair to ask if there was any point in continuing to
follow his view on this issue. It appeared though that the socialist
experiment still had to concern all dimensions of society, leaving no
stone unturned. Therefore, mass-constructivism characterizes most of
the measures pursued in the attempt to bring about a society that would
erase the ills of the world.

This chapter, in addition to the ethic and historical approach of the
previous chapter, will discuss the results of the attempt to construct
communism. Ample material on the subject exists (e.g., Bergson, 1964;
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Ellison, 1974; Ellman, 1989; Erlich, 1974; Gerschenkron, 1962;
Grossman, 1963; Nove, 1977, 1983; Zaleski, 1980). An attempt will be
made to generalize the main building blocks of socialist society insofar
they relate to transition. The approach used here will be applied to the
capitalist society in the next chapter. Section II will briefly address the
early construction attempts that gave rise to the socialist society. The
political, legal and economic systems of the socialist society will be
discussed in sections II.1, H.2, and II.3, respectively. Despite the fact
that a comparative discussion on socialism and capitalism is presented in
Chapter IV, some of the issues will be introduced in the evaluation of
the socialist society in Section III. This is because socialism has never
succeeded in consistently arranging its economic system. A summary
will follow in Section IV.

II THE EMERGENCE OF SOCIALISM

Although the revolutions took place in 1917, it was not until 1928 that
truly constructive action, along socialist lines, occurred. The advance of
communism had been severely hampered by the devastating influences
of World War I and the Civil War from 1917-1921 (Rutland, 1985).
The latter period, that of 'War Communism,' represented the attempt to
shape the transitionary society that was to give rise to the end-aim of
history: man's real freedom under communism. The economy was
nationalized, private trade abolished, and postal services, housing, gas,
electricity, and transportation were supplied free of charge.
Agricultural surpluses were forcibly requisited and labor was allocated
by military control, both for civil and military purposes (Gregory and
Stuart, 1990). The period was characterized by severe hyperinflation
due to monetary financing of war expenditures. As a consequence, the

economy was unintentionally demonitized, which propagandists
immediately took advantage of. Hyperinflation was 'a kick in the rear of
the bourgeoism regime' (Preobrazhenzy, op. cit., Zaleski, 1980, p. 20).
However, because of the incentive-killing food requisiting and an
industry functioning without a suitable alternative for market signals, a
sharp decline in economic activity resulted.
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From 1921-1928, the authorities, roughly put, returned to capitalism,
mainly to regain the support of the peasants, particularly the efficiently
working, progressive, and rich farmers, the Kulaks (Erlich, 1960;
Gershenkron, 1962; Volin, 1970). The New Economic Policy was
introduced, which established a fixed proportional tax system for
farmers, legalisation of private trade, and denationalization of small and
middle-sized enterprises. A reintroduction of trade relations with the
outside world ('learning from the enemy as quickly as possible')1 was
effected. A significant economic recovery occurred, but the means by
which it was achieved stood in sharp contrast to the system socialist
leaders had in mind.

Halfway through this period an industrialization debate was started to
establish the best way to shape the economic forces needed to build
communism. The fear of inflationary imbalance stemming from instant
purchasing power (wages of workers) and a lagging capacity-growth in
industry, provided the impetus. Ultimately, in 1927, when net
agricultural marketings (i.e., food for the cities), appeared low, despite
the liberal N.E.P. framework, Preobrazhensky's proposal was adopted
by Stalin.2 The prices of industrial goods were kept high at the expense
of agricultural products. In order to ensure sufficient net agricultural
marketings, food-requisitioning was reintroduced. Although this policy
was known to mitigate incentive, having been one of the reasons for
introducing N.E.P., it was now believed that collectivization and
political control would guarantee the net-marketings (Ellison, 1974;
Medvedev, 1972; Volin, 1970). Yet, it is generally known that massive
starvation of peasants, especially the Kulaks, and a massive decline in
agricultural productivity and output was the result (Davies, 1981;
Gerschenkron, 1962; Gregory and Stuart, 1990; Kuznets, 1966;
Rutland, 1985; Volin, 1970). 3

Therefore, by the mid thirties after many start-up problems, the
Soviet Union had established a society whose features would last for
decades with relatively few adjustments (Brus, 1972; Ellman, 1989;

1 Lenin, oP. cit, Gregory and Stuart, 1990, p. 62.
2 Preobazhensky emphasized the capacity-generating side of capital, arguing for
massive industrialization and abolition of private trade (Gregory and Stuart, 1990,
Ch. 4).
3 These sources also deal with the question whether collectivation contributed
significantly to the industrialization process.
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Grossman; 1963, Nove, 1977). The organization of this society served

as an example for those countries that either wished to be socialist, or
had a socialist government forced on them under Moscow's tight
control.

ILl THE POLITICAL SYSTEM OF SOCIALIST SOCIETY

The general task of any political system is to regulate the division of
power: to determine who has power over whom.4 In the liberal view
this power is considered just only when the governing body has been
granted a mandate by the people (Asbeck, 1949; Robinson, 1958).
Justified power is that power forced upon everyone as a member of
society, as a result of general elections of freely chosen representatives
(Moe, 1990). In a socialist society the opposite is explicitly expressed:
'The political foundation of the USSR consists of Soviets of working
people's deputies, which grew up and became strong as a result of the
overthrow of the power of landlords and capitalists and the winning of
the dictatorship of the proletariat,' (Art. 2, USSR Constitution).

This dictatorship of the proletariat, meaning the 'democratic rule' of
the working class, appears by no means democratic in an electoral sense.
But this dictatorship allegedly differed from a real dictatorship in two
respects: one, it was a dictatorship of the majority over the minority.
Second, its real virtue was the fact that it was only in office to eliminate
itself (Ollman, 1978). 'HeiBt dies daB es nach dem Sturz der alten
Gesellschaft eine neuen Klassenherrschaft geben wird, die in einer
neuen politischen Gewalt gipfelt? Nein. Die Bedingung der Befreiung
der Arbeitenden Klasse ist die Abschaffung jeder Klasse,' Marx (El. der
Phil., 1971, pp. 524). Although the views expressed by the Utopian
engineers must, by necessity, deviate considerably from Marx's view as
regards the survival and role of the state, one cannot ignore the
simularity of intention. Taylor (1979, p. 175) expressed their view as:
'The destruction of 'bourgeois freedoms' is no real loss of freedom, and
coercion can be justified in the name of freedom if it is needed to bring

4 Notice that for this reason art. 19.3 of the third draft of the Universal Declarations of
Human Right, 'Everyone has a right to a government which conforms to the will of
people,' was amended to art. 21.3 in the final, 1948, draft: 'The will of the people shall
be the basis of the authority government (...).'
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into existence the classeless society in which alone men are properly
free. Men can, in short, be forced to be free.'

In contrast to the anarchy of production of capitalist society, we find
people's lives being subjected to economic planning: The economic life
of the USSR is determined and directed by a state plan of national

economy' but most importantly: 'In the interest of increasing the public
wealth (...),' (Art. 11, USSR Constitution). Here we encounter the view
that a single body, the state, embodies the power to free the people;
there are institutional means of making members of society happy. This
view cannot be emphasized more clearly than by the following recorded
Soviet reaction to the Univeral Declaration of Human Rights: 'Its high-
sounding phrases about freedom and sanctity of the individual, about

equality and fraternity, about the press, etc. in essence are meaningless
since the Declaration says nothing about the duty of states to guarantee
these rights' (op. cit., Robinson, 1958, p. 55).

So, from Marx's Dictatorship of the Proletariat, by the Proletariat, for
the Proletariat, we arrive at a plain undemocratic system where

justification and control of power fail: a system of political dictatorship
(Ellman, 1989). The heart of the political system of socialist society is
therefore: the individual will, subject to power which has not been
granted by general elections. The individual's aim is to serve the greater

good, of which the Communist Party leadership has monopolized the

interpretation.

II.2 THE LEGAL SYSTEM OF SOCIALIST SOCIETY

Complementary to the repressive political system is the legal system of
the closed society of socialism. Socialism is based on the belief that
economic activity should be founded on rational teleological action
(Arnold, 1990; Bucharin and Preobrazhensky, 1920). In contrast to the
system of economic freedom on which the capitalist society evolved
(Bentham, 1795; Robbins, 1978; Smith, 1776; Viner, 1991), socialists
merely intend to rule out private initiative and its alleged consequence,
anarchy of production. In the socialist society, rules of a positive
character prevail, rules which command. They have been designed to
guide economic activity in a teleological sense by binding instructions.
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The commanding character is aimed at achieving concrete goals and
aimed at specific situations. Stalin is reported (Ellman, 1989, p. 24) to
have stated that: 'our plans are not forecasts but instructions.' Grossman
(1981) concludes that the economic infrastructure is supported by
positive rules and 'operating with a myriad of laws, regulations and
directives.'

By being positive, the rules of thesis, in general, not only avoid
unwanted private activity, they also eliminate uncertainty by pinpointing
the economic activity that is allowed. As a consequence, they rule out
pioneering economic activity which would come from the womb of
society, from those in close contact with the needs of the consumer
(Schumpeter, 1943). Although efforts were made in the interbellum to
keep the consumer as the focus of planning (according to 'genetics,'
indicative planning is necessarily guided by the market), state ideology
won the battle over consumer preferences ('teleologists,' imperative
planning, see Gregory and Stuart, 1990). Altogether, the dynamics of
socialist society, the new products, new processes of production, the
quality-improvements, all become bound within limits set by those in
command who enforce the laws of legislation (Grossman, 1966; Hayek,
1973).

III.3 THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM OF SOCIALIST SOCIETY

The task of the government in the socialist society is paramount. As a
primary characterization (showing the complete opposition to all liberal
economic principle), the socialist economic system shows virtually all
dimensions of economic activity lie explicitly within the realm of public
authority; the government performs a positive role in the economic
system. The organization of the economic system will be presented in
(I). Additional government interference, not primarily concerned with
production, distribution, exchange, and consumption, i.e.,
complementary activities, environmental policies, and social security
will be discussed in (II). Specific tasks and policy choices concerning
(macro) economic matters, will be treated in (III).
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I markets and the government
In the socialist economic system, continuous discretionary policy
concerns:
1. Nationalization of the means of production, distribution, and
exchange. State ownership of the means of production and exchange was
considered the highest form of ownership, as set down in article 4 of the
USSR Constitution. Since the definition of classes by ownership is the
basis of the first fundamental contradiction of capitalism, the liberation
private ownership had to imply state-ownership of the means of
production (Kom. Man., 1847, 1971, p. 548). Moreover, state
nationalization also concerned the appropriation of property in foreign
hands since one of the main evils of capitalism was considered the way it
had spread around the world, subjecting every worker to its exploitation
(Komm. Man., 1847; I).5
2. Physical regulation of production, distribution, exchange, and

consumption. Physical and imperative planning of nearly all dimensions
of the economic process, trade barriers and state-nationalized foreign
trade are to serve the goals set by laws of legislation.
3. Direct interference in price setting:
prices of goods, services, labor, and capital are not to reflect costs,

marginal product or relative scarcity.
4. Indirect manipulations of economic activities, via
subsidies, soft credits, and tax policies.

It was argued that rapid industrialization would soon allow the Soviet
Union to a catch up with the capitalist countries. 'Capital would be
accumulated beyond the level acceptable by myopic capitalists,
generating higher growth and thus offsetting any of the possible
disadvantages of centralization,' (Nuti, 1988). It was believed that
resource availability and factor mobilization, being system-inherent
rather than given, (e.g. Bergson, 1964, Ch. 6; Hanson, 1971), were the
means to rapid accumulation. This belief moulded the structure of
production in three manners.

First, concentration, integration, and thick organizational structures
marked the outlook of industrial society. Following the constructivist
approach, society should become one huge production unit for

5 In articles 7 and 9, private property, especially for small industry and farmers is
explicitly allowed. Despite this, agriculture was collectivized in the USSR.
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cooperative production. The hierarchical nature of the economic system
of socialist society thus came into being, with planning taking place
primarily in physical terms. Statistics bureaus and bookkeeping offices
were the cornerstones of the economy. All major production,
investment, and allocation decisions were made by bureaucrats,
dependent on information coming up from the bottom through various
stages (Bergson, 1964; Brus, 1972; Grossman, 1966). Second, following
a theoretical argument provided by Feldman in 1928 (Domar, 1972),
heavy industry was emphasized. Feldman stressed the growing ratio of
capital in the producer goods industry over capital in the consumer
goods industry during a period of rapid economic growth. This
growing ratio would provide the means for rapid industrialisation (raw
materials, electricity, heavy engineering: machines that build machines,
etc.). Third, the rate of aggregate investment itself was high. This
'investment hunger' led to investment absorbing a significantly greater
share of production than in capitalist countries. This could be attributed
to the need to accumulate beyond 'myopic' capitalist levels and the
attractiveness of investing in a bureaucracy. Investment returns and the
chance of bankruptcy were of far less concern than the prestige and
chances for promotion (Davies, 1981; Kornai, 1980; Ellman 1989;
Rutland, 1985).

The most notable features of the socialist economic system, coupled
with the desire for rapid accumulation, are mono-hierarchical
organization of production with physical planning, emphasis on heavy
industry, and a large share of investment in production. The result has
been a large interdependence between units of production,
organizational structures, and information lines, in which careful
balancing (Kontorovich, 1988; Powell, 1977) is of utmost importance to
the process. Since the process is extremely informationally demanding,
continuous problems arose.

II complementary government activities
One of the tasks of public authority is to provide complementary
support to activities in the fields of the economy, the environment, and
social security. In a socialist society, however, the complementary
function of the government is just one of the many dimensions along
which production, distribution, exchange, and consumption are
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organized. Since 'the system is good at handling priority but not
priorities' (Nuti, 1988), bottlenecks are a common occurence.

Economic The material infrastructure (traffic in a broad sense: roads,

bridges, harbours, airports, communication services, education and
energy provisions) are included in the planning process together with all
other economic dimensions of the system and suffer by necessity. The
same goes for communication services which (once modelled on the
West) are generally reported to be bad and out of date. Production is

energy intense and energy provisions are antiquated, inferior, and
highly pollutive. It was feared that the system of energy provision
would encounter serious problems before the breakdown of the system

(Denies, 1981; Fullenbach, 1981).

Environment According to Fiillenbach (1981), laws on environmental
pollution were very strict, probably the strictest in the world. Despite
these laws, little has been done to protect the environment. Economic
affairs in socialist societies have always been accompanied by
considerable negative spillover effects; major disasters have occured.
This conclusion inevitably follows from case studies (Feschbach, 1991;
Medvedev, 1980; Slama, 1986). It is not only for reasons of priority
(i.e., the speed at which certain programs needed be implemented,
production at all costs)6 that environmental pollution is high in socialist
societies. The economic entities which cause pollution, the body which
creates laws on the environment, and the body which judges whether
violation of these laws actually took place, were all part of the same
administration: that of the Party. Hence, efficacy of environmental
legislation, despite their stringent character, could hardly be expected.
(Rillenbach, 1981; Powell, 1974).

Social security In a police state, national defense and police 'protection'
are well organized. Officially, there is no unemployment in socialist

6 Medvedev -Zhores- (1979) presents reasonable, widely discussed evidence that the
development of nuclear waste disposal techniques was of low priority. The goal was to
develop a plutonium bomb to be tested in Sept. 1949, before Stalin's seventieth
birthday. Disregard for storage caused an explosion of fission products and severe
contamination of part of the populated Urals in  1957, long before the Chernobyl reactor
exploded.
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countries. The socialist 'right to work' eliminated the need for
unemployment provisions (see Marek and Rutkowski, 1990). Pensions
are supplied by the party as an integrated part of the system. Other
social security arrangements, benefiting particular social groups are also
part of the system controlled by the party.7 Health care and disability
provisions in the Soviet Union around 1930, became totally
subordinated to the demands of industrialization, and the medical
profession as an autonomous force was eliminated (Davis, 1983;
Rutland, 1985). Some social groups (peasants) were simply excluded
from the system and others, after having contributed to the system, in
the end still lost their rights because of a broken service record or a
change of work. According to WHO reports, hospitals often lacked
motivated personal and operated understaffed; additional informal
payments for a 'standard' treatment were common. In general, social
security was not based on need and was furthermore of poor quality
(Chapman, 1963; McAuley, 1979, Ch. 11).

III macroeconomic stability
Since the state virtually controls the supply side of the economy, its debt
and internal and external monetary affairs are simply linked to the way
in which production distribution, exchange, and consumption are
organized.

Government debt Socialist theory does not have the richness of normative
approaches to the issue of government debt and its macroeconomic
effects as does capitalism: government debt is simply a result of overall
government activity and neither a real threat nor a stimulus to economic
activity in the planned economy. This is clearly expressed by the fact
that excess demand is allowed to arise, which by necessity puts a burden
on government finances (see appendix to Chapter VI). It is also evident
in the fact that bonds are not shown on the state budget as dissavings,
but as regular sources of revenue (e.g., Bergson, 1964, p. 362;
Holzman, 1953). State bonds are either supplied to the public or, in
many cases, a deficit is monetized. The public is sometimes forced to

7 That is, administration of pensions, sickness, and disability allowance was handed
over to the trade unions, who had, however,  just been stripped of their power. So, the
ruling upper strata controlled social security (Rutland, 1985).
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buy government bonds. Although in capitalists countries institutional
investors may be forced to accept government bonds in their portfolios,
this is different insofar as saving is their core activity. The public also
takes the risk of the state reneging on its debt obligations since disguised
reneging in the form of lottery payments is not unknown in socialist

society (Harrison, 1986).

External Monetary Policy Foreign trade has been monopolized by the state

since the early stages of socialism. Trade relations with the West were
put on ice to minimize the import of goods from the West considered
unnecessary or hazardous to the building of the communist society. In
1949, the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance was founded to
promote trade relations among socialist countries. The CMEA provided
an Eastern European counterpart   to   the 1947 Marshall plan. Trading
relations are characterised by bilaterism. Analogous to production,
which is physically planned with money following real flows, foreign
trade is also planned with currencies fulfilling an accounting role
(Bornstein, 1981; Ellman, 1989, Ch. 9). On the external monetary

front, inconvertibility of currencies exists. Exchange rates are mere
value parameters in the international accounting process and bear little
reference to balance of payment fundamentals. Once multiplied with the
amount of foreign currencies involved they provide the same accounting
role as money in national relations. Also, in many cases subsidies and
taxes are used to make up for price differences between home and

foreign products (Lavigne, 1990).

Internal Monetary Policy In the bureaucratic social world, money is
supposed to play a passive, neutral role, where various plan directives,
confirmed by stamps and papers are very important. The financial
situations of state firms are of minor importance since losses and profits
are seen as typical capitalistic characteristics (Man. Komm. Partei,
1847; Brus, 1972). Yet the role of money is not unambiguous in the
socialist economic system. On the one hand, money is used to control
and for accounting purposes, following physical flows; monetary
institutions and value-adding production are centralized into one and the

same system (see Chapter V-IV). On the other hand, money can be
obtained automatically for specified plan objectives, thus theoretically
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constituting the means to fulfill the objective, rather than the means to
control and account. Credit is granted if plan fulfillment requires
borrowing, and the exact amount is the result of a process of
negotiation.

Accommodative monetary investment policies, provoking a lack of
supply of products in the consumer market, in combination with a lack
of trust in the State banking system (negative real rents on State bank
deposits), low fixed prices, and a precautionary motive on behalf of the
consumer (scarce goods may suddenly be available) create money
holdings. Both the nature of socialist policy-making and the rational
reaction to the system team up to push these holding into excess as

regards the macroeconomic level, however rational the micro-decisions.
Overmonetization arises and both state enterprises and the public are
forced into saving. (Kornai, 1979, 1980; see appendix to Chapter VI).
Hence, the socialist economic system is characterized by monetary
overhang.

III THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM, LAWS OF LEGISLATION, AND FREEDOM

Two features stand out in socialism. First, there is the vast amount of
economic problems which have plagued the socialist attempt to build a
better new society. Second, there is the permanent political dictatorship
to which the individuals have been subdued in order to bring about this
society. We will consider each in turn.

I production for consumption?
Despite the fact that one of the theoretical architects of rapid
industrialization, the Gosplan economist Feldman, (see Domar, 1972),
emphasized that the sole aim of production was consumption, investment
being a temporary sacrifice of current for future consumption, the
consumer has always borne the brunt of the flaws of the system.
Although consumption was not altogether directed by the whims of the
dictator, sovereignity was severely restricted by the disfunctionalism of
the centralized society, where goods could be obtained but only with
difficulty (Bergson, 1964, p. 67; Davies, 1981; Ellman, 1989, p. 246).
The socialist society was marked by persistent shortages most noticeably
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manifest in the consumer goods market, where queuing occurs. Macro-
imbalance, micro-imbalance and investment hunger are the economic
explanations proferred for this phenomenon.
The macroeconomic approach starts off at the general equilibrium

theory. It is assumed that Eastern European economies find themselves
in the repressed inflation area (Benassy, 1982). Due to interference in
price setting, the aggregate price level winds up below its equilibruim
value and excess demand arises. This hypothesis has been empirically
tested. A study by Portes and Winter (1980) on Poland, Czechoslovakia,
the GDR, and Hungary failed show clear evidence for this hypothesis.
Moreover, Portes, Quand, Winter and Yeo (1987), having tested only
an equilibrium hypothesis initially, arrive at the 'absurd' (according to
Kornai) conclusion that some of their observations point at excess

supply (also found for Poland during 1960s in Portes and Winter).
According to Podkaminer (1986), other empirical macroeconomic
studies suggest that socialist countries' goods markets have been in
equilibrium for a long time. Despite the findings of Portes and others 8
it is commonly accepted that Eastern Europe's markets have been
heavily rationed, but apparently, the methods used to test the hypothesis
do not cover the full impact of the problem nor all markets where the

problems manifest themselves.
Podkaminer devoted several empirical studies to micro-imbalances

inherent in socialism, mainly focussing on Poland (1982, 1986, 1987,
1988). His main theme is that the economic system provokes 'forced
substitution.' Fixed low prices of durable goods, like housing, are cited
as a source of micro-economic instability. Since durable goods are
scarce (but do not have queues), the consumer's budget is directed
towards other consumer goods (necessities) like clothing and food,
which would not necessarily have been in short supply in the first place.
In this way, the shortage in the durable goods market becomes manifest

8 See also, Davis and Charemza, (eds. 1989), Portes, Quand and Yeo (1988),
Podkaminer (1989), Ellman, (1989, Ch. 8). None of the empirical studies departs from
a complete macroeconomic picture of the nature and bookkeeping balance-effects of
excess demand (see Appendix Chapter VD from which it would seem logical to test (or
simply compare) wage sum versus total consumption, the gross profit share versus
investment (and budget outlays). One could also investigate whether the increase in the
money supply due to monetary financing of the budget deficit in successive periods
exceeds the net growth rate of the economy and, if so, whether it account for inflation
accordingly.
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in the consumer goods market. Podkaminer's test (1982), comparing
Italy and Ireland with Poland appears to support this view for the
period 1965-87. Thus, Podkaminer warns against a solution in the
direction of visible shortages: raising the price of necessities would only
aggravate the situation. At the same time, he suggests (1986) that
governments are not myopic but simply raise prices of necessities to
reduce visible queuing while using scarce luxury goods for Party
members.

Under usual market conditions, the macro- and microeconomic
approaches both suggest that a solutions can be found in price changes.

However, in a planned supply side economy a solution to the problems
is questionable. Second, another approach, which does not narrowly
focus on either macroeconomics or microeconomics but combines both
the consumer market and the behavior of firms, is necessary in order to

explain shortages. Kornai (1979, 1980) asserts that a crucial difference
in obtaining financial means between households and firms causes a
vicious circle of shortages. Although in both excess demand leads to
forced savings, the effects are asymmetrical. Households and firms face
'hard' and 'soft' budget constraints respectively. Since monetary policies
are accommodative for plan fulfillment rather than for wages, firms
have an almost insatiable demand for inputs, including labor. Hoarding
takes place in any firm in the hierarchy even if the material is not
needed; a supply of potential barter products appears helpful in
obtaining badly needed inputs in the striving for plan fulfillment. The
excess demand for investment thus spreads its tentacles into the
consumer market: the supply of consumer goods is partly absorbed by
firms in a way unintended by the planners. In Kornai's behavioral
approach, shortages are caused by a system which almost automatically
grants financial means for plan fulfillment. Neither price nor quantity
changes would mitigate their effect on society; only a change of the
system would make a difference. It can be said that Kornai's plea for a
more liberal pursuit of economic affairs has come into being only
recently.

Apart from problems with availability of goods, socialism's poor
record of providing services came to be known as the 'service gap' and

a relatively low per capita consumption and overall poor quality
standards clearly revealed the inferior economic position of the very
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individuals the society was constructed for (Gregory and Stuart 1990, p.
386). It is suggested that if it had not been for spontaneous private
initiative (unplanned market emergence) connived by the Party, the
situation would have been even worse. In Grossman (1977),
Katsenelinboigen (1977), and Katsenelinboigen and Levine (1977), a
large variety of markets is presented, none of them traditionally
planned, though not all of them illegal. Grossman holds unplanned
market emergence at least partly responsible for mitigating repressed
inflation. All these justifies the question whether socialist societies can
still be called 'planned.' Zaleski (1980)9 thought it better to speak of

'centrally managed' systems since a priority of management over
planning has been a dominant feature of socialist society since Stalin.
This is because in spite of the priority of the plan, given the problems
during its execution, the people who had to work with it, and the people
who were subjected to its consequences, by their reaction, ultimately
determined what happened.

II political dictatorship
Shortages, though unplanned, have provided for an implicit incentive
structure, in the sense that the Party uses scarce goods as reward for
those considered helpful in attaining socialist goals. This reward for
loyalty made use of the system's bad side to exert pressure (Grossman,
1977; Podkaminer, 1986). But, as is generally known, the political
pressures went far beyond this use of scarce goods. In a socialist society,
political dictatorship enforces stability. It has a long history of
repression of the right to life, liberty, and personal security, although
the high peak of systematic repression came after 1928 in the USSR,
where a penal act condemning all activity 'hazardous to the State,'
allowed arbitrary arrest and conviction costing millions of lives
(Medvedev, 1972). But during the course of history the basic principle

9 The analysis of Zaleski is limited to the period between 1918 and 1952. Zaleski
concludes (in the volume 1933-1952): '(...) this study shows that the existence of such
a central national plan, coherent and perfect, to be subdivided and implemented at all
levels, is only a myth. What actually exists, as in any centrally administered economy,
is an endless number of plans, constantly evolving, that are coordinated ex post after
they have been put into operation. The unification of these innumerable plans into a
single national plan, supposedly coherent, takes place rarely (...); furthermore, the
attempt at unification is only a projection of observed tendencies resulting from
extrapolating trends based on natural forces.'
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prevailed, i.e., that the individual will was to be subjected to the will of
the state.10 Individuals and organizations which expressed or were
merely suspected of expressing views not in line with official party

ideology, risked arbitrary arrest, detention, exile, or even death.
Systematic interference in privacy, freedom of belief and religion, the
home and correspondence got taken to extremes. Socialist states would
set up institutions for individuals to spy on their neighbors, forcing
people to spy under penalty of imprisonment and torture, or
indoctrinate children to turn in parents suspected of Party disloyalty. In
addition, socialist authorities had the questionable reputation of
systematically withholding information about the true state of the good
society in comparison with its refuted alternative. Political stability has
always been artificial, forced upon the people by institutions designed to
interfere in private affairs. Until the point of transition, the economic
system of the socialist society experienced potentially destabilizing
forces resulting from political counterpressure to a far lesser degree
than its capitalist counterpart.

IV SUMMARY

Socialist society has been constructed as a reaction to capitalist society.
The latter is alleged to embody two fundamental contradictions: the
'class struggle' and 'anarchy of production.' The socialist political
system is characterized by political dictatorship. In its legal system,
positive rules, in order to teleologically guide economic affairs, prevail.
Although this was a point of discussion in the 192Os, the wish of the
consumer was not used as the guideline along which production was to
be directed. In the economic system, a positive role for public authority
exists in production, distribution, exchange, and consumption, with
private economic activity being severely limited. Complementary
activities vying for priority include maintenance of the infrastructure,
environmental protection, and social security. The same goes for
government debt and external and internal monetary affairs. Socialist

10  Medvedev (1972, p.  128) on the fake trials during the Stalin era of repression and
their improbable confessions. Defendent: 'But you understand that never happened and
could not have happened.' Investigator: 'I know it didn't happen, but Moscow
demands it.'
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society has been characterized by persistent shortages and the poor
quality of products and services. In order to build a society that would
solve the ills of the world, the individual will had to be entirely
subjugated to the will of the State, a body which held the power to
monopolize the interpretation of what the good society ought to look
like. The will of the State not only determined that the vast majority of
individuals suffered economically, it also caused intense human

suffering, socially and emotionally, up to the extreme where individuals
were forced to lay down their lives.
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III. Capitalist society

'I do not believe that human lives may be made the means for satisfying
an artist's desire for self-expression. Politics I demand must uphold
equalitarian  and  individual  principles;  dreams  of  beauty  have  to  submit
to the necessity of helping men in distress, and men who suffer injustice;
and to the necessity of constructing institutions to serve such purposes:

(Popper, 1943)1

I INTRODUCTION

The historic events  of  1985  in the former Soviet Union  gave  rise  to
momentous changes in the shape of the world economic order.2 The

larger degree of freedom in the sense of a decentralized decisionmaking
at the inter-country level led several countries to opt for a more
capitalist way of generating consumer needs. This was in spite of the
changes in the former Soviet Union which were initially aimed at
creating acceleration of growth largely within the system's borders,
Uskorenie (Ellman and Kontorovich, 1992) and later at the creation of a
form of market socialism, the regulated market economy (Ellman,
1992). Poland and Hungary, for example, chose unambigously for the
market economy. The Soviet Union followed no sooner than in 1991.
With the old center of power as well as virtually all former socialist
societies in transition, the shape of the world order is changing in the

1  popper, 1943, Ch. 9, on Easteticism (the desire to embrace a 'really new beautiful
world'), as shared by Plato and Marx, versus piecemeal social engineering. Quote has
been shortened.
2 This change was not initiated by the former Soviet Union. Apart from grave
difficulties with the middle echelons of state and party bureaucracy, and the apparent
failure of socialism in comparison to capitalism in the field of living standarts and
technological progress, Ellman and Kontorovich (1992) point at the developments in
Poland during 1980-1. The fundamental features of 'real socialism' (e.g., censorship,
faking statistics and the nomenklatura system) where brought into question by
Solidarnosc.
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direction of capitalism.
In this chapter, some general remarks will be made on the

organization of the aim of this transition -the capitalist society-; a
society which has been able to evolve in an organic manner, rather than
as the result of teleological action. This chapter will proceed along lines
introduced in the previous chapter. Section II. 1 presents the political
system of capitalist society, and briefly explores the principles of
representation by general elections. It is assumed that the system is of a
democratic nature (individual freedom). Section II.2 and Section II.3
deal with the legal system and the economic system of capitalist society,

respectively. Generally speaking, the systems are founded on 'laws of
liberty,' on private entrepreneurship, and on free prices in an
environment of well-defined property rights (economic freedom). It is
because of the political system of indirect democracy that the individuals
of capitalist society are granted the possibility to mitigate the sharp,
unpleasant edges that come with the market economy. It thereby even
grants then the possibility to frustrate the working of the market, as part
of the choice for individual freedom (see Section III). This will explain
how today's capitalist societies can differ with regard to the degree of
government interference. Two things will have to be concluded: one is
that there is no such thing as a fixed reference point for transition. But
most importantly, this chapter will implicitly show that transition is a
major task; when one compares the previous chapter with this chapter,
the socialist and capitalist societies appear to be mutually exclusive in
nearly every aspect.3

II THE EMERGENCE OF CAPITALISM

In contrast with socialism, one has to go back ages in economic history
in order to find the kind of society capitalism was a reaction to. And
insofar as it reacted to mercantilist society (Bentham, 1795; Robbins,
1978; Smith, 1776; Viner, 1991), this reaction was nowhere near the
revolutionary kind displayed when socialism replaced capitalism
(Bucharin and Preobrazhenski, 1920). The appeal for releasing private
activity guided by negative rules, was urgent but neither pressing nor

3 Chapter V, Section VI will elaborate on this matter.
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violent. In this section an attempt is made to show on which grounds the
organization of capitalist society came to rest, and how individual
freedom may affect the virtues of the market. 4

II.1 THE POLITICAL SYSTEM OF CAPITALIST SOCIETY

At first sight, the system of indirect democracy might seem to be in
direct contrast with the political dictatorship of the socialist system.

However, it is not the pursuit of power that sets the political system of
capitalist society apart from that of socialist society, or mercantilist
society. Bentham (1795, 1952, p. 231) argues: 'In the track of political
economy (...) whatever is done towards the attainment of the object,
must be done by creating inclination or by bestowing power.' By no
means does an indirect democratic political system have any less bearing
on the power of one person over another than a totalitarian system. In a
democracy, people do have the right to vote. A recent contribution
states, 'voting  is  not  what is fundamental or distinctive about politics.
(...) Politics is fundamentally about the exercizing of public authority
and the struggle to gain control over it. The unique thing about public
authority is that whoever gets to exercize it has the right to tell
everyone else what to do, whether they want to do it or not' (Moe,
1990).5 In capitalist society, the question of who holds power over
whorn is solved by a free voting procedure, a periodic general election,
and its result. The difference with sheer political dictatorship is vested
in the fact that the body of power so formed is considered to be just.
The individuals of society have granted a mandate, letting those they
have elected rule society (Asbeck, 1949; Robinson, 1958; Simons,
1949).6

Although that which is considered just is guaranteed by periodic
general elections in a democracy, the individual influences are
aggregated and severely moulded. The powers accruing to the assembly
to be formed, leading to the rule of majority over minority, stem from

4  I benefited greatly from many discussions with Professor Stevers.
5 Moe's ultimate intention is to oppose the view that the organization of government is
generated by a process of eliminating transaction costs.
6 Article. 21.3 of the final (1948) draft of the Universal Declarations of Human Rights:
'The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government (...).'
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individual votes on the programme of a political party. The
programmes themselves are package deals, through which individual
wishes are channeled. The individual will have to vote for the package,
although to him it may contain several points he does not like, or
disapproves of. The general election process itself may be biased by
systems of unproportional representation (like in the U.S.A. and the
United Kingdom, where the party who gets most of the votes may still
end up losing the election), party coalitions in order to gain the
majority, and the way in which rest-seats are adjudged. Since people
have the right to vote, society as a whole is given the right to change the
balance of power, thus creating a dynamic process (Friedman, 1962;
Moe and Caldwell, 1994).

So, an indirect democracy is a system in which individuals grant other
people the right to decide for them on crucial matters, which may not
necessarily benefit them. They have to accept the fact that their party
defends a programme with measures of differing appeal to them, and
that their party may have to team up in a political coalition and will be
forced into political compromises that do not reflect the official party
programme. In the worst case they will have to accept that their party
loses the election straightaway. But in modern western society, the
general opinion is (Mises, 1956; Popper, 1945; Robbins, 1937; Simons,
1947) that the individual is eager to accept democracy in the face of the
only two alternatives: political anarchy and political dictatorship.

II.2 THE LEGAL SYSTEM OF CAPrrALIST SOCIETY

The open capitalist society has a legal system which, in contrast to that
of the closed society of socialism, has economic freedom at its base
(Bentham, 1795; Berlin, 1969; Buchanan, 1994; Robbins, 1978; Smith,
1776). It has not been designed to guide economic activity in a
teleological sense by binding instructions. In general, the rules of law in
the open society do not force, but mark the edge of activities (Hayek,
1973). By their negative character, they set the rules of the game,
instead of determining its outcome, which led Marx and his followers to
hold that capitalist production is of an 'anarchic' nature.
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On the other hand, being negative, the rules of nomos help to avoid
conflicts, they help to eliminate uncertainty, and they mobilize
knowledge, thus providing for a dynamic society. Insofar as they are
positive, they are not forcing, but play a complementary part in a legal

procedure: if they are forcing, it is only on the subject of their self-
enforcement (Stevers, 1980). For instance, one is free to engage in
entrepreneurial activities, but some require degrees and permissions,
and nearly all require registration.

In this dynamic society, the rules of nomos more or less follow in the
wake of the game, since its participants keep trying new (unfair) taCtiCS,

of which those that are considered fair are gradually codified in
democratic processes. So, these rules are shaped 'by human action, not
by human design.'7 They constitute the 'laws of liberty.' All individuals
of society are free to operate within the system set by rules rather than
being submitted to rules, which shapes the liberal character of capitalist

society (Hayek, 1973; Mises, 1920; Simons, 1947). Their economic

freedom is only limited by 'the sanctioned behavioral relations among

men that arise from the existence of goods and pertain to their use.
These relations specify the norms of behavior with respect to goods that
each and every person must observe in the daily interaction with other

persons, or bear the cost of nonobservance' (Furubotn & Pejovich,
1974, pp. 3). The rules of the game arise from a gradually evolved

system of well-defined property rights, laws on ownership, competition,
ownership structures, capital markets, regulation of natural and state

monopolies, fraud, and bankruptcy.
Rules of the positive type do enter the legal system of capitalist society.

It is because of the political system of democracy, because of the very
freedom of the individual, that 'rules of legislation' are allowed to
become part of the open society. That is, democracy leaves open the

possibility of mass interference in economic affairs. The question why
forcing rules are to enter into a society that is founded on rules of a
negative character will be answered in Section III.

7 Adam Ferguson in An essay on the history Of civil society (1767), op. cit., Hayek,
1982, p. 21.
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H.3 THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM OF CAPITALIST SOCIETY

Generalizing, the government plays a negative role in the economic
system of capitalist society. In subsection (I), the views underlying the

organization of the economic system of capitalism will be presented.
Economic and ethical considerations of Classics and Austrians will be
reviewed. Since the next chapter will deal with comparative economics

at length, the presentation will be brief. Despite the negative role of the
government, the market economy is in need of a government in many
fields (Hayek, 1973; Smith, 1776; Viner, 1927). The complementary
character of government interference in the market economy will be
dealt with in (II). Due to its specific tasks and political choices, the
government may become a threat to (macro)economic stability, which
will follow in (III).

I markets and the government
Initially, starting off with an ultra-liberal view of society, the
government should abstain from:
1. interference in existing private economic affairs, private economic
initiative and their gains: accumulated private property, which  is
unequally distributed as a result;
2. physical regulation of production, distribution, exchange, and
consumption. Hence, in general, no imperative planning of the
production process, no trade barriers (e.g., no import tariffs or quota),
no interference in distribution should exist. Barriers to pioneering
entrepreneurial activities should be set as low as possible;
3. direct interference in price setting: prices of goods, services, labor,
and capital should remain free from government interference.

4. indirect manipulations of prices as a means of guiding the economy:

undermining the implicit stimuli coming from prices by means of
subsidies, soft credits, and distortionary tax systems should be avoided.

This generalized ultra-liberal view, which represents the one end of
the spectrum of government interference, does not apply in reality, of
course. But two points of view, economic and ethical, can be seen to lie
at the base of this starting point.

From the economic viewpoint, liberal economists reject an attempted
economic management for society as a whole, because of the virtues
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they ascribe to the market. In their view, price liberalization in a
competitive environment dominated by private entrepreneurship and
well-defined property rights provide for allocation and coordination in
the market economy. The enforcement powers of the market bring
about efficiency and dynamics of products, processes of production,
markets, and the internal organization of enterprises.

Departing from Smith, the defense of markets as a means of allocation
and coordination is founded on mutual advantage: 'Whoever offers to
another a bargain of any kind, proposes to do this: Give me that which I
want, and you shall have what you want (...); and it is in this manner
that we obtain from one another the far greater part of those good
offices we stand in need of (1776, 1933, p. 13). Allocation and
coordination of both factors of production and consumer's needs are
stressed to occur at relatively low costs of information. The Austrians

have again shed light upon the crucial role of prices in these processes.
Helm (following Hayek, 1989, p. 18) argues: 'The market system is co-
ordinated by the price mechanism. Each individual in society need only
know the relative prices for the goods and services in the economy.
Given that information and each individual's knowledge of his or her
own preferences and resources, the pursuit of their own self-interest
will lead people to place demands on the economy and to supply goods

and labor. The price system allocates the resources to best satisfy
conflicting demands. (...) This property of the price system has one

great advantage. It is informationally undemanding. Each individual
need only know his or her own preferences and the relative prices of
goods and services available to him or her. Each firm need only know
its costs and again, the relative prices.' Hence, the price mechanism
takes care of allocation and coordination at low costs of information.
Production organized by the use of capital, ground, and labor is guided
towards the consumer's preferences, which are translated into price
signals to which the producer is able to respond.
EiTiciency in the market is enforced by competition. Bentham states: 8

'Free competition is equivalent to a reward granted to those who furnish
the best goods at the lowest price. It offers an immediate and natural
reward, which a crowd of rivals flatter themselves that they shall
obtain, and acts with greater efficacy than a distant punishment.' Helm

8 op. cir., Robbins, 1978, p. 17.
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reward, which a crowd of rivals flatter themselves that they shall
obtain, and acts with greater efficacy than a distant punishment.' Helm
(1989, p. 19) argues: 'With the relevant information provided by the
price mechanism, individuals can make efficient choices. They do in fact
do so because of the enforcement powers of the market. The market
selects out winners by their profit achievements and eliminates the
inefficient loss-makers.(...) Competition then acts to eliminate
inefficiency.' Moreover, the market may mitigate monopoly emergence:
'Where cost conditions vary, market power may arise.(...) Where
monopoly profits arise, rivals are attracted and their entry in the market
drives prices down. Thus competition protects consumers.'

Allocation, coordination, and efficiency are static phenomena. Most
importantly, competition enforces dynamics. Schumpeter (1943, 1974, p.

82): 'Capitalism (...) is by nature a form or method of economic change
and not only is but never can be stationary. (...) The fundamental
impulse that sets and keeps the capitalist engine in motion comes from
the new consumers' goods, the new methods of production or
transportation, the new markets, the new forms of industrial
organization that capitalist enterprise creates. (...) In capitalist reality it
is the competition from the new commodity, the new technology, the
new source of supply, the new type of organization that counts-

competition which commands a decisive cost or quality advantage and
which strikes not at the margins of the profits and the outputs of the
existing firms but at their foundations and their very lives.'

So, in the normative liberal view, the organization of capitalist society
should be one of free prices in a competitive environment dominated by
private entrepreneurship under well-defined property rights. In an
alternative arrangement, they fear that the processes of allocation and          
coordination, as well as efficiency and dynamics in processes of
production, including new products, would suffer from interference of
public authority. This would ultimately affect consumption, now and in
the future.

From the ethical viewpoint, two fundamental ethical questions lie at
the base of liberalism and determine the general aversion to government
interference in private affairs. These questions are: given individual
freedom, who is going to decide which group is going to be supported
at the expense of the others? and: given individual freedom, who is
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going to decide which people of society are going to be compelled to
behave in a manner different from the way they would have liked to
behave? (e.g., Bentham, 1795; Buchanan, 1994; Friedman, 1962; Hayek
1935, 1945; Mises, 1920, 1944, 1946; Robbins, 1937; Smith, 1776). All
hold in common that public authority cannot safely be trusted in
bringing about the 'bettering of mankind' once it has been granted
carte-blanche to interfere in private affairs. In their view, unlimited
public authority and the general good of society are mutually exclusive.
Ethical revolt against public interference evolves from the lack and
dispersion of knowledge and information into plain distrust. Bentham,
(1795, 1952, p. 231; 234): 'Though a (...) Lord of Trade (...) happened
by any accident to be apprised of a circumstance demonstrating that this
or that sort of trade (...) would be advantageous, and though it were
sure that (...), by accident, the statesman were better acquainted with the
interest of the trader than the trader himself, yet this would not afford
them any sufficient warrant to employ the power (...) to embark in such
branch of trade, unless the statesman had also a stronger regard for the
interest of the trader than the trader himself. In other words: loved any
man better than a man loves himself.' It is clear that politicians for
whom it is more rational to avoid painful but necessary desicions are
feared for their ventures in private business: they are ready to renounce
profit and take a loss for achieving other ends. Mises (1946, p. 51) 'His
objective can no longer be profit but appliance with the rules.' Smith
(1776, 1933, p. 400) argues: 'The statesman who should attempt to direct
private people in what manner they ought to employ their capitals,

would not only load himself with a most unnecessary attention, but
assume an authority that could safely be trusted.'

Although the question 'how much interference in private affairs and
on what grounds' is one of the most often discussed issues in
economics,9 what is essential to the economic system of capitalist society
is that government interference in private economic affairs is allowed in
the first place. It is allowed, rather than forced upon the members of
society which occurs in the socialist society via a monopolistic
interpretation of the question 'What is going to be the bettering of
mankind?' (Ollman, 1978). Via the political system of democracy,

9 Which will not be addressed in this thesis. Chapter IV, Section V, however will
elaborate on the case of Classical authors in comparative economic perspective.
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And it is this very possibility which, by the result of general elections,
in neglect of the wide variety of differing stands on the level of
government interference wished by economists, determines the shape of
the capitalist society.

II complementary government activities
Contrary to what is sometimes believed, the advocated role of public
authority expands beyond that of a nightwatchman even in the early

writings supporting liberalism (Bentham, 1795; Robbins, 1978; Viner,
1927, 1991). Complementary government activities are needed to
support the functioning of the market and to mitigate its negative spill-
overs.

Economic The maintenance of a material infrastructure, traffic in a broad
sense: roads, bridges, harbours, airports, communication services and

energy provisions is a government activity complementary to the
market. The same holds for the implementation and the maintenance of
a good education system throughout society, increasing the degree of
human investment (Friedman, 1962; Robbins, 1978; Smith, 1776; Art.
26 Universal Declaration of Human Rights). Protecting capitalism from
destroying its own dynamism requires the public authority to engage in
another complementary task, paradoxically. It has long been observed
that patents and temporary monopoly allowances set free, rather than
restrict pioneering activity. Schumpeter states, (1943, 1974, p. 104): 'The
main value to a concern of a single seller position that is secured by
patent or monopolistic strategy does not consist so much in the
opportunity to behave temporarily according to the monopolist schema,
as in the protection it affords against temporary disorganization of the
market and the space it secures for long-range planning. ( ...) Perfectly

free entry in a new field may make it impossible to enter it at all. The
introduction of new methods of production and new commodities is
hardly conceivable with perfect -and perfectly prompt- competition
from the start. And this means that the bulk of what we call economic
progress is incompatible with it.' The government is also assigned the
task to regulate natural and state monopolies and maintain further
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legislation needed to set the rules of the game as identified in the legal

systenn.

Environment  In any production process a friction between the production
process and the environment exists, creating negative externalities. The
Coase theorem states that, given well-defined property rights, the
market may solve these problems itself. In reality, both individuals,
organizations, and firms may face a lack of information on pollution,
may have asymmetrical access to information, or may not even know
that any of the parties is, in fact, causing environmental problems. The

practical application of market forces in matters concerning the ground,
air, and sound is thus limited. Public authority, in reality, interferes

mostly by legislation, prohibition, control, and punishment (Follenbach,
1981). This is carried out, in contrast to the socialist society,
independent of the bodies who generate added value.

Social security All societies need provisions for indiscriminate benefit, like
national defense and police protection. Extending beyond this familiar -
generally agreed upon- need (e.g., Bentham, 1795; Berlin, 1969;
Nozick, 1974; Robbins, 1978; Smith, 1776), Hayek (1949 Ch. VI;
1973), discerns three types of social legislation, summarizing additional

public interference on behalf of social security. The first two are
relatively uncontroversial. The first entails non discrimination by law
(decreasing the power of certain minorities: landlords, employers,
creditors etc.). Second, Hayek discerns the need for provision of
services to minorities, the weak, and those unable to provide for
themselves. Sickness and disability provisions, pensions, and
unemployment provisions (to a degree), are of this type. It should be
noted that these provisions are primarily need-based, rather than
submitted to any public goal such as industrialization, as was the case in
socialism (Davis, 1983; Rutland, 1985). They may be organized either
publicly, privately or as a combination of the two, but the various

provisions are a result of a historic heritage in combination with
adaptations stemming from proposals, voted for during democratic
procedures. In capitalism, the medical profession is an autonomous
force, whose members are free to communicate with one another
regardless of the SOCiety they live in.
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The former two types of legislation are self-legitimizing. That the
public authority should take care of them is one of the very few
undisputed points in capitalist economics on the role of government (and
so, along with the right to police protection and defense, encoded in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights). The third type of social
legislation, however, stimulates massive normative discussion on the
role of the public authority in the market. This type of social legislation
is of such specific character, that it is often accused of frustrating the
enforcement powers of the market. 'The aim of it is to direct private
activity towards particular ends and to the benefit of particular groups.
(...) This pursuit of 'social justice' made it necessary for governments to
treat the citizen and his property as an object of administration with the
aim of securing particular results for particular groups'  (1973; 1982, p.
142). We must, however, not let this discussion distract us. Ample
literature on the subject exists, but the only stand to be safely expressed
concerning this type of security (i.e., refrained from a normative
angle), is that in a capitalist society characterized by indirect
democracy, the degree of social security is dynamic and dependent on
the result of the political process. If we skip the normative discussion
about the role of the state, it is precisely because, however valid they
consider their arguments favoring a resurrection of true market
liberalism, authors holding such views are left the same means as every
other individual to make realize their normative views. The democratic
system inherent in a free society leaves with them the right to vote.

III macroeconomic stability
In contrast to the continuous full-scale discretion of socialist society, the
macroeconomic role of government in capitalism has now been accepted
to be fairly delimited. After the 19th century debate on currency vs
banking principle, the Simons-Friedman contribution to the insight on
the role of money under full-capacity-utilization conditions and
subsequent literature on the cause and nature of stagflation it has
become clear that the government may be a threat to economic stability
(Argy, 1981; Barro 1985; Kolnaar, 1985; Kydland and Prescott, 1977;
Schouten, 1986). Three sources of money-creation ought to be
controlled in order prevent imbalances on the monetary front: the
government, the balance of payments, and domestic monetary policy.
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controlled in order prevent imbalances on the monetary front: the
government, the balance of payments, and domestic monetary policy.

Government debt Complementary government outlays need to be financed
by taxing, borrowing, or running the printing press (or a combination
of those three). Thus, a well-functioning tax system to provide for the
necessary means at low perception costs should be established. A huge
variety of normative stands now kicks in concerning whether or not
debt creation is harmful to capitalist society (see e.g., Buchanan, 1958;
Goedhart, 1967; Stevers, 1988). In practise, however, the government's

expenditure and borrowing possibilities are tied by historically
implemented and continuously changing budget norms. Two types of
norms may be discerned: level and balance norms. 10 An example of a
level-based norm states that the tax burden should not increase. Norms
concerned with balance are the familiar Classical Victorian norms
which define for what type of expenditure borrowing is allowed. They
have in common that the budget should somehow still be closed in the
end, i.e., that borrowing is strickly limited.

Although Victorian norms are founded on Classical macroeconomic
insight, a more cohesive theoretical treatment, covering government
income and expenditure in relation to nominal growth of the national
product, specified under which conditions a runaway government debt
would occur. Domar (1944) found that if the interest rate on
outstanding debt would not be higher than the net nominal growth rate
of the economy, the ratio of debt to the NNP would be a constant. 11 In
Chapter V-III this issue will be discussed, making clear that the ratio of
public expenditure to production must be stable, as must the deficit and
debt ratios, given that the interest rate on outstanding debt must not
exceed the net growth rate. In capitalism, the unrest and financial
instability sparked off by a government that has to renege on its debt
obligations, is likely to damage its reputation for a considerable time

10 Stevers (1993) discerns a third'rest' category as well. Keynesian norms are balance
norms. In practise, with the benefit of hindsight, it is apparently hard to pursue
Keynesian countercyclical policy. History having shown large increases in government
debt, these norms become strictly delimited to Domafs (1944) insight.
11 This is a rather tautological corruption of Domar's insight that with a constant
interest rate, a constant growth rate and a constant budget deficit as ratio of the national
income, the ratio of interest payments to the national income will be stable and small in
the limit. Some further elaborations on the subject will follow in Chapter V Section IH.
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span. If, for a longer period of time, the rate on interest exceeds the net
nominal growth rate, debt obligations get out of hand and runaway
government debt is inevitable. This is where the practical limits of debt
creation lie.

External Monetary Policy Insofar as external monetary policy is concerned,
the government needs to make a much deliberated choice for fixed or
flexible exchange rates -or for a system which has some of both- (e.g.,
Argy, 1981; Kindleberger and Lindert, 1978; Yeager, 1976). Given
currency convertibility, fixed exchange rates imply that domestic
inflation is out of control initially, since changes in currency holdings
alter the money supply. Deficit countries run the risk of running out of
reserves and solvency, whereas surplus countries may hit the bottom of
their sterilizing-potential once domestic lending has stopped completely.
Postwar experience has shown, however, that the latter problem never
really occurs, since deficit countries have to do something about their
reserve position much earlier. The clearing services of flexible
exchange rates mean no change in the supply of liquidities, but instantly
affect the rate of inflation by a change in the consumer price level. They
also carry a risk for international trade and investment through
speculative behavior and overshooting (Dornbush, 1976). Yet, for the
authorities there is a choice to be made concerning the exchange rate

regime. In reality it varies from country to country.

Internal Monetary Policy The organization of capitalist society regarding
internal monetary affairs ought to be such that money creation can be
controlled where possible. In capitalist practise this means a two-tier
banking system, with a central bank independent of the government and
tight banking supervision (F.E.D. 1939; Vickers, 1985). The central
bank controls the commercial banks, via reserve requirements against

deposit liabilities (the commercial bank's net excess reserves being out

of the ambit control, unless plain credit limits are enforced).

One of the exceptions to the rules of freedom in capitalist society is the

money market. A free society needs 'highly definite and stable rules of
the game especially to money' (Simons, 1949, p. 169). The government,

either by direct monetary financing (running the printing press), or by
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provoke a direct increase in the money supply. The same goes for
external policy. A balance of payments surplus adds to the money supply,
(whereas, in the case of flexible exchange rates, changing nominal
exchange rates affect the consumer price level though nothing can be
done about this). On the internal front the credit policies of private banks
may add to the domestic money supply. In order to avoid domestic (i.e.,
producer price) inflation, the combined impact of these three influences
on the money supply should accommodate real growth of gross

production. Therefore a stable, reliable monetary policy is considered
complementary to a smooth working of the real sphere. Regulation of
the money market does not necessarily mean shaping institutions of
laws, but economic stability demands a credible policy, reliable
information being public domain, with regard to monetary affairs
(Barro, 1985; Goodhart, 1989). The elimination of uncertainty with
regard to the value of money and the value of economic calculations is
crucial to a stable capitalist economic system (Simons, 1936, 1947;
Friedman, 1969, 1970; Hayek, 1949, p. 112).

III THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM, LAWS OF LEGISLATION, AND FREEDOM

One of the most notable defenders of the open society, Popper, argues
for the 'construction of institutions to help men in disstress and men
who suffer injustice.' Remarkable on the surface, this appeal for justice
seems very socialist, yet the appeal appears at the head of this chapter on

capitalist society. Paradoxically, it is the very liberal character of
capitalist society which allows and provokes so-called socialist measures.
Positive rules, groups that are supported at the expense of the others;
groups and individuals of society that are compelled to behave
differently than they would have liked to behave; and the treatment of
the citizen and his property as an object of administration with the aim
of securing particular results for particular groups (Hayek, 1973; 1982,
p. 142), are the result of an indirect democracy.

As ought to be clear from the wide support which the socialist attempt
has gained in western public opinion, the capitalist society by its nature
has grave difficulties in self-legitimation (Mises, 1956). First of all,
private property, the markets, and the search for profits provoke
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income inequality. In capitalism, incomes are not only determined by
willingness to work, but by innate skills or even chance. Second, the
continuous risks and uncertainties inherent in the market are an
emotionally unappealing future prospect. Third, there is a complexity to
the capitalist society, the interaction between economic freedom, income

inequality, and the improvement of material conditions of mankind,
which individuals rarely understand. (Hayek, 1949; Mises, 1956;
Popper, 1943, 1945; Sen, 1989; Smith, 1776, I, Ch. X; Stevers, 1980).
Fourth, the market encourages materialism; by its dynamics it makes

superfluous products for reasons of pure economics. It spreads its
economic tentacles into many fields, whereby it provokes adverse
reactions by challenging taboos, conventions and meta-rational values.
Schumpeter (1943, 1974, p. 145) states: 'I suppose that every one of us is
more or less in the habit of attributing them wholly to that part of
reality which lies without his skin, and emotional attachment to the
social order -i.e., the very thing capitalism is constitutionally unable to
produce- is necessary in order to overcome the hostile impulse by which
we react to them.' Capitalist society creates the need for self-
legitimation. It does so by its own dynamics. 'Social legislation or, more
generally, institutional change for the benefit of the masses is not simply

something which has been forced upon capitalist society by an
ineluctable necessity to alleviate the ever-deepening misery of the poor
but that, besides raising the standard of living of the masses by virtue of
its automatic effects, the capitalist process also provided for that process
the means "and the will",' (p. 127).

The thing about capitalist society is that its liberal character allows
social legislation to arise. It allows the construction of institutions to
help those in distress and those who suffer from injustice. It allows a
larger degree of society's self-legitimation, regardless of the economic

implications. The political system, by means of the general election and
its outcome, determines to what degree social legislation is to protect, or
even overprotect particular groups and individuals. As a consequence, it
is inherent in the freedom of a democratic capitalist society that some
groups or individuals must be supported at the expense of the others,
and that some are going to be compelled to behave differently than they
would want to behave. This happens despite all objections raised (e.g.,
Friedman, 1962; Hayek, 1949; Mises, 1944, 1946, 1956; Nozick, 1974;
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Robbins, 1937; Simons, 1947). Thus, in terms of economic freedom, a
continuous conflict exists between the economic system and the political
system, since via the latter, market frustrating measures and positive
rules, enter society. Yet, capitalist society gives its individuals the right
to vote and the degree of social legislation, given this right,
subsequently comes with this liberty.

IV SUMMARY

Capitalist society is supposed to be an indirect democracy, where people
choose representatives by periodic general election. As a result, in
general, a majority of representatives, the government, is granted the
powers at the expense of a minority of representatives. Under
government rule, the individuals of society have to obey its dictum. The
election only decides who has power over whom in a specific period.
The legal system of capitalist society is founded on negative rules, which
mark the outer boundaries of activities. The economic system is based
on a general aversion against public interference in private affairs. It is
maintained that allocation, coordination, efficiency, and dynamics in the
market are frustrated by interference. Moreover, from the point of
negative liberty it is argued that public interference provokes coercion
and pain. Despite the negative role of the government, complementary
activities are needed to regulate public goods, health care, the
infrastructure, energy provisions, education, the environment, and
social security. In pursuing its activities, the government should refrain
from provoking financial unrest, either through excessive debt
financing or through discretionary monetary policy. The organization
of the capitalist society promises nothing about the fulfillment of the
individual or his happiness. Life may be tough, full of risk and
insecurity. In the system, individual effort is continuously encouraged
so as to fulfill consumer's wants and needs. For this reason a continuous
conflict between the economic and the political system is inherent in the
capitalist society. The degree of self-legitimation of a society based on
egotism, as is the general perception, is low. The representation of the
people either in office or in opposition, however, will, by the outcome
of the political process, determine to what degree the sharp edges that
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come with the economic system are mitigated. It is the very freedom
granted to the individual which makes public interference in private
affairs possible.
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IV. Socialism and capitalism

'The main issue in present-day social and political conflicts is whether
or not man should give away freedom, private initiative, and individual
responsibility and surrender to the guardianship of a gigantic apparatus
of compulsion and coercion, the  socialist state:

(Mises, 1946)

I INTRODUCTION

Parallel to the organic development of capitalist society, a wide variety
of normative views on the level of government interference in economic
affairs has developed. These views were motivated by the desire to alter
the unsocial face of capitalist society (Robbins, 1978; Smith, 1776). But
a complete rejection of capitalist society also emerged. The decay of
capitalism, initially alleged as self-rejection, was based on historical
necessity (Cap. I, Komm Man. X). After the revolution of October
1917, as a reaction to the economic backwardness of the Soviet Union,
Marx's historicist doctrine was abandoned in favor of constructivism
(Robbins, 1937; Popper, 1943, 1945). The rationale for the active
rejection of capitalist society was introduced in Chapter I. The
anonymous open society which, in its heart, was founded on the pursuit
of self-interest -though being mutually advantageous to those supplying
and those in demand-, was offered a seductive, appealing alternative.
The closed society of socialism, which was to evolve into communism,
would become a classless society where production would occur
according to a general plan, as an alternative to the alleged 'anarchy of
production.' The labor force would receive a many-sided culture, rather
than being submitted to capitalist estrangement. The new society would
be non-competitive, free from the Darwinistic struggle for survival,
which allegedly provoked war and crises (Arnold, 1990; Bucharin and
Preobrazhensky, 1920). By now history has shown this constructivist
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approach to be incapable of bringing about a truly better society. It will
show in this chapter that it never would have worked.

In the 196Os, there was discussion about whether or not both societies'
economic systems would converge, based on the fact that both capitalism
and socialism had aims in common. The idea behind the convergence
theory was that an optimal blend of the virtues of both private and
collective ownership, and both market allocation and allocation by
command could be achieved (Bornstein, 1974; Tinbergen, 1961, 1965,
1967). True convergence of both systems never occurred, however.
Soviet occupation of Czechoslovakia in 1968 stilled any convergence
drive (Lauterbach, 1976, Ellman, 1980), while the remaining
intellectual drive was dashed by e.g., Kornai in 1979,1 emphasizing that
institutions evolve in an organic manner and that the convergence
theory disregarded their complementary nature.

Having ruled out the notion of convergence, a comparative approach
to the massive and complex material of two societies whose
philosophical, economic, legal, and political fundaments are basically in
total opposition, will be offered. Although a reexamination of the critics
and defenders of capitalism may help explain that convergence would
not have been possible because of opposing ideologies in these fields, it
must be clear up front that the complexity of the matter forces us to
focus on the key issues. The explanation as to why convergence would
never have taken place (however badly one may wish for a viable
alternative to capitalist society) because socialism would not have
worked, is by no means exhaustive.

In an attempt to illuminate some rudimentary issues, Section II will
reexamine the philosophical forerunners of Marx and his use of these
forerunners. A critical review of the views Marx adopted from them
will follow. Section III will reexamine the first charge to the capitalist
open society. Here attention will be paid to Marx's perception of the
class struggle. This will be done by examining the definition by
ownership, and subsequently scrutinizing the additional assumptions that
led to Marx's theory of capitalist systematic exploitation of the working
class. In Sections IV and V the next fundamental contradiction of

l  'Every real economic system constitutes an organic whole, this may contain good
and bad, more or less in fixed proportions. The choice of systems lies only amoung
various package deals. It is not possible to pick out from the different packages the
components we like and leave what we dislike' (Kornai, 1979, op. cit.; Ellman, 1980).
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capitalism will be reconsidered. A comparison between the capitalist and
socialist economic systems will be made in order to refute the alleged
anarchy ofproduction of the capitalist society. A final evaluation of this
issue is presented in Section V, where the view of the Classical
economists on economic freedom is taken into account. Section VI
discusses the basic aspects of human dignity that are paradoxically
ignored in attempting to construct a truly better society. Section VII
presents a summary of this chapter.

II MARX'S PHILOSOPHICAL UPBRINGING

Marx's works and those of a large number of followers have come
under continuous attack. One of the most profound and careful

_criticisms-is that of ii,] rl Poper (1943, 1945, 1957,2 1963), desite
the  fact that solpe_ f his  work was far beyond the scope  of his original
profession. Where others (e.g., Bohm-Bahwerk, 1896; Hayek, 1935;
Mises, 1920, 1922; Robbins, 1937, 1978) have tackled smaller issues, he
was the one to not only question the building blocks of Marxism, but of
totalitarianism as well. He challenged both the newly formed post-
capitalist society and its philosophical background, especially the
philosophical streams that eventually gave birth to socialism and
fascism, in order to defend and attain the achievements of the open
society. His work addresses the basics of human dignity and human
responsibility rather than comparative economic systems. At this point,
his comments on the methods and philosophies that have evolved into
prophetic science, particularly Marxism, are reconsidered.

I the law of destiny
Popper is clear about the implication of any scientific movement whose
goal is to relieve men from the strain of their responsibility: it is a
'revolt against civilization' (1943, 1971 p. 5). One of Popper's aims was
to  91@rifY_hgw_scjence  cogld  get  to_tllis _reyoltr He started  with  the
ancient Greek philosophers who, according to Popper, concerned
themselves with the question of 'nature,' the construction of our world.

2 Several texts and articles dating from before  1935 led to'The poverty of historicism,'
finally printed in 1957 (see 'historical notes V,' 1957).
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They asked themselves what it was made of, or what the ground plan
was. The core element in the answers to this eternal question was that it
was made out of material, unchangeable things, which once put together
formed the edifice called 'world.' This world was considered
fundamentally static. Processes involved either the edifice or a return to
-or a construction of- stability.

It was not until Heraclitus that this view was rejected. Heraclites
radically changed the mood of Greek philosophy from rest to change. In
his view, the cosmos, the world, was not an edifice but rather a colossal

process, a sum-total of all events, changes, instead of a sum-total of
things: 'Everything is in flux and nothing is at rest.' The implication of
such a statement was sweeping; Heraclitus lived in a time of great

political changes. Having rejected a static world, his philosophy
confronted the question of the future. What can be known about the
future or can be discovered once stability as the guiding principle is
left? The answer ought to be 'none.' This rather uncomfortable position
in a time of great change (from tribal aristocracy to democracy) was to
be relieved by a belief in an inexorable and immutable  law Of destiny.
In this way the loss of a stable world could be solved by the belief that
change itself is ruled by an unchanging law, a concept still currently
used. Thus, having rejected the cosmos as an edifice, a sum-total of
things, Heraclitus declared it to be a pre-destined order of events in the
world-process. In addition, the idea of the relentless pre-destiny was
accompanied by an element of mysticism, which, as well as the law of
destiny, is still used today in many religions. Heraclitus' theory of
reason implies that if we are awake, we live in a common world, we can
all hear, see, and check each other; we are not 'victims of illusion.'
Mysticism entered once he introduced the concept that awakeness is only
given to the chosen. Others, being asleep, turn to their private worlds,
only living their illusionary lives: 'They are present, yet they are not
present...one thing alone is wisdom : to understand the thought which
steers everything through everything' (Popper, 1943, 1971, pp. 12-17).

At this point we can already see some common elements in the works
of Heraclitus and Marx.3 The emphasis at present is on historics,

3 Marx' emphasises change, especially historic change. Society changes by the
inexorable, immutable law of destiny, solely ruled by historical factors (historical
materialism). One of the results of this law, increasing accumulation and a falling rate of
profit, occurs behind the back of the myopic capitalist, who, struggling for survival, is
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destiny, and dialectics. These entered the works of Marx through Plato,
Aristotle and Hegel. The law of destiny, in particular, is transferred
through these works. Schools of thought, as well as religions, which are
in search of the 'law of destiny,' telling the future as if it evolved by a
law -a law which is to be found by studying history- embody what
Popper (1957; note 2) calls historicism. Historicism is found throughout
the works of the forerunners of Marx. Plato thinks the changing world
of appearances is degenerating. All developments start from a perfect
form or Idea; Ideas, essences exist prior to things in flux. All things in
flux are in a process of decay, away from their essences.4 Aristotle, as
regards our world of appearances, holds a less pessimistic view, based
on the idea of a final cause. Any movement or change may not only
have some good at its beginning but also at its end, insofar as it is an
aimed, a desired end. Thus, turning Plato's pessimism to optimism, it
stands to reason that the form or essence of anything in development is
identical with the purpose, the final state towards which it develops.
Hegel follows this view. Ideas or essences are in things in flux, or more
precisely, they are identical with things in flux: 'Everything actual is an
Idea.' But, in order to keep the gap between essences and appearances

open Hegel adds: 'Any mention of the Essence implies we distinguish it
from the Being (...) Everything has an Essence, we have said, that is,
things are not what they immediately show themselves to be.'5
Heraclitus had put this as: 'Nature loves to hide.' Hegel's Idealism in
combination with historicism left him with three historicist doctrines.6

unable to see the implications of increasing the capital-intensity of production. Finally,
the 'grand change' is only ignited by the gradually provoked awakeness of the
proletariat
4 The importance of Plato's methological device between the Idea and the way it
remains hidden from man can hardly be overestimated. In a world of incessant change
(chaos) only opinion, is possible. But, given the existence of irrevocably fixed essences
prior to development, pure scientific knowledge, and knowledge applicable to this
world are made possible (methodological essentialism). Plato's methological device is
the first brick of political science (Pepper, 1943). Only now can theories be constructed
in order to deal with change (in Plato's case it is the world of constant degeneration,
whereas Aristotle and Hegel give this assumption a positive spin). Finally, it paves the
way towards some kind of social engineering to deal with social change (in Plato's
case, in the perfect state, decay is stopped, in the case of Aristotle and Hegel, the state
develops towards its final cause). The former is not the way Popper (1945, p. 30)
originally put it (when discussing only Plato), but he devotes several chapters to Plato,
Aristotle, and Hegel that, can be summarized in this manner.
5 pepper, 1984, op. cir- p. 36. Hegel seems to contradict himself as 'Everything actual
is an Idea' might have been be more clear if it had read 'Everything actual contains or
hides an Idea.' But Hegel's Ideas differ from Plato's. In Plato's, Ideas are things, the
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(1) Only if a person or state develops, only by way of history can we
get to know anything about its 'hidden undeveloped essence.' This
implies that we can obtain any knowledge of essences by studying social
changes. (2) If change is the only way to reveal hidden, undeveloped

essence, a fate, an inescapable essential destiny exists. (3) In order to
become real or actual the essence must unfold itself in change.
Therefore, that which exists is a mere potentiality, not yet emerged into
existence. Only by activity, the Idea is to be actualized (Popper, 1945,
Ch. 11).

Marx rejected Hegel's Idealism. In that part of materialism adopted by
Marx, what is observed is the only objective reality. Existing, evolving
essences or transcendental realities, Ideas, are rejected. But notice how
Close Marx's approach is to Hegel's if the word 'essence' in the former
three historicist doctrines is replaced by 'future society.' Marx adopted
a combination of the law of destiny and Hegelian dialectics and applied
these to social science, in order to find the law in historic changes (Cap.,

I, 1978, p. 7). Production and ownership structures are reflected into
classes, history moves along the dialectic path of class-struggle, Marx's
'historical materialism.' Thus, having blotted out Ideas and the
distinction between Essences and Beings, it is not an Essence that has to
unfold itself along a dialectic path, but history, especially that of society

at large. This is where matters stood with Marx.

II Popper on Marx
Three main criticisms can be discerned from Popper's attack on Marx.
These criticisms are so profound they do not even touch upon the
writings themselves; Marx's assertations in the field of history,
economics, politics and sociology are left unrefuted. The main
criticisms   can_ be divided   into:   (ai) methodelggy (dialectics   and
meTaphysics), (b)'philosophical assumptions (economism) and (c) scope_

(the aim of science; that which lies within the possibilities of science).

reality, forms. In Kant, Ideas are ideas of the mind. According to Popper, Hegel
combines these two, in an inexplicable, incorrect manner into 'Mind is Reality';
everything that is reasonable is real (1963, pp. 324-331).
6 popper p. 8 : 'This charming theory (...) has, of course, its counterpart in Hegels
theory of international relations. Nations must assert themselves on the Stage of
History: it is their duty to attempt the domination of the World'...
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Concerning (a), the object of Marx's study is in the field of philosophy
and metaphysics, which is irrefutable by definition.7 However, if we
look upon a theory as a proposed solution to a set of problems, which
Marx's historical materialism is, then the theory immediately lends itself
for discussion.8 Thus, as far as Marx's method is concerned, it is
legitimate to ask critical questions. We may ask whether his method is
fruitful or inadequate, whether it solves the problem, and whether or
not it is capable of furthering the task of science (Popper, 1963, p.  199).
To asses how well historical materialism fulfils these roles, first the
method of dialectics will be reexamined.
- Pppper claims tl t the le  from the method of dialectics to solid,
constructive hoi€ntific  work- is -risky.9  It is generally known  in
philosophy that Hegelian dialectics found its offspring in the negation of
Kant's study on reason and metaphysics. Kant alleged that once the
application of our understanding proceeds beyond the boundaries of
objects of experience, where assertations can find neither confirmation
nor confutation, reason is likely to yield contradictions or 'antinomies.'
According to Kant, in this field reason itself unavoidably falls into
producing these contradictions to preserve itself from 'the slumber of a
fancied conviction' produced by a 'one-sided illusion.' Or, as Popper
(1945.1984, p. 38) put it, to avoid the 'superficial pretension to the
knowledge of everything.' In this field, every metaphysical assertation
(thesis) can be contrasted with a counterassertation (antithesis), whilst
both may proceed from the same assumptions and can be proved with
the same degree of 'evidence.' Thus, an antithesis is not the dogmatic
assertation of the opposite, but the self-contradiction of seemingly
dogmatic conditions (Kant, 1781).10 Although he admitted the practical

7  popper (1963, p. 197) distinghuishes: (1) logical and mathematical theories, (2)
empirical and scientific theories and (3) philosophical or metaphysical theories. He asks
himself if it is possible to assess an irrefutable theory rationally and critically. It is, he
asserts, if the theory is used in relation to a problem situation, where it is the proposed
solution to a set of problems.
8  Objection to this approach exists. Since Marxism is primarily a method used in a field
beyond logic, it is much believed that it should remain free from criticism, as was the
case when the current author was studying.
9  This is true for any theory or assumption in the field beyond natural science. But,
dialectics is no mere assumption or theory which may or may not be counterasserted in
a particular case or situation; it is a way of thinking simultaneously applicable to
multiple situations and problems.
10  Transcedental Logic, Book II, Ch. II, The antinomy of pure reason. Kant
originally alleges (p. 133): 'Each in itself is not only self-consistent, but possesses
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side to metaphysics, it was Kant's intention to once and for all refute the
scientific status of metaphysics as regards theoretical order, and he
maintained that metaphysical knowledge was impossible. But despite his
intention, 'a dialectic proposition, with its opposite, does not carry the
appearance of a merely artificial illusion, which disappears as soon as it
is investigated, but a natural and unavoidable illusion (...) that can never
be completely removed,' Hegel attempted to apply dialectics outside the
field of metaphysics. He simply adapted Kant's antinomies ending at the
opposite of Kant, without refuting him. Hegel asserted that it lies in the
very nature of reason to contradict itself; it is the very essence of all

rationality that it works with contradictions or antinomies.
Now let us examine this method of analysis more closely. Suppose a

thesis is proffered. Initially, it may appear to contain inconsistencies, or
be inadequate. It will produce criticism and so a new category will
arise, the antithesis. Subsequently, a new category may arise, in which
thesis and antithesis have been blended. It is possible that, in specific

cases, reason develops in this manner. But on which grounds are we to
maintain that, in the end, only one antithesis may be developed per

stage? More lines of refutation may exists. The entire approach will
break down if the first antithesis does not contain all possible lines of
refutation. If not, the synthesis not only fails to supersede the previous

stage, it also demonstrates that more antitheses are possible. Why do we
maintain that only one synthesis exist? The entire approach breaks down
if more than one antithesis is admitted. Moreover, the approach also
fails if it is admitted that true contradiction exists. Dialectics forces a
scientist to make every attempt to eliminate the contradiction; once a
real one is discovered, all science must collapse. In both cases the
method effectively nullifies its logical, mathematical, empirical, and
scientific validity and we are back to Kant: dialectics are metaphysical.

Because of this and the questioned sincerity of Hegel's work which
was affected by political, totalitarian motives,11 the value of Hegelian

conditions of its necessity in the very nature of reason- only that unluckily, there exists
just as valid and necessary grounds for maintaining the contrary proposition.'
11  Hegel, in his work and by his appointment, was supporting the Prussian state of
Frederick William III. There is great danger in playing down the value of anyone's
work by pointing at some kind of 'wrong choice,' which I am fully aware of,
(thinking mainly of Wagner's anti-Semitics). In this case, however it is strongly
suggested that political motive interfered with scientific sincerity. E.g.: 'Philosophy
(...) had soon become a tool of interest of state interest from above, of personal interest
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dialectics, as a method of analysis, is rigorously played down by
Popper: 'For they soon found out that nothing could be applied with
such ease to any problem whatsoever, and at the same time with such
impressive (though only apparent) difficulty, and with such quick and
sure but imposing success, nothing could be be used as cheaply and with
so little scientific training, and nothing would give such a spectacular
scientific air, as did Hegelian dialectics, the mystery method that
replaced 'barren formal logic'.' Marx explicitly declares himself in
favor of this method12 but nevertheless seems to have adopted not only
part of the fruit of a philosopher whose greatness is either
acknowledged (Schwegler, Stirling), or brought down to pure
imposture, deception (Fries, Popper, Schopenhauer13), but also that part
of the fruit highly questionable: the method of dialectics. That is to Say,
that Marx adopted one of the least rigourous methods of thinking. This
method is especially questionable if one bears in mind that Marx is
dealing with a subject for which science has not and never will have an
answer: the destiny of the world, our future (PoppeL,1963, p. 333).

Secondly, changing from method to philosophy (b), Marx's emphasis
on the unilateral relation between economic relations and social
development is questioned. It was claimed that by exchanging matter
with nature, by man's necessity to reshape nature to his own needs

(man's metabolism), a social superstructure would evolve that would
eventually result in class emergence. In turn, economic motives bundled
in class interest constitute the driving force behind history. According

from below. (...) Truth is certainly the last thing they have in mind ... Philosophy is
misused, from the side of the state as a tool, from the other side as a means of gain ...
Who can really believe that truth also will thereby come to light, just as a by-
product?'(Schopenhauer, op cit, Popper, 1984, p. 33); or 'Hegel's fame was made by
those who prefer a quick initiation into the deeper secrets of this world to the laborious
technicalities of a science which, after all, may only disapppoint them by its lack of
power to unveil all mistery' (Popper, 1984). Or 'Hegel, installed from above, by the
powers that be, as the certified great philosopher, was a flat-headed, insipid,
nauseating, illiterate charlatan, who reached the pinnacle of audacity in scribbling
together and dishing up the craziest mystifying nonsense, (...) noisily proclaimed as
immortal wisdom by mercenary followers readily accepted as such by all fools, who
thus joined into a chorus of perfect admiration (...)' (Schopenhauer, op cit, Popper,
1984, p, 32: Schopenhauer knew Hegel personally).
12 Second Preface of Capital, 1873. See: Volume I, 1978, p 11.
13 Schopenhauer on Hegelian dialectics, the application of dialectics outside the field of
metaphysics and philosophy just after Kant: 'the method of windbaggery,' 'destructive
of all science,' 'the age of dishonesty' (see: Grundprobleme, 1890, p. 147, and
Popper, 1984; Ch. 12).
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to Popper (1945, Ch. 15), Marx, who was inclined to identify the
material world, or the 'kingdom of necessity' with reality and the world
of thoughts or ideas of the mind (including knowledge) with
appearance, was right in doing so. Idealism instead identified the ideas
with reality. But,-lle erred in stressing-unilateral the dominance of the

-----,

kingdom of necessity in determining social institutionS and theii
historicaldeyeldpment. First, in his counterassertation, Popper believes
that an imaginary destruction of the entire economic system without
destroying knowledge is far less devastating than a destruction of all
knowledge whilst all material productive forces are maintained. Second,
in order to illustrate his point, he explains the development of post-
revolutionary Russia, as having been driven by enthusiasm for a slogan,
an idea.14 He concludes: 'ideas may revolutionize the economic
conditions of a country, instead of being moulded by these conditions.
(...) Marx underrated the power of the kingdom of freedom and its
chances of conquering the kingdom of necessity.'

The third pillar of attack (c) is most solid. The evaluation of Marx's
method and his unilateral relation from economic conditions to the
history of social institutions, appear to be minor issues in comparison to
the fundamental question of scientific aim. As regards the aim of
science, Popper asks whether the goal should be: to discover,
comprehend and apply that which is found in order to better mankind
and the world (knowledge, comprehension and responsibility), or that
which historicism yields. He (1945, Ch. 13) begins his treatment of
historicism (in Marx's case being the combination of the law of destiny
with the method of dialectics) with a relatively mild judgement. 'There
is no reason that we should believe that, of all sciences, social science is
capable of realizing the old-age dream of revealing what the future has
in store for us.' He explains (1957; as does Berlin, 1969, p. 43) that the
historicist position could only have come about by a gross
misunderstanding between scientific prediction (deduction from
established facts, e.g., extrapolation) and historical prophecy (predicting
the future of entire nations). He even makes an attempt to explain how
Marx could have fallen into this error, despite his early (non-
prophetical) philosophic stand, by still acknowledging the greatness of

14    A shortened version  of this slogan is: 'Socialism  is the dictatorship  of  the
proletariat, plus the widest introduction of the most modern machinery' (p. 108).
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Marx's thinking (1945, 1984, p. 83-88).
However, Popper's main question is left unanswered. Is it within the

powers of social science to make sweeping historical prophecies? No, it
is 'entirely beyond the scope of scientific method.' Moreover, the truth
of all predictions is always in the hands of man. 'The future depends on
ourselves, and we do not depend on any historical necessity.'
Continuing, Popper accuses Marx of bewitching the masses in an
attempt to return to tribalism and destroy the achievements of
CiviliZation (1943, 1984, p. 82).

It should be reiterated that Popper's fundamental criticisms, aimed to
expose the poverty of the Marxian method and prophecy, and do not
even touch upon Marx's vehement criticism of capitalist society itself.
Marx's radical critique is reexamined in the next section by citing
Schumpeter (1943) and Bohm-Bahwerk (1896). Other authors (Hayek,
1935; Mises, 1920, 1922; Robbins, 1937) have also ignored the issue of
the origin of totalitarianism, condemning socialism up front, moving
directly to the economic difficulties of the socialist system. Much of this
work will appear in Sections IV and V.

III FUNDAMENTAL CONTRADICTIONS: THE CLASS STRUGGLE

The first fundamental contradiction of capitalism is the division of
society into classes. Although the achievement powers of bourgeouism,
especially of breaking through the feudal class system, are widely
recognized (Crisp, 1976; Komm. Man, 1847, 1971, pp. 525-39,

Preobrazhenski, 1928; Schumpeter, 1943; Smith, 1776), the
implications are valued differently. Marx claims that the class struggle
is the law which steers everything through everything; it is the illness of
all societies in the pre-stages of socialism. It reaches its peak when, by
historic necessity, only two classes are left over in the capitalist phase of
history. Exploitation, as a symptom of this illness, is the key to the
better society.

The validity of this statement rests on three basic premisses: (1) classes

are defined by ownership, (2) the proletariat is exploited by the
bourgeois class, and most importantly (3), labor is systematically
exploited in the capitalist society. According to Marx, this exploitation
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is inherent in the capitalist society (Cap. I, Ch. IV-VII), which raises
several questions. Did Marx use a valid definition of class? What is
systematic exploitation in practice? Is there any evidence of systematic
exploitation in the manner indicated by Marx? Marx tackled the issue,

with visible evidence of exploitation at hand, theoretically. He was
forced to do so because his goal was not to demonstrate the exploitation
of labor itself, but the systematic nature of exploitation, the symptom,
needed to generate the downfall of capitalism. Criticism of the first
fundamental contradiction of capitalism and the alleged systematic
nature of exploitation in capitalist society will be dealt with below.
Subsection (I) will address the class definition, (II) will present Marx's
arguments for systematic exploitation under capitalism, and (III) will
present the objections to the latter.

I class definition
One line of criticism on Marx's class theory starts at the very beginning:
the definition of class. In Marxian theory classes are defined by
ownership. The owners of productive forces organize themselves into
the social superstructure. The proletariat, unable to own anything other
than consumer goods, and unable to organize themselves, are the
remaining class by definition. (Komm. Man., 1971, pp. 526-530; El.
der Phil., 1971, p. 524). The class-shaping process evolves in one
direction: according to the laws of capitalist motion, the proletariat
grows and the oppressing class shrinks. Schumpeter (1943, 1974, pp. 18-
20) both attacks and explains Marx's perception of reality. The basic
line of attack is simple and twofold. First, to define classes only by
using the criterion of ownership is inadequate and not in accordance
with visible reality. 'The water-tight division between people who (...)
are supposed to be capitalist once for all and others who (...) are
supposed to be proletarians once and for all is not only, (...), utterly
unrealistic but it misses the salient point about social classes: the
uncessant rise and fall of individual families into and out of the upper
strata.' Second and most importantly, Schumpeter sets out to explain
why Marx's class theory cannot be considered a serious attempt to
engage in a full study of this sociological phenomenon. He claims that
defining class in terms of ownership is but a tool to achieve a higher
aim in Marx's thinking. Marx links class theory, economics, and history
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and melts them together in order to achieve the idea that a class, and
more specifically, class opposition, is the driving force of history. For
Marx, the theory of social classes and production determines the social
structure and therefore all manifestations of civilization and cultural and
political history are determined. 'In fact it was a bold stroke of analytic
strategy which linked the fate of the class phenomenon with the fate of
capitalism in such a way that socialism, which in reality has nothing to
do with the presence or absence of classes, became, by definition, the
only kind of classeless society,(...). This ingenious tautology could not
equally well have been secured by any definitions of classes and of
capitalism other than (...) the definition by private ownership. Hence
there had to be just two classes ( ...) and all other principles of division

(...) had to be severely neglected or discounted or else reduced to that
one.' Similar conclusions were reached by e.g., Arnold, (1990, Ch.
4&5), Popper (1963, p. 345, 1945, Ch. 16), Robbins (1978), Sherman
(1994).

II systematic exploitation of labor
The next line of criticism involves the subject of exploitation. Marx
claims that under capitalism, the proletariat is systematically exploited
by the bougeois class (Cap. L Ch. IV-VII). The exploitation is system-
inherent, and alleged to lead to a revolutionary strike by the growing
masses being suppressed (Komm. Man., 1971, pp. 526-530). This claim
was studied by BOhm-Bawerk as early as 1896 and reexamined by
Arnold (1990, Ch. 3).
Marx's Law of Value (Cap. I, 1978, p. 14), states that:

-commodoties exchanged in the market have equal value; exchange
values are ratios (LV).
This raises the question, 'What is value?' Things that are exchanged
must equate to a third thing which is neither one of them. Marx (Cap. I,
p. 15) ultimately finds this third thing to be 'socially necessary labor.'15
Arnold summarizes this position as:

-The value of a commodity is identical to the quantity of socially
necessary labor contained in it; (Value Identity Thesis, IT).

15 The unadapted version would imply that the more inefficiently a commodity is
produced, the more valuable it is, which is ruled out by the introduction of the words
socially necessary' (Capital I, 1867; 1978, p. 14).
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Consequently, LV and IT must imply:
-Commodities (bundles of commodities) that exchange in the market in

equilibrium contain the same quantity of socially necessary labor;
(Labor Time Corollary, LTC).
The first problem which arises with Marx's theory of value is the
following. 'We see then that that which determines the magnitude of the
value of any article is the amount of labor socially necessary, or the
labor time socially necessary, for its production' (I, p. 15).16 As it
appears, the theory of value does not coincide with IT and LTC
(Arnold, 1990, p. 66). It suggests that value and embodied socially
necessary labor time are two distinct things. This raises several new
questions like: 'What is value?' (if it is not embodied socially necessary
labor, but something which is determined by it). 'Why is value
determined by socially necessary labor time?' etc. Arnold's way out is
simply to assume that what Marx meant with his theory of value is the
conjunction of IT and LTC, thereby eliminating the word 'determined.'
It stands to reason, therefore, that all value  is socially necessary  labor,
and socially necessary labor alone.

Under capitalism, profit accrues to the bourgeois class. What is profit?
Profit is surplus value which is (IT) embodied socially necessary labor.
But the capitalist does not perform actual labor, he just buys inputs
(commodities) and sells outputs (commodities) at their value (LV), since
they exchange in the market. Thus, it seems that surplus value, profit, is
impossible. Notice that the Identity Thesis is the crucial link to this
conclusion. If value were not socially embodied labor then things would
be radically different. So, where does profit come from? According to
Marx, there is only one commodity that can be purchased at its value
but employed to create new value: labor power.

The value of labor power is the quantity of socially necessary labor
required to produce it (IT), the subsistence wage. The worker is paid
the full value of what he is selling: his labor power. But, the value
produced by the discharge of labor power is greater than the value of
the labor power itself. The value received by the worker in wages is less
than the value that has been put into the finished product. This is simply
because the worker has to labor more hours than those required to
reproduce the subsistence wage and offset the cost of production.

16 Emphasis added.
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According to Marx, this fact is mistified in wage contracts which fail to
mention that the worker has to work extra time for which he is not paid
(Cap. /, Ch. IX, X). Labor is the only means to generate profit; workers
sell their labor power, but its discharge generates surplus value since
they are forced to work beyond the original value. This is the theory of
surplus value and herein lies the systematic nature of capitalist
exploitation. Moreover, the capitalist owns the means of production and
the worker never will, which forces him to deal with the capitalist (Cap.
/, 1978, pp. 79-80). Under capitalism, the proletariat have their back
against the wall. Capitalist production is not the production of
commodities, but the production of surplus value. The proletariat is
forced to create surplus value in order to maintain themselves while
fueling the self-expansion of capital.

So (1), commodities  in a market exchange  are of equal value

(LV).
(2) Value is identical to the quantity of socially necessary labor (IT).
Therefore: commodities that are exchanged embody the same quantity
of socially necessary labor (LTC). Systematic exploitation dovetails:

(3) Profit is the difference between the value of labor power and the
value embodied in the product sold (Theory of Surplus Value; TSV).
Next, following Smith (1776, Book II, Ch. I), Marx divides capital into
constant and variable capital (Cap. 1, Ch. VIII). Constant capital
represents investments in raw material, equipment, buildings, and so
forth. Constant capital embodies value but does not create surplus value;
variable capital does. It is the capital used to purchase labor power and
generate surplus value. As a consequence, the rate Of return of capital
ought to be proportional to the amount of capital invested in labor
(Arnold 1990). Or more precisely, in the objective value theory (see

appendix): the relative rate of return of capital (profit per product) of a
good  i to  a good j depends  on its labor intensity of production relative
to that of good j, ie..

III the unresolved contradiction
Bohm-Bawerk's main criticism is that this conflicts with obvious facts.
Marx's chain of reasoning implies that the more labor-intensive an
industry is, the higher the profits. This appeared to contradict reality
since in the real world there is a tendency towards equalization of the
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gains of capital. This was initially not problematic. The solution to the
criticism (which appeared in Capital, III, after Marx's death and twenty-
seven years after the Theory of Surplus Value had been published) was
as capitalist as it ought to be. Entrepreneurs shift resources to the sector
which initially yields the above average profits (the relatively labor-
intensive ones), competition drives prices down for the most labor-
intensive industries, which is reflected in a decline profits, thereby
generating a tendency towards equalization of profits.

This, however, requires that commodities that exchange in the market
do not have equal value and as a consequence do not contain equal
quantities of socially necessary labor. Bohm-Bahwerk's contribution
was not that he exposed the inconsistency in Marx's system, but that he
elaborated the consequence of the modification presented in Capital III.
If the Law of Value (1) is dropped, if commodities that exchange in the
market do not have equal value, the bridge that led Marx to the Identity
Thesis, value is socially necessary labor, (2), fails. This is because
commodities that exchange in the market no longer have a common
magnitude.17 Most importantly, according to the Theory of Surplus
Value (3), profit as the difference between the value of labor power and
the value embodied in the product sold, must be dropped. BOhm-
Bawerk (1896, 1966 p. 28) summarizes: 'Either products do actually
exchange in the long run in proportion to the labor attaching to them-in
which case an equalization of the gains of capital is impossible; or there
is an equalization of the gains of capital-in which case it is impossible
that products should continue to exchange in proportion to the labor
attaching to them.' The entire distinction between labor, labor power as
well as the next step of labor power giving rise to surplus value, which
is raked off by the capitalist as profit, rests on the assumption that
commodities exchange at their value. According to Arnold, 'The
question, 'How are profits possible?', (...) has a bite only if there is
reason to believe that commodities that exchange have equal value. But
now we are told that commodities that exchange in the market (...) do
not have equal values. The problem is that there is now no reason to
believe the TSV. Without the TSV, Marx has no grounds for

17 Marx of course did attempt to convert his subjective theory of value into a theory of
prices. Although he stated that values are transformed into prices and a relation between
them definitely exists, this does not solve the heart of this theoretical problem (see
appendix).
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maintaining that workers are systematically exploited by the
capitalists.'18 In the appendix Bohm-Bahwerk's attack on Marx is given
detailed attention.

Hence, the first contradiction of capitalism appears to be based on a
poor definition of classes, inconsistent with reality. The theoretical
underpining of systematic exploitation of labor in the capitalist society,
also does not hold. The criticism of Marx ends here; the second
fundamental contradiction of capitalism, anarchy of production, the
basis of Utopian engineering, a position which Marx himself condemned

(Komm. Man., III, Popper, 1943, Ch. 9; Robbins, 1937, p. 188) affords
the opportunity to look at the everyday economic life in the two
different societies. Some advantages of the capitalist mode of production
will be shown to be unattainable by the alternative of socialism. In the
next section (IV), emphasis will be on the discussion in terms of
achievements, rather than on the fundamental features and ethics of
economic systems. Section V offers some conclusions concerning the
second fundamental contradiction of capitalism.

IV FUNDAMENTAL CONTRADICrIONS: ANARCHY OF PRODUCI'ION

The core of the economic system of capitalist society consists of free

prices in an environment dominated by private entrepreneurship and
competition with well-defined property rights. Since the theory on
ownership-determined class emergence and systemetic exploitation has
been refuted, it follows that capitalism will not cease to exist out of
historical necessity. Yet, the other line of argumentation still needs to be
examined. Here the alleged 'anarchy of production' of capitalist society
will be considered. Would a consciously planned economic system with

18 Arnold (1990) continues by considering what possible defence Marx and his
followers could have had to this seemingly obvious error in thinking. He elaborates
new criticisms (based on BOhm-Bahwerk, 1896) of the Marxian defence. The
arguments become so sophisticated that they consider whether or not Marx was talking
about existing capitalism, or an abstraction of reality, a model. If Marx had been
speaking in abstraction of the capitalist production mode, he may have been talking
about 'tendencies to', as economists talk about equilibrium, knowing it would have
existed if it were not for distortions. Marx's laws (LV, IT, LSV), however, do not
appear to hold even without distortions.
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public entrepreneurship perform better than the economic system of
capitalist free society? One of the most debated issues in the history of
economics grew from this question of comparative economics.

The comparative economic approach has given us a longstanding
tradition partly because it evolved within the field of Popper's (1963)
second category of research: that of empirical and scientific theories. As
a result, different viewpoints will be discussed using observable facts.
Proof of Popper's first category, i.e., plain mathematical proof of
logical possibilities or impossibilities is either not obtainable, or only
possible after real-life economic problems have been reduced to
mathematical proportions. Indeed, the discussion on the possibility of
socialist calculation, sparked by Barone (1908), before any socialist
society actually existed, and fuelled by Mises (1920, 1922), evolved into
the first and second categories. The differing points of departure,
logical proof or appeal to fact, and the fact that the socialist state was its
infancy stage at that time, will certainly have confused the discussion. 19

However, the loaded question of how to look at such a complicated
subject remains. A relatively simple way of avoiding much of the
discussion, and getting to the core of the issue, can be achieved by being
aware that proof of the merits of the market does not exist.20 Only by
appealing to fact can it be made plausible that the alternative is likely to
yield poor results. The Classical economists (Bentham, 1795; Smith,
1776) and the Austrians (Mises, 1920; Hayek, 1935, 1945; Schumpeter,
1943) attempted to demonstrate this, the latter by reviving, and

19 Oddly, in the literature the perception has grown that the debate was merely a
theoretical exercise in terms of perfect competition versus perfect planning (Hutchison,
1937; Rutland, 1985; Wagener, 1980). In his reading the present author encountered
little evidence of this, and not a single trace of equilibrium theory from the Austrian
side. Mises, writing (1920, p. 90) on the scope said: 'many socialists (...) have never
come to grips in any way with the problems of economics and (...) have made no
attempt at all to form themselves any clear conception of the conditions which determine
the character of human society.' Hayek (1935, p. 207) writing on calculation under
neoclassical assumptions: 'It is not an impossiblity in the sense that it is logically
contradictory. But to argue that determination of prices by such a procedure being
logically conceivable in any way invalidates the contention that it is not a possible
solution, only proves that the real nature of the problem has not been perceived.' The
use of equilibrium theory, however, is true for the initiator of the debate, Barone (1908)
and Lange, (1939, pp. 65-72).
20 pareto (1909, P. 269) states: 'pure economics does not give us a truly decisive
criterion for choosing between an organization based on private property and a socialist
organization. This problem can be solved only by taking other characteristics into
account.' (Barone, 1908, based on Pareto, 1897).
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extending, the former's vision, from allocation, coordination, and
efficiency to dynamics. In this section, the discussion proceeds mainly
by so-called negative argumentation, i.e., despite the shortcomings of
the original (making it impossible to attach value to it directly) the
alternative is shown to be inferior, by appealing to fact. Other works
are added to the discussion, especially those on the subject of efficiency
and dynamics which have been provided by economists not primarily
concerned with rejecting the socialist economic system (Bergson, 1968;
Leibenstein, 1966, 1973; Lindbeck, 1971, Solow, 1957). Although some
of these works depart from micro-economic theory, being of a partial
nature, they take into account firm-specific features and therefore have
become valuable in the debate on efficiency of competition and
planning.

In our discussion, the following items will, knowingly, not be dealt
with. (1) The Lange-Mises debate, insofar as it is conducted from a
Neoclassical angle. This theory yields a near-substitutability of a price
system and what later became known as a 'costless auctioneer' on the
premise of perfect information and neglect of the role of real-life
property relations (Pareto, 1897, 1909; Barone, 1908; Lange, 1939).21
Since information gathering, and its costs is one of the main issues in
comparing economic systems, system comparisons based on the premise
of perfect information are mainly considered of theoretical value. (2)
Research (apparently justified by the non-existence of both real-life
equilibria and real-life overall planning) which fails to present direct or
deducible marshalling evidence found in Popper's second category
(Hayek, 1949, p. 92). That is, statements on planning are possible,
despite the fact that an overall planned society never existed. (Works
which do not deal with this evidence raise the question when saying:
'these clear and obvious facts show that ...' suffices to make a point).22

21 Notice that Pareto (1909, p. 267) emphasizes his analysis to avoid the problem of
distribution and subsequent problems of'ethical and social considerations'. Maximum
'ophelimity' (welfare) can only be calculated on the premise that consumer's
preferences are known. In other words, socialist calculation is only proven to be
theoretically possible if one knows a priori who is going to be given what share. Hayek
(1949, p. 90) holds Schumpeter (1943) responsible for the myth that Pareto and Barone
would have solved the problems of socialist calculation. See also Lange  (1939, p. 61).
22 This is crucial since all scientific, empirical evidence (Pepper's second category) is
biased. Like all analyses of behaviour, analysis of the market just as analysis of
planning, runs in terms of purpose. The Classicists and the Austrians set out to gather
support for their assertations. If Smith or Hayek assert that the power of the 'invisible
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(3) Discussions based on system comparisons at too low a level. These
are based on a misperception of communication within elements and
communication between elements. There should be no doubt up front
that the building blocks on the supply side (including any government
department -which may partly operate on the demand side-) of capitalist
society are all constituted by planning. 23 It is possible to write endlessly
on how much the organization of an element has been influenced by
planning-structures wherever they have evolved and whatever their
merits. First, from that point of departure, within elements instead of
between them, one cannot possibly assess the efficacy of planning in
replacing the inter-element communication. Second, judging a system
without reference to the reason for its very existence, the needs of
individuals, necessarily annihilates the value of the present discussion.
(4) The need for planning at the macro-economic level, which is
addressed in the next chapter which will deal at length with the macro-
economic flaws of both capitalism and the socialist alternative.

It is maintained that free prices in an environment dominated by
private entrepreneurship and competition with well-defined property
rights, will appear to generate better performance than the consciously
planned economic system of the socialist society. The countercharges
run in terms of: (I) allocation and coordination of products and factors
of production, (II) efficiency throughout these processes of production,
and (III) dynamics. In (II) and (III) a division introduced by Lindbeck
(1971) will be followed. Allocation and coordination are included in (I),
since the meaning of 'allocative efficiency' in (II) has currently been
narrowed to the choice between monopoly and perfect competition.

Before considering whether the socialist engineer's attack on the
market is justified, it must be emphasized that those who defend the
possibility of socialist calculation do not use a Classical crucial point of
departure: consumption (Bentham, 1795; Smith, 1776; see Robbins

hand' ought to be understood, it is not a mere metaphysical, mystical assertation,
destroying all scientific value, giving way to first category mathematical approach. On
the contrary, 'the final test whether a statement is metaphysical or scientific is not
whether it includes any assumption of purpose, but rather whether it argues
dogmatically a priori or by way of appeal to experience' (Robbins, 1978, p. 23).
23  Even e.g. a manager's decision about how much influence the force of competition
should have inside the firm is planning, precisely since it is a decision made by the one
rulnning the firm. Hayek (1945, p. 519) states, 'Planning is the complex of interrelated
decisions about the allocation of our available recources. All economic activity is in this
sense planning.'
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1978). This is also the first assertion found in Mises' (1920)24 well-
known article on the impossibility of socialist calculation: 'who is to do
the consuming and what is to be consumed is the crux of the problem of
socialist distribution.' The subject of the position of the consumer will
be addressed in Section V, after the plain economic stands on allocation,
coBrdination, efficiency, and dynamics of this section.

I allocation and coordination
Factors of production must be allocated and coordinated over sectors to
enable production. This, in turn, is motivated by the needs of society. It
has been argued since Smith (1776)25 that the price system has several

advantages over a system of massive government interference.
Implicitly or explicitly (Barone, 1908; Lange, 1939; Montias, 1959;
Taylor, 1929; Wagener, 1990) the market has come under attack as the
best means to solve the allocative and coordinative problems of
production. Smith departs from a society aimed at protection of the
consumer (see Section V), therefore the penultimate issue is the process
of gathering information. 'If we possess all the relevant information, if
we can start out from a given set of preferences and if we command
knowledge of available means, the problem which remains is one of
pure logic. (...) This is emphatically not the economic problem which
society faces.' What is the problem? 'It is a problem of how to secure
the best use of resources known to any of the members of society, for
ends whose relative importance only these individuals know' (Hayek,
1945, p. 519). The price system is capable of solving problems of
coordination and allocation or rather 'putting the means at the ends,' as
Mises (1920, 1935, p. 107) put it, because of its informationally
undemanding character. Through the market process, individuals and
other economic entities can acquire relevant knowledge about the
intentions, plans, and actions of others as well as information about
objective real-world constraints. Much of this relevant knowledge is

24 Chapter V-V will deal with the article extensively.
25 It is beyond the scope of this book to discuss the originality of the work of Smith
and the true origin of the price mechanism's defence. For a discussion see e.g.,
Zimmerman (1987).
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summarized and transmitted by movements of (relative) prices26 and
the potential profits and losses brought about by price movements

(Blaird 1989; Helm, 1989; Hayek, 1935, 1945, 1949; Mises, 1920,
1946). Thus, in the real world of imperfect information, the system of
free prices brings about the best possible manner of information
gathering. It is a way to avoid costly systems of information gathering,
fine-tuning, and coordination in the process of producing according to

existing and potential consumer's needs. It also prevents those in charge
of production decisions from having to deal with information having

undergone the inevitable bias brought about by human nature in the
process of translation; it excludes information deadlocks (Nuti, 1988).

Although the possibility of solving the problems of allocation and
coordination without prices (e.g., Lange 1939, Montias 1959) has not
been refuted, ample effort was made to portray the future problems
expected to arise from the absense of the 'invisible hand' (Hayek, 1935,
1945, 1949; Mises, 1920, 1922; Robbins, 1937). The many problems of
coordinating and allocating without prices, or with distorted prices
include misallocating prices, queueing, dictatorship over needs etc. (see

e.g., Bergson, 1964, 1968; Berliner, 1957; Ellman, 1989; Powell, 1977;
Rutland, 1985; Zaleski, 1980). These problems have been predicted and
warned against by those who attempted to visualize an economic system
with a lack of coordination and allocation of resources, factors of
production, finished and unfinished products coming from an
informationally undemanding system. They confirmed the virtue of
market allocation and coordination by negative argumentation before
history proved them right.

II static efficiency

Following Lindbeck (1971), the static efficiency aspects of competition
versus planning can be presented by using two categories, that of
allocative efficiency (planning versus monopolies) and technical
efficiency (efficiency in factor utilization in one sector). Although the
division is maintained here, the original writings have been radically
modified.

26 It is shown in Chapter V-V that Mises (1920) holds that relative prices suffice to
solve the capitalist problems of coordination and allocation, i.e., that in theory no
money is needed. Since his article is partly about the role of money, it caused much
confusion.
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Allocative ejTiciency  In the micro-economic case of price theory, in
which the marginal rate of transformation in production between any
two commodities, along the tranformation curve, equals the marginal
rate of substitution between the same commodities in consumption,
equilibrium is achieved. If this consumers' optimum is projected on a
diagram with price on the vertical axis and quantity on the horizontal
axis, we arrive at the usual downward-sloping demand curve
intervening with the long-term horizontal curve reflecting the lowest
(non-overprofit) perfect competition price. The intersection marks the
theoretical equilibrium. The vast bulk of research now moves along the
line of calculating the welfare costs of monopolizing production, i.e., of
raising prices of goods produced in smaller quantities.27 First, it is thus
being concerned with partial analysis. This makes the material on
allocative efficiency unfit for a comparative analysis of economic
systems.28 Building a society without any price-competition runs into
severe construction, calculation, and savings and investment problems,
as will be shown in Chapter V-IV. Nonetheless and secondly, some
valuable insights sparked off this research because the welfare losses due
to allocative inefficiency found from empirical research turned out to
be mainly of 'trivial significance' (Leibenstein, 1966, pp. 394-95). A
search for more firm-specific conditions began after it was realized that
the negligibly small reallocational effects surfacing from empirical
research were due to the micro-economic basic assumptions that every
firm utilizes and purchases all of its inputs efficiently, leaving all
distortions as either price or quantity distortions (Leibenstein, 1966, p.
397; 1973, p. 765; Mundell, 1962, p. 621). In the resulting research,
presented here using the following three categories, these categories are
often combined into only one, that of the so-called 'X-efficiency'.

27 E.g., Harberger (1954), see: Leibenstein, 1966, p. 392-97 and Comanor and
kibenstein (1971).
28 This certainly does not warrant Wagener's (1990) conclusion: 'The market-price
mechanism is sufficiently flexible to stimulate changes and to adapt to them. But (...)
only under very ideal conditions of perfect competition the price mechanism is able to
discriminate between weak performance and wrong prices or market failures, which
under such conditions do not exist by definition. (...) So we arrive at the conclusion
that allocative efficiency under market prices is not necessarily higher that under
Elanned prices taking normal, i.e. imperfect, market conditions into account (...).'
z9 Leibenstein (1966, 1973) uses X-efficiency versus allocative efficiency. Since the
former captures both dynamic and static features of efficiency, the division made by
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Technical eficiency 29 is the situation in which all factors of
production, available techniques, and information are used in such a
manner that the economy manifests itself on the outer boundaries of
production possibilities. In theoretical terms, full utilization of factors
of production and a non-spill of any available technique or any bit of
relevant information marks the points on the transformation curve

(Lindbeck, 1971). Since it is always the case that 'neither individuals,
nor firms work as hard, nor do they search for information as
effectively, as they could' (Leibenstein, 1966, p. 407; Berliner, 1964),
we must examine why real-life competition is likely to outrun a planned

economy in achieving production as close as possible to the
transformation curve.

First, the costs of gathering firm-relevant information from the
informationally undemanding system of relative prices evolving in
competitive markets is negligible in comparison to the formidable

planning problem, at this stage only static (Lindbeck, 197la, b; Mises,

1920; Hayek, 1935). Second, in a planned economic system any notion

of profitability, as recognized in a competitive economy, is faded.
Without monetary calculation, absent by definition in a socialist
economic system (not because money or any other common
denominator is absent, but because the system cannot be closed, Mises

1920, see Chapter V-v) the authorities have no means with which to test
their bearings on efficiency. (They can, of course, compare economic
results to their original plans, but then we skip the question whether the
information leading to the plan was efficiently obtained, and the plan
itself was the most efficient possible). In a socialist society, the
economic system thus wastes information and is likely to be inefficient
since the economic order is 'floundering in the ocean of possible and
concievable economic combinations, without the compass of economic
calculation' (Mises, 1920, 1935, p. 110). In a capitalist society, the
likelihood of the appearance of inefficiencies will be considerably
smaller since in a competitive environment they are immediately
transferred into relative market-share losses. Here the enforcing powers
of the market drive firms towards the outer boundaries of their

Lindbeck (1971) is used. A fifth category introduced by Lindbeck, efficiency in
information and coordination, is blended into the categories which are used here:
allocation and coordination, efficiency, and dynamics.
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production functions despite the fact that these functions are not known
to the entrepreneurs (Hayek, 1945; Helm, 1989; Leibenstein, 1966;
Stevers, 1980). Thirdly and partly by extension, at the level of the firm,
two main problems arise which both systems have to cope with:
asymmetrical information and conflict of interest. It is important to note
that, since the socialist economic system is planned, these problems arise
throughout the economy, whereas in a capitalist system, they are
repulsed back to the level of the firm. But even within firms, the price
system and the losses involved due to relatively inefficient action,
mitigate these agency problems in the sense that the risk of being pushed
out of the market strengthens the sense of responsibilty. Competition
enforces inter-plant motivational efficiency thoughout the production
process (Bergson, 1964,1968; Leibenstein, 1966, 1973). The penalty of
losing market shares requires constant management to keep costs from
rising. Competition in factor markets strenghtens labor performance
under penalty of quick discharge, thus mitigating the conflict of interest
between the management and those on the work floor (Cyert and
George, 1969; Hayek, 1935). And it is the ability of plain, clear
economic calculation which enables the management to avoid
dependence on information, moulded and reinterpreted through the
stages of hierarchy (Mises, 1920; Nuti, 1988; Zaleski, 1980).

In the socialist economic system, the lack of these virtues repeats itself
at each hierarchical level, adding new problems to those of allocation
and coordination (see Bergson, 1964, 1968; Berliner, 1957; Ellman,
1989; Montias, 1959; Powell, 1977; Rutland, 1985; Zaleski, 1980). The
practical inefficiencies of wasteful criteria, slack planning and lack of
power to motivate and create incentives, strengthen the case in favor of
the capitalist economic system by negative argumentation. The true
merits of the market, yet to be discussed, lie in a field in which no
alternative, either theoretically-logically, or practically, can be
developed.

III dynamic efficiency
According to Ellman (1989), Marxists-Leninists overlooked the
fundamental factors of partial ignorance, inadequate techniques, and
complexity. If matters were only this uncomplicated, socialist economics
could strictly account for misallocation, miscoordination, and static
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inefficiency, matters that, in practical economics could have been
mitigated (at least partly) by simply adapting prices arising from a
competitive system (Mises, 1946). However, another bigger problem
arises, outweighing the relatively simple static cases of allocation,
co6rdination, and efficiency: progress. In socialism, one may find a
similar departure from theoretics on this important point, neglecting
real-life features. In a socialist society, technical progress would
immediately be adopted (Bucharin and Preobrazhensky, 1920). The
wish to accumulate beyond capitalist 'myopic' levels led to a
routinization of economic progress (Grossman, 1966). All possible
means were employed in an attempt to achieve maximum economic
performance. Savings, capital formation, education, training, invention,
R&D, and everything in connection were subdued to organization and
planning.

This type of induced progress compared with the results of capitalist
free entrepreneurship have been the focus of attention in comparative
economics. In order to explore why it was maintained that socialist
progress would surpass its capitalist counterpart and why this position
turned out wrong, we will use the distinction introduced by Lindbeck
(1971). The content, however, is again drastically modified. Firstly, it is
important to note that, in terms of final results of progress, we are
talking about three separate matters: growth, quality of production, and
product innovation, all preferably consistent with the consumer's needs.

Thus, a definition of the phenomenon of growth is needed, in a full-
fledged macroeconomic context. As will be shown in Chapter V-II, the
growth rate of labor and/or capital productivity plus the growth rate of
labor population plus the depreciation rate of capital constitute the costs
of growth. Growth is not a goal in itself: the factors which would
otherwise make part of the labor population superfluous, and/or
endanger future employment and consumption by deficient investment
necessitate growth. Secondly, growth may be the result of changes in
factor endowments; a mobilization of otherwise unproductive labor and
gross investment exceeding capital depletion are factors that lead to
changes in the rate of growth. The resulting factors are manifested in
changing productivity rates. Thirdly, only after taking these
considerations into account, one can try to identify the effect of an
economic system on the roots of progress: changing rates of growth,
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changing quality of production and a diversification of products in
accordance with consumers' needs.

Dynamic allocative efficiency and optimality, (a), deals with the
problem of how to achieve maximum accumulation over time, given
technology and consumption profile. At the core of the issue is the
matter of mobilizing resources. The entirely deviant views encountered,
depending on which system is used, eventually inspired Kornai (1979)
to introduce the terms 'resource' versus 'demand' constrained systems.
Basically, departing from the socialist system, it is held that one is able
to accumulate beyond 'myopic' capitalist levels (demand levels) by
actively mobilizing factors of production, that is that resource
mobilization is system-dependent (Bucharin&Preobrazhensky, 1920;
Hanson, 1971).

In an attempt achieve a higher rate of accumulation than that which
would have evolved under capitalism, two previously introduced
problems are encountered. They arise from extending static issues. The
first problem is the absense of the informationally undemanding price
system, which reduces the notion of 'allocation' to: 'authorities'
preferences insofar the actual plan is actually achieved'. The second
problem, the absense of monetary calculation without which the
authorities have no means to test their bearings, clouds the notion of
efficiency. Before moving on to dynamics, it ought to be stressed that
the meanings of allocation and efficiency are rather indeterminate things
in the socialist economic system (Powell, 1977). So, it must be clear that
analogous problems cloud the issue of dynamic allocative efficiency, and
maximum accumulation.

A second criterion, (b), the core issue, introduced by Lindbeck
concerns: 'how to achieve a desired consumption profile over time, by
influencing the rate of accumulation?' Regarding (a) and (b), Lindbeck
sticks to a comparison between active mobilisation of resources in
socialism and Keynesian discretionary policy. He is rather indefinite
about the result. This is the sore point, since no consideration is given to
the question whether accumulating beyond capitalist levels is possible in
the first place, and whether or not there are mechanisms present for
dealing with the effects of radically induced higher rates of investment.

Both active mobilization and Keynesian policy take place in a system
which itself grows. Before comparing any active in-time policy, the
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stability of growth in the system itself needs be explored since growth is
a necessity rather than a goal, a protector against unemployment and
deficient investment. The question whether growth is able to fulfil its
task depends On the assumption of competition in the labor market,
which is absent in the socialist economic system (see Chapter V-IV). It,
amongst others, lacks a mechanism to bring savings towards their end:
financing the cost of growth. Thus, the socialist economic system, in
achieving growth through net investment at the cost of present

consumption, departs from a situation in which costly information
gathering and subsequent problems of allocation, coordination, and
efficiency, replace mechanisms which are present in the capitalist
economic system.

Chapter V will deal extensively with the question whether it is of any
use to compare systems at growth of production levels. The answer will
appear negative (V-IV). A policy aimed at keeping down the
consumption share in favor of investment, given the unclear notions of
allocation and efficiency, may be effective in inducing additional
growth. However, an abundance of labor is a prerequisite. In dynamic
allocative efficiency, assuming constant productivity, active mobilization
of otherwise unproductive forces yields growth (so-called extensive
growth). Investment accumulation, is possible under these conditions, as
seen in the 1950s. But net investment is necessarily put on hold once all
labor is utilized. In Chapter V-Iv. it will be shown that at this point,
when full employment is reached, three conclusions must be drawn.
First, under ideal circumstances in socialism, exactly the same position

is reached as in capitalism under Phelps' (1961) golden rule of
accumulation. Thus, there are no differences in inducing growth by
mobilizing factors of production, brought about by a change from
capitalism to socialism, provided the initial capitalist situation is non-
Keynesian. Second, insofar as there is a practical difference, we must
ask whether active mobilization is affected by the problems of allocation
and efficiency discussed above, which are likely to occur in the socialist
economic system (V-V). Thirdly, in case of full employment, positive
net investment only works on the premise of increased labor-effort. If
this effort does not change, a situation of overinvestment is reached,
which requires a mechanism (i.e., a rise in real wages) to alleviate it.
Socialism has no such mechanism, so it must rely on its command
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structure instead (V-V). This may still generate excessive accumulation,
but only if labor is forced to deliver more effort than in capitalism

(which, of course, is exploitation in the usual sense of the word). The
results of increased labor effort need to be explored, however, since
these generate a change in productivity rates and bring about Lindbeck's
last category. 30
Dynamic technological efficiency is where the true merits of

competition surface. The macroeconomic dimension to this phenomenon
is embodied in changes in labor and/or capital productivity. Another
dimension is the development of new products. Since these new products

may, during the course of production, become inputs, the distinction
between product innovation and process innovation is fuzzy. Therefore,
in this section, the development of new techniques and new products are
taken to be one and the same. Also, a final judgement on the quality of
the end product depends on these fenomena. Much research has been
devoted to the effects of the enforcement powers of the market on these

matters, but an integrated view on the enforcement powers of the
market embodying all three dimensions is to be found in Schumpeter
(1935, 1943) and Clark (1940). These dimensions, it should be kept in
mind, are treated at this stage of the discussion to the exclusion of the
question of satisfaction of existing and potential consumer needs.

Changes in productivity are expressed at the macroeconomic level in
what is known as 'the unexplained residual' (Aukrust, 1959; Solow,
1957, 1959). This residual is the rate of growth unaccounted for by
increases in inputs of labor or capital. There are two sides to this
residual. One is a change in productivity explained by changes in the
physical technical structure of the production process. Changing
techniques are emphasized by Clark (1940), Hayek (1945), Robbins
(1937) and Schumpeter (1943) to be stimulated in a competitive
environment. Competition forces entrepreneurs to participate in the
constant struggle for market share and cost reduction. It is in this
environment (indicated by Kornai, 1971, as one of 'pressure') that
Schumpeterian creative destruction occurs: the structure of enterprises
changes, markets change and progress is achieved. Ultimately, this

30 Again, Lindbeck discerns a fifth category, which has been blended into the four
presented here. He himself admits that the magnitude of the problem keeps any
classification from being watertight.
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continuing process manifests itself in rising productivity rates.

Research on the other side, changes in productivity without physical
changes in techniques, was stimulated by the bizarre paradoxes arrived
at after testing the 'unexplained residual' (Leibenstein, 1966). A great
deal of variation of output was found for similar amounts of capital,
labor, and physical techniques. Here again the argument against the
socialist economic system also appears to be based on negative
argumentation: socialism has to function without a great virtue. The
market implicitly frees all possible ways for the entrepreneur to try and
change output for all given inputs and physical techniques. First, in both
systems, improving managerial qualities, educating the labor force etc.,
may be used, although Leibenstein hastens to emphasize that the
'motivational efficiency' and 'competition incentives' are likely to make
the attempt more successful in the capitalist economic system than in a

system without competition (thereby vindicating Mises 1920; Hayek,
1945; Robbins, 1937). He also emphasizes the paradoxes found in real
life: a reduction in work hours increased output, and the famous
Hawthorne studies showed that special interest in the workers by the
management would yield higher output, even under bad working
conditions. These findings may, in addition to creative destruction be
seen as the fallacy of calculable progress; and it is therefore beyond
reasonable doubt that a teleologically guided economic system stands no
chance of beating the 'anarchic' economic system of capitalist society.

Although comparative economics are nowadays facilated considerably
by simple hindsight, it ought to be stressed that the fallacy of a planned
economic system was predicted from day one. Once government gives
itself the task of gathering all information in order to decide which new
products to launch or which new production processes to invent, how to
organize the market and the production organization of the firm
involved, the informationally undemanding character of the price
system is left for what it is in an effort to do the impossible (Arnold,
1990; Hayek, 1935, 1945, 1949; Robbins, 1937; Mises, 1946). By
excluding competition, (free entrepreneurship with well-defined

property rights), the socialist economic system, a system of 'suction'
(Kornai, 1971) has eliminated that which liberal economists consider the
most important enforcement power in achieving progress. The
alternative to the capitalist economic system which has been witnessed
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for decades appeared one of waste of inputs, outputs, capital, human
skills and potentialities, in combination with an emphasis on extensive
growth, in the absence of the induced progress inherent to the market.
Nonetheless, final views on anarchy of production in an open society are
treated in the next section, after evaluating the effects of the socialist
economic system on meeting consumers' needs. For the moment, it is
best to stick with Schumpeter (op. cit. Balassa, 1964, p. 490): 'A system,
any system, economic or other that at every point in time fully utilizes
its possibilities to the best advantage may yet in the long run be inferior
to the system that does so at no given point of time, because the latter's
failure to do so may be a condition for the level or speed of long-run

performance.'

V FUNDAMENTAL CONTRADIC['IONS: ANARCHY OF PRODUCI'ION AND
FREEDOM OF CHOICE

The choice between an open and a closed society, even if all rational
economic argument suggests that an economic system guided by free
prices is preferable to a planned economic system, has managed to
provoke considerable disagreement. It was acknowledged in the
previous section that the complexity of reducing processes in society to
distinct obvious proportions necessarily biases any approach. But the
discussion is also biased by moral and ethical aspects. The combination
of the two has brought about one of the largest scientific divisions ever.
An attempt will be made to show that the moral and ethical aspects
attached to the anonymous economic system of capitalist society
(Popper, 1943; Schumpeter, 1943; Smith, 1776) have always been
present the works of those defending the market from mass interference
in economic affairs. Moreover, it is shown that moral and ethical
choices are the foundation for those economists later known as the
defenders of the market, i.e., moral and ethical choices forced these
authors to advocate an economic system guided by free prices and well-
defined property rights. Two socialist viewpoints will be refuted: the
bias of Classical economists, whose works are allegedly concerned with
the economic system in particular -defending subsistence wages-, and
the notion that Marx was the first Classical economist to address
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pressing social issues. In (I), the normative approach to government
interference will be shown to be based on thorough consideration of the
effects of the economic system on the general good. Assessment of the
alleged anarchy of production of capitalist society, also based on the
findings presented in the previous section will follow in (ID.

I government interference
The ultimate moral and ethical choice involved in the bettering of
mankind, the main issue in rejecting government interference in
economic affairs with Classical economists, is economic freedom. The
Classical approach starts off with the fundamental question: 'Why is
economic activity pursued in the first place?' It then argues why the
economic system should generally be free from government
interference, having made the moral choice that economic freedom of
all individuals is important to society.
The Classical authors are unmistakenly clear about the object of

economic activity. Smith (1776, 1933, Vol. II, p. 155) states: 'Consumption
is the sole end and purpose of all production; and the interest of the
producer ought to be attended to only so far as it is necessary for
promoting that of the consumer. The maxim is so perfectly self-evident
that it would be absurd to attempt to prove it.' '(...) wealth can not be
put to any of its uses without consumption' (Bentham, 1795, 1952, p.
226). According to James Mill:31 'Of the four sets of operations,
production, distribution, exchange and consumption (...) the first three
are the means. No man produces for the sake of production and nothing
further. Distribution (..) is not performed for the sake of distribution.
Things are distributed as also exchanged to some end. That end is
consumption.' More recent contributions state: 'The function of
competition is here precisely to teach us who will serve us well,'
(Hayek, 1949, p. 97) and 'Economic activity does not merely produce
different kinds of physical objects and human services; it issues in states
of affairs that are necessary or sufficient conditions for the satisfaction
of wants and needs' (Arnold, 1990, p. 215). Consumption which' benefit
is indiscriminate (like national defense) was also incorporated into
Classical writings. Moreover, completing the spectrum, consumption
needs to be treated as the whole of present consumption and future

31 op· cit.. Robbins, 1978, p. 7.
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consumption, though inter-generational problems remain a bit veiled as
such. Smith argues passionately about the gains of capital accumulation
for society as a whole. 'To maintain and augment the stock which may
be reserved for immediate consumption is the sole end of both fixed and
circulating capitals. It is this stock which feeds clothes and lodges the

people.' 'The principle which prompts to expense is the passion for
present enjoyment (...) But the principle which tends to save is the
desire of bettering our condition' (1776, 1933, p. 248; 305). Bentham
(1795, 1952, p. 231) argues: 'The quantity of capital existing in the world
at the end of a certain period, depends not upon the quantity of wealth

produced down to that period, but upon the difference between the
whole quantity that has been produced, and the part that has been
consumed.'

Founding society on the vision that production must always have
consumption as its goal, why is a society based on the pursuit of self-
interest promoted? 'Anarchy of production' and anarchy of consumer
choice stand a chance of serving the greater good in the vision of the
Classical writers because they depart from a specific form of freedom:

negative freedom, i.e., freedom from coercion (Berlin, 1969). In other
words, anarchy of choice is equivalent to freedom of choice, and
rejecting this anarchy means, by definition, that others will have to
chose for you.

Starting with the freedom of choice for consumers, that is, the positive
point of view, the adult consumer is considered the best judge of his
own interests: 'Generally speaking, there is no one who knows what is
for your interest so well, as yourself (Bentham).32 From a negative

point of view, interference involves coercion and pain and,
furthermore, the choice made for you is likely to be poor.

The role of the producer is no less clear: its aim is to meet the choice
of the consumer. Paradoxically, he is forced to do so by his own self-
interest, (which is different from egotism: 'the interest of oneself and
the intimate circle to whom spontaneously acknowledges obligation,'
Robbins, 1978, p. 14; Smith, 1779, Ch. II). The positive argument for
freedom of producers, on the one hand, is the motive: The pursuit of
self-interest is the governing motivation to which, within a certain
framework of law and order and certain necessary government

32 op. cit., Robbins, 1978, p. 13.
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contributions, all producers are subjected. Their way of addressing their
self-interest, their only way of earning a living is to meet the wants of
the consumer. On the other hand, the guidance of this motive is the
mechanism of the market and the force of competition. At this point
Smith's invisible hand comes into play. The individual 'intends his own
gain,' but 'he is in this as in many other cases led by an invisible hand to

promote an end which was no part of his intention' (1933, p. 400). So,
decentralized decision-making in a system of economic freedom leads to
the fullfilment of consumer's wants now and in the future via the forces

of competition.
Although dispute exists on matters of practical policy (Blaug, 1958;

Coats, 1971), the alleged Classical neglect of dimensions to wages other
than labor-class maintainance, (e.g., Rutland, 1985, p. 3), needs

adjustment; humanitarian motive was not what distinguished Marx from
his fellow Classical authors. Smith (1776, 1933, p. 88; 70) says: 'Our
merchants and master manufacturers complain much about the bad
effects of high wages in raising the price (...) They say nothing
concerning the bad effects of high profits. They are silent with regard

to the pernicious effects of their own gains.' 'Servants laborers and
workmen, (...), make up the far greater part of every political society.
But what improves the circumstances of the greater part can never be

regarded as an inconvenience to the whole. No society can be
flourishing and happy, of which the far greater part of the members are

poor and miserable.' 'In whatever may be done in the design of
favoring equality, is nothing but the making those who would otherwise
be poorer richer' (Bentham, 1795, 1952, p. 226). The 'System of
economic freedom (...),' according to Robbins, (1978, p. 19): 'Was an
urgent demand that what were thought to be hampering and anti-social
should be removed and that the immense potential of free pioneering
individual initiative should be released.' Since moral and ethical
considerations were precisely what the system was founded on, and
since, in addition, they also dealt separately with what they considered
unjust, it is absurd to maintain that Classical authors neglected pressing
social issues.
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II anarchy of production: conclusion
The alleged anarchy of production of capitalist society has two possible
lines of refutation. One was developed in the previous section, the other
was developed here. First, the anarchy of production needs be refuted
by negative argumentation. That is, instead of directly attaching positive
value to the allocational, distributional, efficiency-generating, and
dynamic aspects of the capitalist economic system (which would be by
positive argumentation), marshalling evidence -gained by common
experience- strongly suggest that the socialist economic system is far
from a viable alternative. Insofar as one still considers the capitalist
economic system anarchic, it serves solely as an indication of a general
release of pioneering economic activity, rather than as reference to a
viable alternative in terms of overall planning. Secondly, by negative
freedom, mass interference in private economic affairs should be
condemned. The socialist society must, by necessity, systematically
infringe on personal freedom since individuals are not considered to be
the best judges of their own interests. Virtually all the advantages

presented by negative argumentation in the precious section can be
directly attributed to a system that acknowledges negative freedom. As
shown, the systematic violation of negative freedom embodied in the
socialist economic system, constructed in order to relieve mankind from
the 'anarchy of production,' only shaped an inefficient economic order
with limited freedom of choice.

The pressing issue of freedom has more than just economic
implications. The society Marx had in mind had at its aim 'real
freedom.' His historic prophecies failed and a utopian engineering
approach had to be pursued, forced by the economic conditions of the
time. The next section will deal with Marx's notion of freedom and
freedom in the socialist society.

VI FREEDOM; BASICS OF HUMAN DIGNITY

In the search for real freedom, freedom from the force of
circumstances, there is little scientific doubt that Marx honestly tried to
improve the lot of mankind. Faced with the poignant social abuse
created by the industrial revolution, he made a serious attempt to
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alleviate the suffering of mankind. Although his main weapons being
social science and social philosophy these where only the means. Marx
saw in knowledge the means to achieve a higher aim. That of
'promoting the progress of man' (Popper, 1945, 1984, p. 82). Yet still,
the mass impoverishment and political suppression of the vast majority
of mankind for over six decades drew upon the foundations laid by
Marx. What happened to make Marx's honest attempt to improve human
conditions completely contradict its initial goal? Three aspects that
might provide parts of the answer are presented in (I). One is Marx's
theory, the second is the difference between theory and practice. A third
aspect is the charisma in the works of Marx, even after his main theory
has been refuted. In this section the discussion on the open versus closed
society ends. In order to eliminate any doubt, the systematic

infringements socialism actually embodied are presented in (II).

I Marx's legacy
The preliminary answer to the paradoxical result of Marx's effort was
touched upon in Chapter I. Marx, in trying to establish a scientific base
for communism, used the theoretical method of 'determinism.' His
preoccupation with social problems, his belief that a rigid social science
should be based on determinism, resulted in prophecy rather than
science. Assuming a predictable future requires assuming its presence in
the past. Rather than concentrating on knowledge of facts, historicism
took over: Marx became a prophet for the cause of history. A law of
historical change was believed to exist; the historical cause was believed
to be unchangable. 'He misled scores of intelligent people into believing
that historical prophecy is the scientific way of approaching social
problems' (Popper, 1945, 1984, p. 82).

The second and primary reason evolves out of the first. Both with
Marx, his forerunners, and his followers, social change meant a
complete transfiguration of the whole social world, leaving no stone
unturned. The fallacy of the honest attempt would not have occurred, if
it had not been for the simple fact that Marx erred in predicting the
future. Although the sweep of the approach of Marx's followers does
not differ from Marx, and though he did lay the foundation for a
violent and drastic change in society at large, he predicted only a short

period of violence. This period was provoked and justified by the
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suppression of labor for ages; the systematic exploitation that would
have generated sufficient accumulation of productive forces according
to his prophecy. The main reason for the scope of the experiment
resulting in decades of sheer constructivism costing millions of lives,
rather than one violent revolution with history peacefully solving the
problems on the way to communism, was the unfortunate outcome of
Marx's historicist prophecies. The main humanitarian problems of
socialism were not vested in the economic system but in the
uncompromising radicalism (as opposed to piecemeal engineering).

Popper (1942, 1971, p. 157) sketches the three main building blocks of
the counterproductive attempt of the Marxists to root themselves, once
more, in the works of Plato. In describing what he calls 'Utopian
Engineering,' the method to replace historicism, he identifies that: (1)
Any rational action must have a certain aim. Consequently an end-aim,
an ultimate end, will have to be chosen. This must happen carefully
since (2) ultimate, partial ends are subdued to the ultimate end: 'If we
neglect this distinction, then we must also ask whether these partial ends
are likely to promote the ultimate end, and accordingly we must fail to
act rationally.' (3) 'We must determine our political aim, or the Ideal
State, before undertaking any practical action.' Now, the Utopian
approach rests on a Platonian belief in one absolute and unchanging
ideal and the assumptions that there are rational methods for deciding
once and for all (a) what this ideal is and (b) what the best means of its
realization are (p. 161).

Why is totalitarianism likely of this approach? Popper explains that
'absolute and unchanging' ideals are far from reality, as is the belief of
the social engineer who maintains that socialist institutions are amenable
to human reason and will, and a possible field of rational planning (1945,
1984, p. 86; 1957, Ch. IH, IV). He argues that a change from capitalism
to communism, the grand change works only if the original blueprint

for change remains basically unchanged. The entire approach breaks
' down once changes in the blueprint are allowed. 'The method of first

establishing an ultimate political aim and then beginning to move
towards it is futile if we admit that the aim may be considerably
changed during the process of its realization.' Upon changing the aim
'in spite of all the sacrifices made, we may never get anywhere at all'
(1942, 1971, p. 160). But given the approach adopted from Marx,
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continuous refinements of the goal are all the more likely. Utopian

engineering deals with sweeping changes whose practical consequences
are hard to calculate. The Platonic stand (a) is certainly not true and
about the ideal state 'only some kind of intuition' exists, fading from
moment one all rational things to be said about (b). Thus, the goal is

vague, interpretable in various ways and consequently affects all
judgements concerning the best means of its realization. In this state of
ultimate confusion 'any difference of opinion must therefore lead, in the
absence of rational methods, to the use of power instead of reason' (p.

161). This is because the Utopian engineer will argue that 'we will
never get to know more social technology based on practical experience,

if we recoil from making social experiments.' It is generally known that
Lenin, once confronted with the paramount task ahead, admitting that he
did not 'know a socialist who has dealt with these problems ever before'
left little doubt about the costs in terms of human suffering. The famous
'one cannot make an omelette without breaking eggs' soon followed (p.
160). Lastly, if one imagines for a moment that the social end point of
society is known and the methods determined, criticism will have a base
from which its validity may be checked. But, in conducting large-scale
social experiments which lack rationally determined irrevocably fixed
aims, with continuously changing methods and direction, all criticism is
likely to be suppressed.

Popper maintains that 'sociological knowledge necessary for large-
scale engineering is simply non-existent.' In offering an alternative, he
asserts that a piecemeal engineer, by contrast, will be 'aware that
perfection, if at all atainable, is far distant' and there are 'no
institutional means of making a man happy.' 'The piecemeal engineer
will, accordingly, adopt the method of searching for, and fighting
against, the greatest and most urgent evils of society, rather than
searching for, and fighting for its greatest ultimate good.' (...) 'It is
infinitely difficult to reason about an ideal society. Social life is so
complicated that few men or none at all could judge a blueprint for
social engineering at the grand scale' (p. 159). Popper's closing remarks
are blunt but justifiable, especially if we compare the achievements of a
free society to that of socialism: If, in a society built on such Utopian
grounds 'any progress is made at all, then it is made in spite of the
method, not because of it' (p. 161).
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The third and last explanation of the difference between Marx's honest
attempt and the actual historical reality has to do with the attractiveness
of Marx's legacy. Marxism was embraced as if no justification at all was
needed, as if anything built on humanitarian motives must by intention,
turn out right, especially when compared to a system motivated by self-
interest, a quality also inherent in our very being. Marx's efforts came
out used, abused, bent and twisted after, it should be emphasized, his
theory, like any other theory, was criticized and failed to withstand the
attack. Given the fallacy of both his theory (BOhm-Bahwerk, 1896;
Schumpeter, 1943; Mises, 1920, 1922; Hayek, 1935) and the Utopian
approach (failed rationality), a strong charisma remained, serving as a
breeding ground for a variety of writings on a society built on
principles other than the pursuit of self-interest as a tool to mutual
advantage under strict government limitations. The closed society which
grew from the foundations established by Marx became a nearly self-
legitimate system that managed to create considerable scientific dispute,
even, and especially, in the free world. POpper (1943, 1971, p. 5) asked:
'Why do all these social philosophies support the revolt against
civilization? Why do they attract so many intellectuals? I am inclined to
think that the reason is that they give expression to a deep-felt
dissatisfaction with a world which does not, and cannot, live up to our
moral ideals and dreams of perfection. The tendency of historicism (and
of related views) to support the revolt against civilization may be due to
the fact that historicism itself is, largely, a reaction against the strain of
our civilization and its demand for personal responsibility.'

II some final considerations
Ellman (1989, p. 266) claims that : 'Where liberal economists see fair
exchange and mutual benefit, Marxist-Leninists see unequal exchange
and exploitation. (...) From an analytical point of view, it is clear that
each school focusses on a different aspect of reality.' At first sight this
statement may seem perfectly sound, yet closer scrutiny of the material
in this work suggests several objections. First, Marxism-Leninism, as
described here is a 'rather sad intellectual come down' (Popper, 1945,
1984, p. 101) from Marx, who produced massive analytical work
intended to show the hidden law of history which would be the downfall
of capitalism, and whose theory implied that unequal exchange and
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exploitation were mere by-products, symptoms rather than crucial
factors. Second, it was precisely analysis (Bohm-Bahwerk, 1896) which
eradicated Marx's theories of exploitation and unequal exchange, so
what is the scientific value of stating: 'from an analytical point of view?'
Third, as shown in Section V, the Classical economists were honestly
concerned with the social evil inherent in the industrial society

(Robbins, 1978; Smith, 1776; Viner; 1927, 1991). It would be
suspicious for a society merely based on the pursuit of self-interest,
which is held in check by government interference, not to provoke
hostile reactions and deep feelings of distrust. If one tries to imagine an

alternative, the obvious solution, as shown, is attractive and seductive.
But fourth, caution should be used, especially at the scientific level, once
comment is made without a viable alternative; a reaction to a
provocation ought to be accompanied by more than hostility and
distrust. The impracticality of the alternative has been stressed over and
over since the first attempts to build the communist society. Fifth, it
must be remembered that without the democratic political system some
achievements which have brought about the betterment of, especially,
the working masses, bearing the label 'socialistic' would never have
come to existence. Unequal exchange and exploitation in a narrow sense

(not in the refuted comprehensive revolution-generating original
Marxist sense, but in the sense of opinion only) are, paradoxically in
need of a democratic system insofar as their reduction is concerned. The
vast bulk of improvements in the human condition, given that
authorities will to avoid to exert unreasonable pressure on certain

groups, could only have been achieved by a society which also allows
criticism to influence political power. That the alternative which was
tried to be constructed by massive attempt resulted in something far
worse than that which a free society is accused of, indicates that the

concepts 'exploitation' and 'unequal exchange' should be used prudently.
'After sixty years of experience with a socialist economy (...) nearly
everyone has found ways to turn its shortcomings to individual
advantage,' (Schroder, op. cit. Rutland, 1985, p. 142). That is not to say
that capitalism is anywhere near perfect: quite the opposite. However,
the improvement of capitalism is an issue beyond the scope of this work.
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Let us, without comment, close this chapter with the following
declaration, designed to codify the rights of a human being, signed by
virtually all nations of the civilized world, including many of those

opting for socialism.

Art.1 All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are
endowned by nature with reason and conscience, and should act towards one another in
a spirit of brotherhood.
Art.2 Every individualis entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this
Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, color, sex, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other
status. (...).
Art.3 Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.
Art.4 No one shall be held in slavery or in involutary servitude. (...).
Art.5 No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
or punishment.
Art.6 Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.
Art.7 All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal
protection of the law against discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against
any incitement to such discrimination.
Art.8 Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals
for acts violating the fundamental rights granted to him by the constitution or by law.
Art.9 No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention.
Art.11 Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presummed innocent
until proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which he has had all the
guarantees necessary for his defense. (...).
Art.12 No one shall be subjected to unreasonable interference with his privacy,
family, home, correspondence or reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of
the law against such interference or attack.
Art.13 (...) 2. Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own and
return to his country.
Art.14 1. Everyone has the right to seek and be granted, in other countries, asylum for
protection. (...).
Art.17 1. Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with
others. 2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.
Art.18 Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion: this
right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in
community with others and in public or in private, to manifest his religion or belief in
teaching, practice, worship and observance.
Art.19 Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, recieve and impart
information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.
Art.19 (...) 3. The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government;
this will shall be expressed in periodic genuine elections which shall be by universal
and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting
procedures.
Art.26 (...) 3. Education shall be directed to the full development of the human
personality, to strengthening respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It
shall promote the understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or
religious groups, (...).
Art.29 1. Everyone has duties to the community which enables him freely to develop
his personality. 2. In the exercise of his rights, everyone shall be subjected only to such
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limitations as are necessary to secure due recognition and respect for the rights of others
and the requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic
society. (...).
Art.30 Nothing in this declaration shall imply the recognition of the right of any State

or person to engage in any activity aimed at the destruction of any rights and freedoms
prescibed herein.

(Excerpt from 'Universal Declaration of Human Rights', 10-10-1948)33

VII SUMMARY

Marx's efforts to redress the poignant abuse of labor during the
industrial drive resulted in the theoretical underpining of the inevitable
historical birth of an entirely new society. He borrowed several
concepts from his philosophical forerunners. Dialectics, a method to
evolve into a questionable manner of looking at reality, originally
maintained by Kant to result from discussions within the field of
metaphysics, was adopted, bent and used in the field of social science by

Hegel. Marx applied the method to historical changes claiming that

history moves along the dialectic path of subsequent class struggles. In
denying the destiny of our world, our future, to lay outside the field of
science, Marx's predetermination was founded on systematic
exploitation of the working class, especially during the last phase of
history. The systematicity of the exploitation would lead to sufficient
accumulation of productive forces to solve the problem of communist
production and the justified revolution as a means to get rid of this
exploitation.

As matters stand, there is no evidence of systematic exploitation of
workers by capitalists. First of all, the definition of a class in term of

appears insustainable. Secondly, Marx's chain of reasoning, leading to
systematic exploitation of labor, generates a conclusion not founded in
reality. Competition causes profit margins to level downward. This
contrasts with the Labor Theory of Value which predicts that the rate of
profit reflects labor intensity at which a commodity is produced. The
theoretical modification introduced after Marx's death resulted in an
inconsistent theory.

33 Adopted by 48 votes to none. The USSR, the Ukraine, Byelorussia, Poland,
Csechoslovakia, South Africa, and Saudi Arabia, abstained from voting. El Salvador
and Yemen were absent.
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Another line of criticism, of the economic system of capitalism, shifts
from Marx's emphasis on systematic exploitation to the way production
is organized. Capitalism is allegedly not a rational production mode.
Socialism (disregarding the position of the consumer) is found to be an
inferior system by negative argumentation, in terms of allocation,
distribution, efficiency, and dynamics. As far as progress is concerned,
the effects of routinization of economic growth are basically nullified
by the lack of a mechanism to enforce creativity. It is exactly in the
much refuted vices of the capitalist society, private entrepreneurship,
free prices and well-established property rights, that the enforcement
powers are vested to create continued progress. The Classical authors,
some of whom would have liked to believe in the efficacy of incentives
other than the pursuit of self-interest, took the position of the consumer
as point of departure. By negative freedom (to be free from coercion)
the position of all parties constituting production, distribution, and
exchange as a rneans to serve the aim of consumption, should be

safeguarded from government interference. The alleged 'anarchy of
production' of the economic system of capitalist society stands out as a
simple characterization. It cannot be concluded that a viable non-
anarchic alternative exists in the long run.

The honest attempt to improve the conditions of mankind failed,
insofar as the works of Marx and his legacy are concerned. In his view,
a rigid social science should be based on determinism, rather than on
knowledge of facts; Marx became a prophet of the cause of history.
Given the false prediction (reality showing insufficient accumulation of
productive forces) and the vagueness of the goal, sheer constructivism at
the cost of many lives was the result. The defense of the closed society,
which grew out of the foundations established by Marx's work, gained a
considerable following in the free world, even from scientists. People
were deluded into the idea that a consciously constructed society could
solve the ills of the world and a vast number of people were used in an
experiment which resulted in intense human suffering. During the
experiment millions laid down their lives; socialism turned out to be a
massacre of momentous proportion.

In total opposition to its aim, the socialist society failed to eradicate a
society allegedly based on the pursuit of self-interest, exploitation, and
inequality only. Socialism lacked what the civilized world considers to
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be essential to human dignity: personal freedom. The attempt to
reconstruct the evolved 'anarchic' open society, with its democratic

political system, into a world of great dispensation, resulted in a
totalitarian closed society which systematically violated human rights in
order to achieve what it could not realize: survival.
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V. Economics and transition

'One of Marxism's main contributions to the success of pro-socialist
propaganda was to outlaw the study of the economic problems of a
socialist  commonwealth.  (...)  The  'scientific'   socialists  have  to  satisfy
themselves with the insight that socialism is bound to come and that it
will transform the earth into a paradise. They must not be so
preposterous as to ask how the socialist system will work:

(Mises, 1946)

I INTRODUCTION

This Chapter, like Chapter I, is marked by two different approaches.
Initially, the emphasis will be on the economic system of capitalist
society. Although the virtues of the market have been stressed over and
again in this thesis, the flaws accompanying capitalist production were
previously left unexplored. Therefore, the first aim here is to
reconsider the basic economic functioning of a capitalist society from a
theoretical long-term perspective. A search for the theoretical
conditions under which capitalism is likely to work most efficiently will
be conducted. It appears that economies based on private
entrepreneurship and free prices under well-defined property rights
face their own avoidable system-inherent troubles, apart from those
alleged by traditional Marxist criticism. The second part will be about
the effects of a radical grafting of socialism onto the gradually evolved
capitalist economic system and its embodied equilibrium mechanisms.
This part is a macro-economic extension of Chapter IV in which an
attempt is made to vindicate mathematically (Mises, 1920), rather than
by negative argumentation (Hayek, 1935, 1945; Leibenstein, 1966;
Robbins, 1937), those claiming the impossibility of socialist calculation.
While simultaneously identifying many of the problems in the transition
from capitalism to socialism, it is likewise of crucial importance to
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uncover many of the problems for the case in reverse; part of the
current paramount challenge will be shown to have its origin in decades
of attempts to do away with problems which, in a capitalist society,
would have been solved by markets.

Section II will open with a macroeconomic outlook on how production
is organized in a closed capitalist economy. Following Harrod (1939),
Domar (1946), De Roos and Schouten (1960), Schouten and Kolnaar
(1967), the reference path of a deterministic world is proffered in
which the rate of growth is fixed. The equilibrating mechanisms of
Solow (1956) and Kaldor (1956) are the means of securing the existence
of this path. Section III will be about the short and long term properties
of the model.

Sections IV, V and VI are about the introduction of socialism into the
former capitalist society. Section IV will deal with the effects on the
reference path. It will be shown that socialism, in theory, makes

superfluous all previously evolved financial institutions. In Section V,
the effects of socialism on the functioning of the former capitalist
economy will be considered. The organization of this section is
extended; instead of continuing to explain the effects of socialism by use
of the proffered model, Mises (1920) is vindicated. Mises is not only
shown to have been accurate about the effects of socialism on economic
life from a macroeconomic viewpoint (in a time predating extensive
model building) he will also be shown to have considered crucial issues
which would, over a decade later, surface in the works of Clark (1945),
Hayek (1935, 1945) and Schumpeter (1935, 1943). The final
considerations on comparative economics conclude with the notion that
the essence of the debate has not only been summarized by Mises, but
also  with the notion  that  a 1920 article  may  be  used  to jump right  into
some of the largest problems of transition today. The latter will done in
section VI, in which the main line of this chapter is continued. Section

VII presents a summary.
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II THE MACROECONOMIC ORGANIZATION OF CAPITALIST
PRODUCTION

Two important aspects on how to organize production have surfaced in
the previous chapters. One is the Classical insight that production must
have consumption at its aim (Bentham, 1795; Feldman 1928;1 Robbins,
1937, 1978; Smith, 1776; Viner, 1991). The other is that, in the face of
scarcity, production ought to be organized as efficiently as possible.
What demands do these aspects lay upon the theoretical characteristics
of an economic system? Since the proffered approach is
macroeconomic, the first insight, dealing with all dimensions of
consumption, is narrowed to the choice between investment versus

private consumption and government consumption. The second, on the
other hand, will be given ample consideration. In the abstract case of the
model used here, efficiency comes down to three problems: (1) how to
leave no productive capacity unused (technical efficiency), (2) how to
bring about full employment (technical efficiency). (3) how to warrant

continuity of full-capacity utilization and full-employment over time
(dynamic allocative efficiency). An attempt will be made to answer
these questions in the context of a fully specified model, a deterministic
world representing the capitalist economic system. In doing so, the
organization of this section is as follows. In subsection (I) the costs of
growth will be identified. In (II) the way in which the economic system
of capitalist society provides for this growth will be presented. The
specific numerical reference situation used in this chapter is presented in
(III).

I defining balanced growth
Full capacity utilization requires that aggregate demand (Y) equals
aggregate supply (y') :

I    A

y=y                                               (1)

Labor market equilibrium (i.e., full employment) requires the equality

1  See: Domar (1972).
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of labor demand d d) and labor supply ('is):

A

ld= 6                                              (2)

To warrant continuity of full-capacity utilization and full employment
over time prompts the question of growth. The natural growth rate of
the system equals population growth plus the rate of labor-augmenting
technical progress.

(a) and (K) are defined to be the labor and capital output ratios
respectively, then perfectly working goods and labor markets imply:

A A

7, = ls/a                                                      (3)
K A

ic= 16'   (= -1.)                                                                    (4)a"

As mentioned, labor supply grows exogenously. Labor growth is
denoted by (10, hence:

A .

ist = Ist-1(1 +lc)                                                   (5)

Harrod-neutral technical progress ( PI) makes the labor-output ratio
decrease:

at= at-AU+Pi)                                                  (6)

To maintain full employment, production growth must equal the natural

growth rate:
.

y't = y't-1(1 +lr+Pl) = y't-1(1 +gy) (6.1)

I              .                                                                                            I

since: y't = Ist-1(1+7()1 lat-11(1+Pl)]  = y't-1(1 +TE+Pl), ignoring second order
effects; (gy) denotes the net growth rate of production.
Analogous to this is the growth of the capital stock. The stock of
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capital equipment at time t equals:

A A

kt= kt-1 + ibt-1 - 6kt-1 =  kt-1 (1+gk+6) - 6kt.1 = kt.1 (1+gk)          (7)

in which (6) denotes the depreciation rate, (1bt) gross investment,
pursued in period t-1 and matured in period t, and (gk) the net growth
rate of capital. Since both capital and production grow at (1 +1r+pO, and
19.1 =Kt it follows from (4):

gk= At pt = gy                                                                 (8)

Thus, the growth rate of the economy (gy) must equal the sum of the

growth rate of the labor force and the rate of labor saving techniques in
order to maintain labor market equilibrium.

Gross investment takes a blow in keeping up with capital depletion,
therefore:

A

ibt-1 = kt.1(gk+6) =kt-1(1(+p,+6) (7.1)

Income expenditure equalization (spending balance) implies:

4     A

1bt =  St                                                                                                                         (9)

By defining:
A A

arastly, (10)
A

with (st) being national savings, and dividing by 6,1 results  in:

at 1% =(Etpi+6) (10.1)

This is the familiar Harrod (1939) and Domar (1946, 1947) condition
stating that the demand for savings, the cost of growth, is determined by
the growth rate of the labor force, the rate of labor-saving due to labor
augmenting technical progress and the depreciation rate of capital.
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II savings
In this system, in which the population growth, the rate of technical
progress, and the rate of depreciation are assumed to be exogenously

fixed, savings may stem both from the private and the public sector.
Consider each in turn.

Private sector
.
c       = private consumption
A

production                                  Yl     = wage bill
A                                             A                                                     4

Yl                           C                                  9     = gross investment
1b                                    d      = depreciations

A A

xg       r = net pmtits

xg    = material government
I A

y                 y                     expenditures

The factor incomes in real terms are:

91=(ldpl)'Py (11)

A A AA . I

yr +d= (kpy)rb IPY (12)

A .A

d = 6(kpy) I py (13)

Here ( l) denotes the real wage bill and (Yr, real net profits (after
depreciations &) both before taxation. Factor incomes add up to output:

A A .

y E yi + (yr + d) (14)

Define the wage share:

X . didpi) 1 YP, (15)

On the reference path, no substitution between labor and capital will
take place, implying that the real cost of labor as a percentage of private
production is fixed.
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Public sector
4   = salary beneficiary payments and

government social benefit provisions

ft                       i                             Ti    = wage taxes
.

fr                                   Tr - profit taxes

Sg                                                                           fg     = government expenditures

Sg     = fiscal surplus

8;o Sg                 Oro = interest payments

6                                                                                    6 =surplus after debt obligations
A

Civil servant's salaries and social benefit payments are

A          A  A

Yig = 1gpig (16)

in which 4 is the number of those that do not earn their living in the
private sector. The ratio of income earners chargeable to the
government sector to workers in the private sector (ag) is a constant on
the reference path.

A

lg =agld (17)

Moreover, it is assumed that their nominal wages (Pig) are linked to
nominal wages in the market sector (pt):

A A

pig = pl (18)

Material government expenditures Xg are fixed on the path of growth
with a factor (1*) to the level of production:

A           I.

Xg= 7gypy (19)

Wage  (11) and profit tax rates (Tr) are fixed. Hence wage and profit tax
revenues follow:

AA  A A

1.1= 'clcipt+Igpig) (20)
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tr = Trpy(k[rb-OD (21 )

The fiscal surplus Sg is defined as:

A A  A.A

SgEY'g +Xg-Tl-Tr (22)

It is assumed here that the government debt is entirely renewed each
period and no actual debt repayments take place, giving government
bonds the character of floating rate notes with the amount of debt
embodied in the interest. Under these conditions debt obligations equal
..

(Oro). Consequently, the total government surplus (Pg) -after debt

repayments-, by cause  is:

Fg E sg -Oro (23)

The total government surplus is financed either by money creation

(AM)°rby issuance of government bonds (Ab). Thus, the government
surplus, by way offinancing will be:

Fg = AM + Ab (24)

Private and public savings

Private consumption is:
A.  I I

6 lp'+12PIR kpy(1 -Tr)[rb- 61
c = (1-CR)(1-'El)

  
(25)

A classical hypothesis on savings is proffered. The propensity to save
over wage and transfer income (at)  is  less  than over profit and interest
income (  Cir) .

Total savings Ss is determined as:

A             A.  I A ...

Ss = 01(1-rt)(lpt+lgpig) + ar{ 1-Tr)pyk[rb-61 + 4yk + Sg (26)
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in which the second term is net private after tax savings and the third
term is capital depreciations.
The supply of savings equals its demand:

A   .A

SS = Spy (27)
0      A A A  A

Define: ag-Sg IYPY. Since Igpig is a fraction (ag) of the wage bill, total

savings as a fraction of production is:

a E S lypy= 01(1-'rt)(1+Qg)1+ cRl-Tr)(1-1-%6) + %6 + cg    (27.1 )

Expression (27.1) shows that, given e, keeping up with the growth
condition requires a specific income distribution which is determined by
the exogeneously fixed rates of population growth, technical progress,
and capital depreciation, found in (10.1).

Additional assumptions

A permanent Pay As You Go system is maintained. Civil servant's
salaries and social benefits are fully financed by wage taxes. Thus:

A

Y'g =Tit (20.1)

which implies that 'R = ag'(1 +ag). It follows that:

AA
a E S lypy =  CriX +  ar(1 -Tr)(1-1-Ko) + ic6 + ag (27.2)

and finally:
A                       A                    A

SK=Xg -Tr (22.1)

Total savings out of wages and transfer income are assumed to equal
total consumption out of profit and interest income. The propensity to
consume out of wage and transfer income equals unity, (al=0)' and the

propensity to save out of profit and interest income equals unity (ar=l).
On the basis of these premises, real private consumption will equal the
real wage bill:
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I      ..      .

C = Ipl 1 Py (25·1)

Since the share of labor is constant (X = 0), nominal wages must follow

P'=Py ty-Id (28)

It appears that private gross value added follows the natural growth rate
of the system, y = x + pt, employment follows ld  = lr, and the change
in the labor-output ratio is y - Id =Pt.
The liquidity quote (em) and the ratio of non-monetized government
debt ( 0)0) to private value added (the government debt ratio) are fixed:

(Om E MI gpy (29)

A       A A

COO E 01 Ypy (30)

Since it is assumed that no core inflation exists, money creation and
government debt likewise grow at a rate of lE+pt.

III reference situation
The natural growth rate of the system equals 5%, since it is assumed

that:  X =0.01,  and pt -0.04.  The  rate of capital depreciation  is  6=0.05,
so, the gross rate of growth equals 10%.
If it is assumed that Tt =0.5,  Tr -0.4,   4 =1,  ag =0.04,  Ys =1/6,  10=2,

A

k-1 =20011.05, ld-1 -100.1.05, ag =1, and py=1, then the resulting period
1 reference situation will be:

Table 1

government firms households
A ig 66.6 Ti 66.6 Yl 66.6 C 66.6 Tr          9.3 YIT 66.6

Xg       13.3       Tr 9.3  r 23.3 Xg 13.3 C  66.6 fr 2 3 .3

Sg -4 b  10 Ib 20 S p              .la      6; o                    __2

.
76      76         100 Y  100            92          92

Or°    2  Sg  4
FR    -6
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Notice that due to the PAYG srstem the total after-tax wages earned in
the private and public sector (YiT) add up to Yir = Yt + Ytg - Ti. The
total outlay of government bonds (O) is 100. Assuming the liquidity

quote com= 0.2, the money (M) supply equals 20. If 1/6 of the total

government dissaving 6Fg = -6),is monetized each period, only 5/6 of
the government deficit is neutrally financed. The remaining part is
monetized because the central bank holds treasury paper in its portfolio,
leaving the public with money in the bank. This causes the money
supply to grow by: AM=1. Since the natural growth rate of the system is

5%, the increase in the supply of money now exactly covers the extra
demand for liquidities caused by the growth of the system. Of course,
this also rules out core inflation. In this capitalist economic system,
monetization runs by itself. All the government has to do is abstain
from neutrally financing the entire deficit.

III  MECHANISMS OF CAPITALIST PRODUCTION

The much-discussed system of free prices (Hayek, 1935, 1945; Robbins,
1978; Smith, 1776) does have its macroeconomic counterpart in the
securance of full-capacity utilization and full employment in the long
run (I). The three efficiency criteria of full employment, full capacity
utilization, and the warranty of both over time may, however, be
endangered, even under a perfectly working goods market, by excessive

debt financing and stagflation. These issues will follow in (m.

I dynamic allocative efficiency
The properties of capitalist production will be illustrated by the use of
the following model. Dynamic allocative efficiency arises due to a
combination of the equilibrating mechanisms of Kaldor (1956) and
Solow (1956). Differential savings and an adjustable capital-output ratio
are to match proffered savings to the amount of investment needed to
keep up with the cost of growth. A shortcut will be used with respect to
the demand side in order not to needlessly complicate matters. The
production function is:

A.A

y' = y'(1. k)                                                                                                    (1 )
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A           A                    A           A

with the partial derivates y'k>0, y'kk< 0  and y'1>0, Y'11<0.
Entrepreneurs are assumed to maximize profits each period. With the
capital stock being fixed in the short run, the marginal product of labor
(6)1/6k) is equated to the real wage level (pilpy)·The demand for labor
follows from

I  A       A     6 A .

maxkrb=y -ldpilpy to ld                          (2)

The supply of labor follows

A A

Is  =  6 -lso(1 +10'                                                                                                   (3)

.
The price of labor, the nominal wage level (pt) equals

A A

pl= p'.1(1+PO                                                               (4)

with

Pt = by +  Bad -ls)  /'is                                                                                            (5)

The labor market does not work if # equals 0. It does work if 0<0 500.
In order to achieve full employment in any period 0  -> =  must  hold.
Full indexation of wages to prices will safeguard simultaneous
equilibrium on the goods and labor market if  0<  5- and the goods
market clears in the long run. The producer price level (Py) equals

A A

py =py4(1+py)                                          (6)

Goods market equilibrium (i.e., full-capacity utilisation) follows from:

py - 1,(9-9')6'                                                                   (7)

if  4  -+ oo. Entrepreneurs are assumed to respond instantly   with
price cuts the moment demand (9, falls short of the production
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capacity. 2 Finally, within the constraints of this discussion, demand
(spending balance) is assumed to be given as

A I

Y = 1                                                  (8)

Figure 1 shows the short run properties of the model.

Fig. 1

9,                                                            t= 1
4 18                          \

A

Y

A A     1

91                   1
plipy            i

1          1

In capitalism, competition on the goods market enforces efficiency.
Given demand, an entrepreneur maximizes profits. Upon being
confronted with a real wage level (81/ ;y)  he will choose his production
technique, upon which his demand for labor will be based. An
entrepreneur who finds himself in point (y) will observe that others
have chosen a more profitable production technique. Therefore,
competition will force each producer towards the most efficient use of
resources. Secondly,   as   is also expressed in Figure 1, initial
unemployment may exist. Competition  in the labor market,  0 <B 1-co,

2  In this thesis, 'Keynesian' is used to indicate fixed prices. If the goods market works
less than perfectly,  0<4< = , less than 100% capacity utilization will be achieved in
the period the entrepreneur is trying to sell his goods. If the goods market does not
work (4=0), the Keynesian situation of permanent underutilisation arises. As often
argued, however (e.g. Friedman, 1970), a Keynesian situation only applies to the
short-run. Irrevocably fixed prices and capitalism are mutually exclusive.
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forces real wages down until full employment is achieved.
In capitalist reality, an inefficient entrepreneur may loose the battle of

the profit margins, thereby weakening its competitive position, and
necessitating the choice of the most efficient production technique.

However, the existence of capital markets and a banking system also
enforces efficiency, since firms need to keep maintain their reputation
and financial credibility. Real-life competition, thus, not only enforces
efficiency, but also justifies the theoretical abstraction that the outer
boundaries of production possibilities may indeed be reached. In theory,
in other words, the production function is known.

The long run properties can be illustrated by a small extension to the
model, a shortcut being taken on savings. Assume savings to be a
function of profits: 3

A   A A.

s =  s(krb)                                                                                                                   (9)

Investment is determined by the cost of growth:

A A

i = k(lE+pi+6) (10)

Capital accumulation is

A l  A

Ak=i-1 - Ok-1 (11)

Savings equal investment:

6       6

S=i (12)

The long-run situation, in which the efficient use of all resources takes

place, is depicted in Figure 2.

3  A Correct method of modelling (including taxation and government savings) would
require a fully specified demand side, which has been omitted in this case.
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Fig. 2

9                                                                                         ld= L

;
.
S

(Ktpl+6)

k

In this equilibrium, both full employment and full capacity utilization
exist, safeguarded by the system of free prices in both the labor and the
goods market. Both mechanisms will, in combination with differential
savings ratios for wage and transfer income, on the one hand, and profit
and interest income, on the other, secure the efficiency of capitalist
production over time.

II government debt
In reality, macroeconomic stability is either threatened by policy-
making or by impulses to the system. A runaway government debt may
be the heritage of past discretionary policy, financed by bond issuance;
it may be the result of a collapse in production, or a combination of
both. Leaving aside the question of the origin of the deficit, the total

A

government deficit (-Pg) is financed either by money creation (AM  )  or
by debt financing (Ab), so:

A                            A                          A

-Fg= AO  + AM

The deficit itself is the sum of the fiscal deficit (this period's excess of
expenditures over income, (-Sg)) and the burden of debt. Since it has
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been assumed that the government debt is entirely renewed each period
and no actual debt repayments take place, the budget deficit will equal:

A .A A                          A

-Sg + Oro = 210 + AM

A              A                               A

Given:  Sg a Sgt /y t;  yt =(1+X+Pi)yt.1  and: py =1, rewriting and
A

dividing by (yt-1) results in:

A

(1+1(+rot)(oot - 0)ot-1 = -Sg -  [(1+1(+Pt)(0mt-(Dmt-1]

Long-run macroeconomic stability requires the government debt ratio
to stabilize over time : Coot= (Oot-1,   and   ((Ant-(Omt-1  so

SK+(A+Pl)COm
(00  -  -          (75+ pl-90,

Regardless of the rate at which the deficit is financed by money
creation, it appears that the ratio of government debt to production on
the growth path is instable iffo >ir+pi =gy. In that case, we have arrived
at the model equivalent of government bankruptcy (Domar, 1944). It is
clear that government debt is a danger to society if, for a longer period
of time, debt obligations rise above the nominal growth rate of the
econonny.

Next, the debate on the emergence of stagflation is well-known. Even
in a system which is guided by rules of nomos, in which complementary
government activities are well-established, grave difficulties in
maintaining macroeconomic balance may occur. The crux of the matter
is whether the labor market works. Labor tends to organize. Unions are
part of reality in capitalism for the reason that labor in general needs to
live on current income, having little private wealth which to serve as a
cushion in leaner times; the risk-bearing capacity of unorganized labor
is far less than that of entrepreneurs. Under fixed real wages, any
expansive policy pressing on short-run fixed capacity of production will
lead to a crowding-out of investment. In the closed economy, this could
either be too high a real wage level, or an expansionary government
policy. Without a working labor market to mitigate and eventually
nullify the initial excess demand that is generated in this fashion,
stagflation may occur: capacity will shrink over time while demand
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remains high, causing prices to rise. Moreover, with the growth rate of
production shrinking and the interest rate of government bonds rising,

runaway government debt and a subsequent government bankruptcy
may occur (Argy and Salop, 1979; Casas, 1975; Kolnaar, 1986;
Schouten, 1980, 1985). It is for these reasons, among other, that
government interference, active coordination of macroeconomic policy,
is promoted (Kolnaar, 1986; Schouten, 1980, 1985).

Runaway government debt and stagflation are avoidable flaws inherent
in capitalist production. If either labor unions or the government cannot
pursue their role in upholding sufficient investment, capitalist future
consumption will suffer. It must be concluded that without all markets

working in the end, no stable economic system of capitalist society will
exist. All markets must show a tendency towards equilibrium in order
to achieve long-run equilibrium, without (1) leaving productive capacity
unused and without (2) leaving part of the labor population
unemployed. If this is not the case, capitalism stands no chance of
surviving.

IV  CAPITALISM AND TRANSITION; THE REFERENCE SITUATION

The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to transition. In trying to
uncover the way in which problems of transition from socialism to
capitalism originated, the effects of introducing socialism into capitalism
will be considered. The charge issued against capitalist economies was
that socialist production would outgrow their 'myopic capitalist levels'
of accumulation (Berliner, 1981; Bucharin and Preobrazhensky, 1920;
Hanson, 1977; Nuti, 1988). Kornai's (1979) classification, in which the
socialist economic system is a 'resource constrained' system in contrast
to the capitalist 'demand constrained' system, is illustrative of the
chances of success sometimes attributed4 to socialist accumulation and
the abolition of the capitalist economic system. The issue warranted
ample attention in previous chapters, but not from a strickly theoretical
point of view. In an attempt to answer the question whether the

4 Komai does not share this opinion. But, Ellman (1989, p. 301) reports such authors
as Kudrev (1972) as having concluded that socialism, as far as growth was concerned,
having'decisively' established its superiority. Kuznetz (in Kuznetz and Bergson, 1963)
did the same for the rate of growth in the USSR.
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abolition of private entrepreneurship, free prices, and private property
-except for consumer goods- really speeds up accumulation, the
economic effects of a revolution on the reference situation of Section II-
III need to be considered.

I savings behavior
The position of the capitalist, the owner of productive capacity, is
crucial in the capitalist society, for the provision of savings primarily
depends on his behavior. Following the revolution, three things occur.

First, the government will have to conduct investment previously
pursued by private enterprises; the means of production, distribution
and exchange will be nationalized. Secondly, as history has shown, the
new state will radically do away with the debt obligations the previous

government had entered into. Thirdly, following socialist principles, all
those earning their living by working will be treated alike, so it is
assumed that the PAYG-system will be maintained. This position is
shown in Table 2.

Table 2

government firms households
A            A                A           A                A             A
Yig 66.6 Ti 66.6 Yi 66.6 C 66.6 Tr  23.3 YiT 66.6

A                            A                                                                           A
Xg  13.3  Tr 23.3 Yr     23.3    Xg 13.3          66.6      Yr 23.3

Asg _14 6   10 1b _20 & p                £        6; o                     31

90      90          100    100            90          90

610   0  Sg 10

Eg _1-Q_

The  government  radically frases  all private savings (Sp), here reflected
by a 100% profit tax (Tr=Yr).  The new proletarian representatives will
have no alternative but to use these savings for investment. There are no
means of accumulating beyond 'myopic' capitalist levels, investment
being completely determined by the demand for extra capital, which is
necessitated by population growth and the introduction of labor saving
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techniques. Beyond this point, excess demand for labor occurs, provided
there is a given level of wages.

What if (in contrast to the model proffered, yet possible in reality)
wage earners did save? In that case, the government would have to tax
away these savings in order to avoid deficient investment. In the case
that capitalists did consume, the total eradication of this class would
bring about a negative demand shock, which also would need to be fixed
by an increase of budget outlays, covering the eradicated capitalist
consumption. In either case, it still stands that the government will have
to take care of savings in order to finance the costs of growth.

II the issue of maximum accumulation
In capitalist reality, stagflation and depressions are common phenomena.
Not only was it believed that genuine overall planning might do away
with these capitalist inefficiencies, it was also believed that a
consciously-planned system would outrun the capitalist system of free
prices under well-defined property rights. Of course, all this
presupposes that production functions are known and, in general, that
all information needed to put the means to the ends can be freely
obtained or at low costs. Indeed, at least theoretically, socialist
authorities have within their possibilities the choice to increase the share
of investment in production at the expense of consumption in order to
ensure larger future consumption.

Socialist history shows some odd and paradoxical features on this
matter. The socialist emphasis has always been on accumulation, an
increase in production, rather than on an increase in consumption.
Phelps optimality (1961), i.e., the case in which maximum consumption
per head is achieved, has not been considered an option (Bergson, 1992;
Kalecki, 1972). Consider Figure 3.
If the matter is approached from a static angle, it appears absolutely

useless to strive for maximum accumulation. Maximum accumulation
(the highest possible labor productivity) occurs if no consumption at all
takes place (on the intersection of the production function and the
investment line). Secondly, given full employment, one may stress the
ability of socialist society to mobilize resources (Bucharin &
Preobrazhenski, 1920; Hanson, 1971). Yet, if this point is driven to its
logical conclusion, one must admit (as was already found in Chapter IV,
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Fig. 3
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and recorded in such works as Medvedev, 1980, and Solzhenitsyn's
Gulag Archipelago) utat socialism is more exploitive than capitalism;
the social features of socialism are burned away. From a dynamic angle

and given real-life imperfect information, the attempt to accumulate
beyond capitalist 'myopic' levels by means of an impuls to the system
will suffer from the lack of mechanisms, an issue which will be treated
in Sections V and VI of this chapter.

HI  the role of banks and the capital market
Another issue in the transition from capitalism to socialism and
eventually communism is that state nationalization will consolidate the
former private sector, (which generates value added), with the financial
sector, (the only sector to create money). It has been established that the
savings excess, the excess of capitalists' savings over investment, is
erased; theoretically, no debt creation will occur. The new state will
have to spend all former capitalist savings on the costs of investment.
This means that, in theory, no inhabitant of society will have to save.

In capitalism, the monetization of the economy ran by itself. All the
government had to do was abstain from financing its entire deficit
neutrally. In the communist economy, the absence of private savings (no
private money in the bank) in a sense radically demonitizes the
economy. This does not present a problem since investment and
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government expenditures are removed from the ambit of exchange, they
become paper transactions in a planned world. Only consumer goods
represent some kind of market, but consumers will buy their products
from the state-nationalized firms. All the integrated system, concerned
with adding value and monetization, needs to pursue is a fine-tuning of
monetary policy. At the beginning of the period, a predetermined
amount of money will have to be issued, to make it possible for the
consumers to buy all goods produced in that period, without triggering
core inflation. This is exactly what is represented by the depletion of
private savings and the economy's demonetization. The transaction
motive on the part of government and firms disappears, and the amount
of money issued at the beginning of the period represents the value of
this period's private consumption.

Second and most importantly, this makes all financial institutions
evolved in the capitalist economy superfluous from the inception of
genuine communism. In theory, no financial institution but that
concerned with calculation the loan fund is needed in this society. In
socialist reality, financial institutions remained. Given that this is the
decade of transition from socialism back to capitalism, this implies that
no genuine capitalist financial instititution existed in the formerly
socialist societies for decades, and that those institutions currently in
existence were designed to perform completely different tasks than
those which have been in place in capitalist society.

In continuing to lay bare the problems of transition, the scope will
shift from the reference situation to the actual functioning of the
socialist economic system. The next section will deal with the absence of
mechanisms and the results of the socialist state having to arrange all
economic affairs.

V  CAPITALISM AND TRANSITION; VINDICATING MISES 1920

The problems of introducing socialism will be illustrated by reference
to Mises' (1920) much refuted article Economic Calculation in the
Socialist Commonwealth. 5 Despite these refutations (Hutchison, 1937;
Lange, 1939; Wagener, 1980, 1990), Mises (e.g., 1944, 1946) always

5 All italics in the following section are added.
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stuck to his 1920 point in asserting that socialist calculation is impossible

and socialism entails a 'complete collapse of the art of economics' (p.

105). The reason that the macro-economic model in Section II is to give
way to Mises' findings is twofold. First, many economic issues
constituting the crux of the matter in deciding whether or not socialism

is capable of performing rational economic calculation are discussed in
the first and second part of Mises' article, by use of an implicit model.

(It will be shown in the next section that most of the economic problems
of socialism have their origin in the problems Mises found). This means

that if Mises' model would be extended with growth and a government
sector, new problems would appear which were but derivations of the
ones already found. Secondly, Mises leaves his implicit model and
continues to unfold the problems he expects to be inherent in socialism
decades before Hayek, Schumpeter, and others did. The significance of
the latter will be clear since virtually all problems of socialism found in
Chapter IV-IV will appear to have been touched upon by Mises.

The invalidity-theorem has caused much confusion and unjust
refutations, for Mises addresses several issues simultaneously and this is
a case in which it is invaluablable to seek out the core of the matter.
Reading yields -a compact blending of an implicit model to show the
need for competition (which is equivalent to exchange) 6 -a discussion
about the usefulness of money as a common denominator in calculation,
7 and -a strong argument against socialism based on real-life experience
with capitalism, extrapolated to the socialist society. Taken together,
Mises' blending, if not closely scrutinized, could easy lead to the
following accusations, which we will all try to refute. They include: (A)
Mises sets out to prove, logically and practically, the impossibility of
socialist calculation. He failed to do the first since Pareto (1897, 1909)
proved the opposite (Lange, 1939; Wagener, 1980); (13) Because neither

perfect planning nor perfect competition exist in reality, Mises failed to
develop a strong argument against authors who would stick to the ability
of real-life socialist planning (Hutchison 1937; Wagener, 1980);

6 Mises, when speaking of competition and valuation of capital goods, often only uses
the word 'exchange.' Apparently, when consumer goods exchange in the market, he
thinks of their value establishment as a competitive process, with the possessors being
the 'suppliers': this consumergood comes out being worth x-times that of another
consumer good, which is why he refers to what is usually understood under
competition by use of the word'exchange.'
7  As opposed to calculating in relative goods or prices.
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(C) After ample discussion, Hayek and Mises had to retreat on a second
line of defence, that of efficiency (Lange, 1939; Rutland, 1985,
Wagener, 1980) An attempt will be made to show that Mises thought
through all the areas on which the accusations are founded, even (B). He
rejects (B) by negative argumentation, despite the fact that socialism still
had to be constructed. This is also found in the works of e.g., Hayek and
Robbins, but in their time, the attempt to construct socialism had
already commenced. Evidence of the virtues of the market does not
exist and mathematical proof is biased by its assumptions (Popper,
1963), so, a picture based mainly on experience, by appeal to fact and
imagining the future problems of socialism -thus by negative
argumentation- was the best they could do.8 Their aversion to scientists
who refuted the virtues by withdrawing to issues disregarding the
overall picture was expressed strongly and their aversion of being
disputed on a different level of discussion leaks through.9

I Mises on socialist calculation
The first thing Mises does, is scatter a number of statements through the
first part of his article, listed here as:
(1) 'Who is to do the consuming and what is to be consumed is the crux
of the problem of socialist distribution' (p. 90).
(2) 'The share of particular factors of production in the national
dividend cannot be ascertained' (p. 90).
(3) 'Money could never fill in a socialist state the r6le it fills in a
competitive society in determining the value of production goods.
Calculation in terms of money will here be impossible,' because no
production good will ever become the object of exchange (p. 92).
(4) If the government seeks to distribute goods per head in accordance
with their exchange value, the relationships which result from the
system of exchange must be taken as a basis. 'Variations in exchange

8 Notice that Popper's (1963) second category of reseach is that of empirical and
scientific theories, thus showing that some phenomena are simply beyond empirical
testing.
9  Hayek (1945, p. 520) states: 'The fundamental problem has, I am afraid been
obscured rather than illuminated by (...) refinements (...), particularly by many of the
uses made of mathematics.' Hayek (1935, p. 207): To argue that determination of
prices by such a (mathematical) procedure being logically conceivable in any wayinvalidates the contention that it is not a possible solution, only proves that the real
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relations in the dealings between comrades will entail corresponding
variations in the administrations' estimates. (...) It will indeed take pains

to bear this point in mind also as regards production. Articles in greater
demand will have to be produced in greater quantity' (and v.v.) 'Such
control may be possible, but one thing the administration will not be
free to do; it must not leave it to the individual comrade to ask the value
of his tobacco ticket either in sigars or sigarettes, at will' (p. 93).10

Next, in the second part on the nature of economic calculation, Mises
explains that in a natural economy objective exchange value enters as a
unit of economic calculation. Basically, this is where the confusion
starts, for the essential motivation behind Mises' incalculability of
socialist distribution is blended with the argument about the role of
money. But, a simple change in the chronology will do. He starts off
ascribing the advantages of the phenomenon of exchange (competition):
(i) Exchange renders possible to base objective value calculations upon
the valuations of all participants in trade.
(ii) Anyone who wishes to make value calculations in regard to a
complicated process of production will immediately notice whether he
has worked more economically than others, whether or not he is
generating profits.
(iii) A useful feature would be the introduction of a common
denominator. 'In a monetary economy, it is money that is so chosen' .11

Thus, there are two conditions governing the possibility of calculating
value in terms of money: all goods must be in exchange, including

capital goods. And, a universally employed medium of exchange, i.e.,
money in the capitalist society, must exist.

Mises' initial case can be illustrated by use of a model of a static closed
economy, with unperishable production goods (capital), without a
government. There are n sectors, each producing their own goods,

nature of the problem has not been percieved'. Robbins (1978, on accusations of class-
interest): 'accusations (...) come in the main from a race of people who, if they do not
actually know better, do not know because they do not want to know'.
10 According to Mises, asking an individual about his preferences does not work. If the
government does not carefully watch the outcome of the process of exchange and base
its production accordingly, planning gets nowhere at all. Products must be exchanged
in order to establish their relative value.
11 Thus it appears that Mises is aware of the fact that any common denominator, may
do to refer calculations back to one unit. CompareWagener (1980).
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according to completely separate techniques. In each i-th sector are two
A

factors of production, labor (li) and capital (ki).12 The production
function per sector denotes:

A        A  A

y'i=y[li 61                                                                                           (1 )

with the partial in each sector being: A>0, At<0 and: A>0, Ak<0.
There are constant returns to scale in each sector. The prices of labor
and capital are denoted by (Pu) and(QriL respectively. Total value added,
Mises' 'dividend,' (Ypyi) ' equals production (yi) times price (pyi) , so
factor shares of production are rewarded according to

AA    A A A A

Yipyi =lipti+ kipri                                                                                                   (2)

by defining
.

ai E Iii Yi                                                               (3)

Ki=lilyi                                                (4)

producer prices obey

A A

Pyi =  ai Pli+ Kipri (2·1)

Since there are no depreciations and there is no growth, production
constitutes consumption. Spending balance in the i-th sector is :

A

Yi = ci                                                                                                              (5)

Aggregate consumption is:

.

c =Ii:lci                                                                                             (6)

12  One of Mises' comments (and Bohm-Bahwerk, 1896, 1962, p. 81) on Marx is that
he does not take into account heterogenous labor in constructing his labor theory of
value.
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Consumption of the i-th commodity follows:

A A .  I          A

ci Ic=((pyi'py)                                      (7)

in which (;y) is the general price level.
Mises claims that in socialism a simultaneous solution to all problems

can and will never occur. What can be solved? Statements (1) and (4)
may be partly solved. The government can identify, by intensive
gathering of information, a number of consumers and direct the
distribution of a given set of products towards them, not arbitrarily, but
by real value calculation. This is because consumer goods are
exchangeable, they remain private property in socialism and are
exchanged on the market. The ambit of exchange suffices in establishing
the relative values of consumer goods. Insofar as this distribution occurs
while preferences have changed among consumers, (i.e., one consumer
wants more of a good, while another wants less) barter trade may arise.
This implies that, in theory, the government, having observed all
relative prices, now knows all 'needs' (i.e., the set of products was
given). It may now distribute equal consumer goods packages. Barter
trade subsequently takes care of redistribution according to preferences.
Of course, problems arise if preferences change so that all changes do
not cancel each other out. But, solving 'who is to do the consuming' and
taking on the subsequent 'responsibility for the distribution of products'
are within the possibilities of socialism. This occurs even without
money, g the barter markets are closely monitored and information is
transferred without loss and g changes in preferences cancel each other
out in the aggregate.

The only thing money does is calculate values down to one unit. That
is, money is not necessary to solve the theoretical problem of value

computation (i) and (ii), but only useful in practise (iii). If money is
introduced in the system, the demand for money (Md) is as follows:

+

Md=™(Iili;i;yi)                                   (8)
The supply of money (M) is exogeneously given:

M = M.                                                                       (9)
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Money market equilibrium (i.e., the demand for money equals its
supply) implies:

 i = Eid (10)

Since the introduction of a nominal sector, a money market, cannot
solve problems in the real sphere, it will not solve all four problems
simultaneously: the introduction of money as a common denominator
does not change the heart of the problem. Consequently, it is certainly
not because of money that the capitalist economic system does what
Mises believes socialism to be incapable of (Wagener, 1980).

So far, socialism has solved the following problems. First, since
consumer goods are private property and exchange on the market, the
ambit of exchange suffices to establish their relative values. Second,
production being subject to plan, money only applies to the consumer
goods sphere causing it to function as unit of calculation, only in that
sphere. The introduction of any unit of calculation solves the problem
of deducting the n-1 relative values attached to the i-consumer goods to
one common denominator. That is, absolute valuation is useful, but not
necessary in theory. Thus, socialism is capable of solving the problem
of 'who is going to do the consuming,' (part of statement (1)). Relative
and absolute valuation of consumer goods is possible since 'exchange
renders possible to base objective value calculations upon the valuations
of all participants in trade' (i), while money brings these valuations
down to one unit (iii). Finally, 13 still on the premise that it is a given
set, a set of products can be distributed to the consumers (part of
statement (4)).

But the remaining part of statement (4), the authorities 'will indeed
take pains to bear this point in mind also regards production' brings us
back to statement (1), to the heart of the matter: 'what is going to be
consumed?' Moreover, statements (2) and (3) still hold: the share of the
factors of production cannot be calculated, nor can money actually
determine the value of production goods.

13 The frequent use of 'may' serves to indicate that Mises' has little confidence in
bureaucracy to actually solve the problem of distributing a given set of products
according to exchange relations observed in the market.
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Consider statement (1).14 Mises' point is that the socialist economic
system lacks a mechanism for deciding which sector is going to produce
what. The entire supply side of the economy only functions on the
premise that at some point in time production started and changes in
exchange values established in the consumer goods market are translated

into changes in the production of consumer goods. Although
distributing a given set of products might be possible using the exchange
values established in the market, production must still be directed
towards these wants and needs. At this point Mises declares the socialist
economic system unable to perform rational economic calculation. The
crux is not the presence or absence of money, but: exchange,
competition. 'It is an illusion that in a socialist state calculation can take
the place of monetary calculation' (p.104). What did he have in mind,
model-wise?

In the capitalist economic system competition solves the remaining
problems. First, it solves the matching problem, 'putting the means to
the end.' Competition forces producers to use the price weapon so as to
bring about equilibrium in each sector, making supply equal demand:

A

Yi=Yi (11)

Second, capital goods are also in the ambit of exchange (competition);
with capital being fixed in each sector, producers seek to maximize
profits at variable input of labor:

.   .         .                A

max kiprifpyi to li

the solution being:

A    A    A   A

8yi 1 61.=pulpyi (12)

To close the model it is assumed that nominal wages clear the labor

14 We could reformulate these questions into two related questions: how will we be
able to put the means to the ends? and: what is the least wasteful Way to do it? The latter
will be addressed below. The same holds for the dynamic side (tomorrow's goods) of
the question'what' will be consumed. This Schumpeterian question can, of course, not
be solved within the model.
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market in each sector:

li=Li (13)

The prices of labor and capital can be solved. The share of particular
factors of production in national income can be solved (statement (2)).
The value of production-goods can be ascertained (statement (3)). The
price-system behind equation (11) links production to consumption
(statement (4)) and, thus, the problem of 'who is to do the consuming

and what is to be consumed' (statement (1)) is solved.

Again, it is important to note that Mises only speaks of indispensibility
of monetary calculation, and not of indispensibility of money. Returning
to (i) and (ii), he appears to have seen correctly that the entire model
can be solved in relative prices without a common denominator. The
only role of money is to make calulation in absolute value possible (iii).
We will now consider Mises' additional objections to socialism.

II allocation, coordination, efficiency, dynamics
Let us continue with the thesis which was set aside for the
aforementioned twist in chronology (p. 156). The implicit model in
Mises' paper is scattered throughout after the following statements (1920;

1935, p. 101). They make perfect sense if presented here, after the
model. They also show a search for real-life facts. 'With the common
denominator (money) being available, monetary calculation makes
possible: -a guide through the oppressive plenitude of economic
potentialities. -lt enables to all goods of higher order (capital-goods
hereafter) the judgement of value. -It renders their value capable of
compution and thereby gives us the primarily basis for all economic
operations of a higher order.' Mises refers to a system without
economic calculation as 'gropings in the dark,' but leaves the crux a bit
veiled, since he is concentrating on money. Moreover, close scrutiny
reveals that Mises also asserts that monetary calculation based on

privately-owned production goods which accrue in the ambit of
exchange, is indispensible in guiding the economic system. Yet again,
Mises is certainly not blameless in being misunderstood, since 'ambit of
exchange' also means 'competition'. In order to clarify his point, we
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may, for the moment separate the problems into those concerning
consumption and those concerning production. Consider the graphic
solutions to the problems of distribution and that of static technical
efficiency.

Let us narrow the approach down to only two goods (say, Mises'
cigars and cigarettes). Assume the production functions of the two

A

goods (ci) and (22) to be of the Cobb-Douglas type so that :

61  max  =  1 11£  1 -11      and            62 mar  =  2 12& 1 -,1,2

+ +
Utility in consumption follows: 0= 0(8i .62)

Fig. 4 Consumption

U= U(C l .('2)
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Equilibrium applies if the marginal rate of transformation in production
equals the marginal rate of substitution in consumption of goods 1 and
2.  It  should be emphasized  that the outer boundaries of production
possibilities are not known in reality. Capitalism pursues its production,
allocation, and distribution in order to engage in consumption without
truly knowing its capacities. It is only because competition enforces
efficiency that it may be assumed in the abstract that production
functions are known.
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Fig. 5 Production
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It is often alleged that Mises set out to prove logically the impossiblity
of socialist calculation. Keeping the former considerations in mind, we
are able to discuss what Mises actually says about allocation,
coordination, and dynamics. This allows us to discern whether or not he
is referring to the model, or whether he is rejecting socialism by
negative argumentation (by imagining the future real-life problems of
socialism, as opposed to the solution offered by capitalism). The
following demonstrates how much of his work covers the discussion
presented in chapter IV-IV. Review of his work shows the one argument
after the other concerning the important questions of allocation,
coordination, efficiency, and dynamics. As is evident from Chapter IV,
these issues would resurface only decades later. As will be shown,
Mises' claim concerning the inability of socialist calculation was not
based only on logic.

Allocation and coordination: (1), (2), (3) and (4). There are two problems in an
economy without competition. The first is how to match demand and
supply (to put the means to the end). 'The administration may know
exactly what goods are most urgently needed' (it may know equation
(5)), 'but (...) has only found one of the two preconditions for economic
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calculation' (p. 107). This is statement (1): who is to do the consuming and

what is to be consumed is the crux of the problem of socialist distribution.
It is also statement (4) insofar as Mises considers that the problem of

information-gathering, determining who wants to consume what, has
been successfully carried out. (That is if the government correctly
predicts equation (7)). 'The relationships which result from the system of
exchange must be taken as a basis when those responsible for the distribution of
products, seek to distribute goods per head in accordance with their exchange value.'

In the transition from capitalism to socialism, in the absence of
competition, the line which represents the outer boundaries of
production capabilities fails. In terms of Figure 4, this means that the
government only knows the range of utility functions and not the one
which shares only one point with the line of outer limits of production.
It can no longer obtain information on realized production, which has
had a tendency towards maximum performance due to the enforcement
powers of the market. It must construct its own target functions. This is
why Mises continues to assert that distribution according to exchange
values may be possible (i.e., if the exchange values are correctly
observed) for a given set of products. In consumption, utility is not at
its maximum but is arbitrarily determined by this given set, which is
sornewhere within the shaded area of Figure 4.

The second point is that without competition a proper determination of
the difference between profits and prices disappears: they become
mutually exchangeable. 'Yet it cannot reduce (...) value back to the
uniform expression of a money-price, as can a competitive economy' (p.
108).  At any given nominal wage level (pIi),a price increase implies a
higher price of capital and a higher value added of firms. It is not that
profitability does not matter, as Lenin claims. It is that profits are
indeterminate and completely dependent on prices, or vice versa. Here
we come to statement (2), the share of particular factors of production cannot be

ascertained. In a capitalist economic system, as in a socialist system, the
price level (pAyi) would equal ai·pli + Ki.pri· Initially the same problem
arises, but competition allows (84) and (;yi) to be determined and thus
(pri). Mises (p.104) states: 'Calculation in natura fails completely when it
comes to deal with goods of a higher order.' (...) 'As soon as we give up
the conception of a freely established monetary price for goods of a
higher order, rational production becomes completely impossible.' This,
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in turn, brings us to (3), the impossibility theorem: 'calculation in terms of
money will here be impossible.' Only in the end (p. 105) do we find the crux
of the issue which reads 'For a time the remembrance of the experiences
gained in a competitive economy, may provide a check to a complete

collapse of the art of economy.'

Efficiency. Regarding efficiency of production, Mises continues his
argument (p. 106) by stating that in removing the 'anarchic' method of
production, 'recourse will be had to the senseless output of an absurd
apparatus.' He does this by anticipating the nature of the future socialist

society. Consider an entrepreneur in position a in Figure 5. Since he is
not on the production frontier he is producing inefficiently in terms of
his capacities; his static technical efficiency is not optimal (Lindberg,

1971). In the model, the production function is assumed to be
determined. Again, this only holds as an abstraction from if reality if,
and only 4, in reality a tendency exists which forces entrepreneurs to
use their recources as efficiently as possible.

If we depart from the model and recall what happens in the real-life
capitalist economic system, it must be argued that the capitalist does not
know this production frontier. Moreover, he will never get to know it
and does not need that information. 'Sub-optimal disequilibrium in
regard to (...) utilization of existing capital stock is a profoundly
important situation at any time' (Lundberg, op. cit., Leibenstein, 1966,
p. 398). Here, the governing motive of the capitalist entrepreneur comes

into play due to the enforcement power of the market (Hayek, 1945;
Helm, 1989; Smith, 1776; Stevers, 1980). The capitalist is forced to
strive for profit maximization, regardless of his individual motivation.
There is only a general tendency to move towards the frontier. But the
entrepreneur is driven to this limit under penalty of losing his market
share.

Mises (p. 106) asserts: 'There will be hundreds and thousands of
factories in operation (...), the administration will be without any means
of testing their bearings. How will it be able to decide whether this or
that method of production is the more profitable? (...) or whether work
and material have not been wasted in its completion?' (Notice how close
this passage is to Bentham,  1795, 1952, p. 234). Later he also takes the
argument of efficiency into the sphere of responsibility (p. 116): 'The
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exclusion of free initiative and individual responsibility of which the

success of private enterprise depend, constitutes the most serious menace
to socialist economic organization.'

Dynamics. Initially, Mises Sets out to deny what he was later accused of.
The static state can dispense with economic calculation. For here the
same events in life are ever reccuring ; and if we assume that the first
disposition of the static socialist economy follows on the basis of the
final state of the competitive economy, we might at all events concieve
of a socialist production system which is rationally controlled from an
economic point of view.' As is plain to see, Mises explicitly delimits the
conditions under which socialist calculation is theoretically possible. He
does not deny it is theoretically impossible15 but continues: This is only
conceptually possible' (p. 109). Second, he (briefly) touches upon what
would later become major contributions credited to Hayek and
Schumpeter. He solves the dynamic part of the 'what is to be consumed'
question by reference to the functioning of the market. 'The
entrepreneur's commercial attitude and activity arise from his position
in the economic process and is lost with its disappearance' (p. 116). 'No
single man can ever master all the possibilities of production,
innumerable as they are, as to be in a position to make straightaway
evident judgement of value without some system of computation'
(p.102). We have found Schumpeterian dynamics already integrated in
the discussion on money: 'Monetary calculation makes possible a guide
through the oppressive plenitude of economic potentialities: He closes

the discussion by asserting that in a dynamic society, where all economic
data have changed, in the transition from capitalism to socialism 'we
have the spectacle of a socialist economic order floundering in the ocean

of possible and conceivable economic combinations without the compass
of economic calculation' (p. 110). And perfectly sound and well-
advocated, he sticks (1946, p. 59) to his assertations: 'The socialist
governments (...) are operating in a world the greater part of which still
clings to a market economy. (...) Only because they can refer to these
prices are they able to calculate, to keep books and make plans. It would

15  A little further he says 'Our economic data are for ever changing, so that the static
nature of economic activity is only a theoretical assumption, corresponding to no real
state of affair, however necessary it may be for our thinking and for the perfection of
our knowledge of economics.
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be quite different if every nation were to adopt socialism. Then there
would be no more prices for factors of production and economic
calculation would be impossible.'

III Mises refuted?
It appears that Mises does not set out to prove that socialist calculation is
impossible (A). He, in fact, explicitly seeks the conditions, close to
reality, under which it is possible: a steady-state economy based on
unchanged economic data in transition, except for property relations. He
is also well aware of the fact that any common denominator will bring
value computations down to one unit (Wagener, 1980). He also seems
aware of the fact that Pareto has theoretically solved the problem of
socialist calculation, with one reservation. He starts off (1) precisely
with the flaw Pareto (1909, p. 267) himself admitted. It is this flaw he
calls 'the crux': satisfaction of the consumer. 16 Refutation (B) is more
difficult to deal with. It is asserted (Lange, 1939; Wagener, 1980), that
perfect planning does not exist, neither does perfect competition.
Firstly, it should be noted that Mises delivers plenty of well-argued
cases and possible future problems to strengthen his case. The shape of

production functions and consumer preferences may only be assumed to
be known because in the capitalist economic system, the enforcement
powers of the market bring about tendencies towards maximum
performance and equilibrium. In theory, information is subsequently
considered to be known. In reality, capitalism is marked by imperfect
information and uncertainty. Perfect planning now only stands a chance
of performing at least as well as perfect competition on the premise that
all this information becomes available in reality at once, so that it is
theoretically true in both positions. But of course, in abstaction of real-
life capitalism, one may assume that economic data are known. In
abstraction of socialism one must assume that economic data are chosen.

Secondly, one ought to see that by retreat to the line of theoretics
nothing besides a mathematical proof will ever be found valid, not even
physical theory.17 Accusation (C) is also frequently encountered
(Lange, 1939; Rutland, 1985, Wagener, 1980). The accusation was that

16 See notes 19 20 and 21 to previous Chapter.
17 Imagine a physicist claiming 'Newton's second law cannot be more valid than a law
stating that bodies will fall upwards from earth, because on Earth gravity measurement
can never be carried out in a 100% vacuum.'
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Hayek and Mises had to retreat on a second line of defence, that of
efficiency, after having had to admit the theoretical possibility of
planning. But, Mises, as well as Hayek (1935, p. 207), clearly admitted
straightaway that it is theoretically possible. From that very point on,
both re-oriented their argumentation towards the real-life features, of
efficiency, allocation, distribution, and dynamics. The task of science is
knowledge, explanation and responsibility. The true value of their
contributions ought to be judged by the fact that they set out to make
passionate statements of the latter category, based on what they found in
the former two. For the real scientific value of their work (and that of
others like Popper) lies not in what they tried to know or explain, but in
their warning. As Mises put it: 'If we reject communism it must be not
because of the end it seeks, but because we find the means it proposes

unsuitable for attaining their object.'

VI THE TRANSITION FROM SOCIALISM TO CAPITALISM

In an attempt to explore the origin of the major problems of transition
from socialism to capitalism, Chapter I dealt with the socialist charges
against capitalism and explained the need for a change from historicism
to utopian engineering. In Chapters II and HI, both socialism and
capitalism were characterized. In Chapter IV a comparative analysis
made clear that socialism was not a viable alternative to capitalism since,
humanitarian aspects set aside, it failed to arrange its economic system
consistently. Finally, this Chapter showed that the attempt to construct
communism destroyed many institutions inherent in a market economy,
including the equilibrating mechanisms. Since we have identified which

problems occured in a socialist society, how they originated, and which
institutions complementary to a market economy have been assigned

completely different tasks, many of the current problems and dilemmas
of transition can be derived.

It is clear that a liberal economy in its infancy, lacking proper
legislation to guide and keep in check privatization and economic
activity cannot be expected to work in coherent fashion. On the other
hand, it is precisely this legislation, which was only very gradually
codified in capitalism, that should now be present up front; i.e.,
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predating privatization and price liberalization. This makes the
introduction of genuine capitalism all the more difficult. The ills of
socialism cannot be solved without inviting the unpredictable effects of
imposed legal measures to take to the stage, since the very individuals
who have lived in the old society will have to implement, enforce, work
with, and adapt to the rules of a new social order. This section will
elaborate on these matters in a fashion known from Chapters II and III.
Also an attempt is made to show that a vast number of current problems
can be traced back to the ones identified by Mises in 1920.

VI.1 THE POLITICAL SYSTEM IN TRANSITION

The political systems of the capitalist and socialist societies are mutually
exclusive. The heart of the political system of socialist society is the
submission of the individual to power of bodies, to which the individual
has not granted permissions. The individual must serve the greater
good, the interpretation of which the Communist Party leadership has
monopolized. A system of political dictatorship (Ellman, 1989) thus
evolved, despite the fact that the dictatorship of the proletariat had been
in office to eliminate itself in the cause for the greater good (Marx, Das
El. der Phil.-, Ollman, 1978).

In the capitalist society, the power forced upon the individuals of
society is granted by these individuals to bodies, especially designed for
this task, as a result of general elections of freely chosen
representatives. Public authority and the struggle to gain control over it
evolve out of the political system of democracy (Moe, 1990). The
power accruing to the assembly to be formed, the result, is considered
just, as it is a mandate granted to those in power, and since control over
their activities is possible (Asbeck, 1949; Robinson, 1958; Simons,
1949).

It is clear that a sudden leap from life under a totalitarian regime to a
democracy, however much one may welcome this development, will not
change repressed individual expression and behavior overnight. People
will have to learn to deal with the absence of state control on individual
activities. Decades of political oppression will certainly suppress
pioneering behavior, even after freedom is gained.
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VI.2 THE LEGAL SYSTEM IN TRANSITION

The character of the rules on which the organization of socialist and
capitalist society is based, is also fundamentally different. The rules of
thesis, the 'laws of legislation,' Hayek (1973), to which individuals in
the socialist society are subdued, repress economic initiative, when
compared to capitalism. The rules of thesis command, they are positive
and designed to enforce. This has happened for many decades, shaping

an economic culture opposite to that on which the provision of
consumer goods in the capitalist society is founded.

Economic activity is basically left free in the capitalist society; no
teleological guidence of production takes place (Hayek, 1973; Popper,

1945). Here the rules of law do not coerce, but mark the edge of
activities, (nomos, the 'laws of liberty'). The rules of law are negative,
and create the environment to free all pioneering entrepreneurial
activity. Two major transitional problems are vested in this field: one is
the fact that rules of nomos have taken ages to evolve; they are not
designed, but they are the result of human action (Ferguson, 1767, See
Hayek, 1982, p. 21). The rules applying to market economies in
existence nowadays, cannot simply be transferred onto former socialist
societies and be expected to work. This means that the creation of
business and privitization will appear very difficult. Genuine efficacy of
laws in the field of ownership, competition, ownership structures,
natural and state monopolies, fraud, bankruptcy, capital markets, and
wholesale and retail structures will take a long period to evolve. The
second problem is that the heritage of decades of laws of legislation has

shaped an economic culture which is completely different from that of
a market economy. Prices are the coordinative means, the carriers of
vital information, in the communicative process between consumers and
entrepreneurs, but it takes genuine entrepreneurship to react to price

signals (Bruno, 1992; Ellman 1993; Hare 1990). Dynamic private
entrepreneurship, as modern capitalist society knows it, is not expected
to arise overnight from a legal system in which individuals have been
trained to pursue activities only upon command.
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VI.3 THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM IN TRANSITION

The economic system of socialism is evolving towards that of
capitalism. Some major problems are indicated here. In (I) market
emergence will be discussed. In (II) the positive role of public
authorities will be addressed. The role of the public authority in
macroeconomic stabilization will be discussed in (III). In (IV) the
difficulties will be briefly reconsidered.

I markets and the government
As is clear from Chapters II and III, the economic systems of capitalism
and socialism are mutually exclusive in the following sense:

1. Capitalism is based on little interference in private economic affairs,
private economic initiative, and the resulting initial income distribution.
In socialism, little private initiative has been allowed.
2. In capitalism, physical regulation of production, distribution,
exchange and consumption, is the exception rather than the rule. In
socialism the opposite has been the case.
3. In capitalism, little direct interference in price setting exists, as
compared to socialism, although extensive macrocoordination is
possible.
4. Indirect manipulations of prices as a means to guide the economy
occur much less frequently in capitalism in comparison to socialism,
where soft credits, subsidies, and other transfers constituted the core of
the system.

As far as the socialist heritage is concerned, many fundamental
problems of transition from socialism to capitalism can be derived from
reverting Mises' findings. What happened to the gradually evolved
capitalist economic system after the start of the socialist experiment?
The static problems Mises (1920) mentioned were:
(1) Socialism lacks mechanisms for directing who is to do the
consuming and what is to be consumed. How will the means (productive
capacity) be put to the end (to meet the consumer's demands).
(2) By what mechanism are the shares of factors of production in the
national income ascertained? There is incalculability of factor shares of
production.
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(3) Incalculability of profitability in a system in which production goods
never enter into the ambit of exchange.

(4) Consumer goods are, at best, distributed by authorities having to
take rationing and shortage signals for distribution and production. In
the worst case they simply ignore the wishes of the consumer

('teleologists,' imperative planning; Gregory and Stuart, 1990).
It takes little imagination to see the following problems if factor shares

are incalculable. The static Mises problems involving the government
sector are:

(5) On what grounds should the government calculate its profit taxes?

(6) On what grounds should the government calculate the loan fund?

(7) What is the fiscal surplus?
Moreover, concerning dynamic allocative efficiency (Lindbeck, 1971),

socialism implies:
(8) Lost mechanisms for dealing with the effects of population growth
and labor-augmenting technical progress (the Harrod-Domar problem

of Section ID.
On the subject of dynamic technological efficiency (Lindbeck, 1971),
socialism implies:
(9) Losing track of the basis of progress: private entrepreneurship and
the market to translate (potential) wants and needs of the consumer into

product and process innovations (the Clark-Schumpeter problem, see
Chapter IV-IV).

The economic problem of transition from socialism to capitalism is not
vested in a small degree of misallocation, which can be solved by
reintroduction of the market forces. The devastating result of socialism
is vested in the loss of all guiding economic principles for nearly seven

decades. There was no competition, complete indetermination of profits,
no determination of factor shares of production, no mechanism to link
production to consumption and an arbitrary government budget. That
is, at least not by the accountable, controlable, unambiguous method
known in the capitalist economic system. For the umpteenth time, nearly
all dimensions to these problems have been discerned by Mises (1920),
as was shown in the previous section, where socialist problems and
capitalist merits introduced in previous chapters were apparently dealt

with by him. Only continuous discretion, error, renewed effort, and
adaption existed. Insofar as markets have worked, they have worked in
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an environment dominated by the latter features. Allocation,
distribution, efficiency, and dynamics have all suffered (Bergson, 1964,
1968; Powell, 1977; Rutland, 1985; Zaleski, 1980), in a process which
did not have the fullfilment of consumer needs as its basis (Bentham,
1795; Smith, 1776; Robbins, 1978). Socialism, in some countries, may
have benefitted from a firmly established capitalist base, upon which the
new economic order could be built. The other way is far more difficult,
with little theoretic claims possible, except for the assertation that choas
exists in economics.

A few subsequent problems of transition back to capitalism will be
illustrated here. In many countries, a highly integrated production
structure has existed for decades, aimed at eliminating parallels in
production and trade. Balancing of inputs and output has always been a
crucial task for the authorities (Ellman, 1989; Kontorovich, 1988).
Bureaucratic procedures have dominated the economic scene for
decades (Lange, 1939). As regards problems, subsidized energy
provision for industrial purposes in most socialist countries existed. To
simply liberate all prices would mean a drastic rise in costs of
production. The vast bulk of industry would go bankrupt immediately,
provided that bankruptcy laws have been established. The mal-
functioning or non-existence of one layer in the hierarchy will cause the
entire hierarchy to malfunction. In the same vein, there has been
considerable regional and even country specialization in socialism; the
Soviet Union in particular has a heritage of regional mono-cultures in
production. The problems of one country or region may be passed on to
another, as was the case in the 198Os, when the Soviet Union started
charging hard currencies for their oil and gas deliveries to other CMEA
countries.

A privatisation versus buyer dilemma exists, not only in terms of who
is going to buy (institutional savers, foreign savers or private
individuals: Van Brabant (1992); Sachs (1990)), but more importantly
in terms of what will be bought? Mises' point cannot be
overemphasized: from the very beginning, any notion of profitability is
muted in socialism. As a consequence, at the beginning of the transition
to the market, no one can tell whether or not a firm is genuinely

profitable, whether it stands a chance of survival. All economic
information on this matter is false, as it has been shunted away for
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decades from the unambiguouly accountable method of economic
calculation known in the capitalist economic system.

Another problem is that the highly integrated production structures of
socialism have been organized from a completely different perspective
than in capitalism. In particular, former socialist economies lack the
crucial capitalist feature of a gradually developed, highly suited and
sophisticated system of services and wholesale and retail trade
complementary to the production process (Van Brabant, 1993; Alimova
et al., 1995). It is not hard to imagine that under these conditions output
must collapse during the initial stage of transition. Demonopolization
will inevitably lead to a recession since the breakdown of the old
structures does not warrant the new to arise overnight. (Bergson, 1991;

Gomulka, 1991, 1992; Hare, 1990; Nuti and Portes, 1993; Winiecki,
1990,1992).

II complementary market activities

In addition, on the eve of transition, complementary market activities
were poorly evolved in most former socialist countries. A material
infrastructure ill-fitted to genuine capitalist production, on a par with
Western standards, existed: traffic provisions i.e., roads, bridges,

harbours, airports, communication services, and energy provisions
often were, and still are, in a deplorable state. In many former socialist
countries industries still run on coal and the energy-intensity of
production, due to decades of subsidized use, is high. The environmental
situation in most former socialist countries is grave (Ellman, 1993;
Slama, 1986).

III macroeconomic balance
Monetary stability requires a solid base concerning the government

budget and internal and external monetary affairs.

Government debt Before being able to address the question of fiscal
discipline, a well functioning fiscal system, guided by plain legislation,
working at low perception costs, must be established. In general, in
socialism, tax systems have been designed to accompany centrally
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managed production. In transition, a Mises problem occurs. In
socialism, the wage bill and profits are determined by administrative
procedure, making the notion of fiscal discipline completely arbitrary.
The state of the government budget is the simple result of setting
prices, taxes, subsidies, and loans. Moreover, the scope of the tax system
has always been on profit taxation (Holzman, 1953; Harrison, 1986),
and the money accruing to the state by issuance of government bonds
has been perceived as receipt, rather than as cost. So, the system has
always been a means to guide production, distribution, consumption,
and exchange, rather than a tax-levying instrument for achieving
redistribution and government consumption and investment (Kornai,
1980; Rosati, 1994; Zaleski, 1980). The existence of public debt and
tight fiscal discipline have certainly not been the priority of the
authorities' housekeeping affairs.

External Monetary Policy In socialism, there is traditional absence of
foreign competition and CMEA trade has been characterized by central
control and country specialization (Ellman, 1989; Lavigne, 1990).
Currency inconvertibility has existed for decades. Although (Blanchard
et. al., 1991; Fisher and Gelb, 1991; Lipton and Sachs, 1990) the need
for export-oriented industry within a system of free (or changeable)
rates of exchange is emphasized, the issue is complicated, with problems
that extend far beyond the macroeconomic solutions proffered. The
problem is two sides of the same coin as regards free prices and genuine
entrepreneurship. For a truly successful export-oriented policy,
competitive products, satisfying a need in foreign consumer markets,
are a prerequisite. Thus, as far as prices are concerned, convertible
currencies are no guarantee whatsoever of a rise in net exports, since,
first of all, entrepreneurs, able to respond to a challange must be
present. Secondly, following a depreciation of the domestic currency,

imports of intermediate goods, needed for domestic production may be
hampered; the link between specialized inter-country trade relations and
domestic production cannot be changed overnight. Lastly, another
problem is presented by the fact that Western countries pursue
protective blockade policies that are harmful to emerging export-
oriented countries.
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Internal Monetary Policy A free society needs 'highly definite and stable

rules of the game especially to money' (Simons, 1949, p. 169; Hayek,
1949, Ch. VI; Friedman, 1969, 1970). This is the very thing public
authorities have not been designed to do in socialism. Easy access to

money, soft budget constraints, loans when plan fulfilment was
endangered are all features of the system (e.g., Kornai, 1979, 1980;
McKinnon, 1992; Rosati, 1994; Zaleski, 1980). As shown in Section IV,
financial institutions, suited to capitalist production, i.e., a two-tier
banking system, became superfluous from the very first day of
socialism. A banking system, tightly controlled by firm legislation
concerning reserve requirements and a body designed for true banking

supervision, needs to be introduced. Without such institutions the money

supply is virtually out of control. Former socialist countries, in which
the former nomenklatura have relatively easy access to responsible
positions in the financial sector, where the state still grants subsidies and
soft credits, still have a long way to go for genuine financial
stabilization (Hare, 1990; Vasiliev, 1994).

IV the economic system and freedom
Without a well-defined system of property rights and protection of
private property, free prices, complementary government activities, and
a stable monetary policy, a society primarily based on the pursuit of
self-interest (Friedman, 1962; Hayek, 1973; Smith, 1776; Robbins,
1978; Simons, 1949) cannot work. There are serious difficulties in
putting this system into place, since in capitalism this system has been

shaped by continuous dynamism, with legal and institutional
frameworks more or less following suit. One cannot simply project the
legal institution of gradually evolved capitalism onto former socialist
societies, so legal vacuiims are inevitably inherent in the initial phase of
transition.

There is so much interconnectedness in the economic system of
socialism that the danger of a radical engineering approach to transition
is frequently stressed (Ellman, 1993; Murrell, 1992), whereas others
have tried to temper optimism concerning the behavioral response to
price signals (Bruno, 1992). Not only is genuine entrepreneurship likely
to take decades to evolve (Kornai, 1990), the socialist heritage
inevitably brings about the situation where those with capital have had
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high positions in the old system. This brings about the problems of
'nomenklatura privatization' or the staffing of financial institution with
those who were highest in the hierarchical ranks of the former Party

(Wellisz, 1991). This introduction to capitalism is likely to provoke
considerable social unrest.

Most importantly, the introduction of capitalism grants people
democratic rights. The individuals of the transitional society now have
the right to vote but the introduction of market features is a lengthy

process involving enormous social change, the benefits of which will not
be immediately apparent. With modern technology making it possible
for everyone with a radio or television in the vicinity to witness the
wealth and prosperity of Western capitalist countries, expectations are
fuelled beyond the notion of costs. After decades of socialism one
cannot possibly expect the majority of the people to understand even a
fraction of the basics of liberalism, which individuals in a capitalist
society learn by experience. They may organize themselves into political
parties and have the right to vote for any political party entering the
election, among them the democratic counterpart of the former socialist

party. So, part of the population may vote against the market. The
harsh, unappealing unsocial face of the market (Hayek, 1949; Mises,
1956; Popper, 1945; Schumpeter, 1943) is likely to mitigate positive
expectations and enthusiasm over time and stimulate more counteracting
forces onto the political scene.

VH SUMMARY

In this chapter, many of the issues that have surfaced in the previous
chapters, have been reconsidered from a theoretical viewpoint. Market-
clearing mechanisms, in combination with differential savings, secure
the existence of a long-term theoretical macroeconomic equilibrium. In
this equilibrium efficient use of all resources is safeguarded ensuring

full employment and full capacity utilization. Government bankruptcy
and stagflation, due to wage inertia or expansive policies may occur in
this economy. These phenomenona necessitate macroeconomic
coordination, even in a system based on free entrepreneurship and free

prices with well-defined property rights.
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In introducing a socialist system, it appears that, given population
growth and the rate of labor-augmenting technical progress, the
possibility does not exist to accumulate beyond 'myopic' capitalist levels;
the level of investment is determined by the cost of growth. In the
socialist economic system, the value-adding and money-creating
institutions are integrated, making all financial institutions previously
evolved under capitalism theoretically superfluous. Owing to lack of
competition, the socialist economy is an underdetermined system,
which, by necessity, loses track of equilibrium-generating mechanisms,
efficiency principles and in general: all dimensions of economic
calculation. Allocation of, distribution of, efficiency in, and dynamics of
all economic aspects which meet consumer needs, suffer from the
introduction of socialism. This was established in 1920 by Mises, who
considered these issues over a decade before the actual planning debate
reached its peak. Socialist calculation is possible as long as the aims are
chosen.

The problems of transition are vested in the following. As stereotypes,
the systems making up the capitalist and the socialist societies are of an
exclusive nature. The political system of the socialist society is based on
totalitarianism, whereas its capitalist counterpart is based on democracy.
People's behavior under these systems is significantly different. The
legal system of the socialist society is mainly characterised by thesis;
rules of law are imperative. In the capitalist legal system, the emphasis
is on nomos; rules of law do not force, but mark the boundaries of
activities. The resulting economic cultures are fundamentally different
and decades of imperative planning make it difficult to change
behavioral regularities. The economic systems are based on opposing
and conflicting views. The socialist experiment caused decades of
alienation from the basis of economics with its scarcity principles; there
is no such thing as a stable underlying basis to which former socialist
economies can return, there is no certainty about the future.

In capitalist society, a continuous conflict exists between the political
system and the economic system. Transition means nothing less than
putting the conflict back in. One of the main counterforces may indeed
be the democratic system, which allows voting against the market.
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VI. Transition in Poland

'It is impossible to institute private property by cavalry attack.
Embourgeoisement is a lengthy historical process.'

(Kornai, 1990)

I INTRODUCTION

By the end of the 1980s Poland, frequently plagued by strong political,
ideological and economic interference from the Soviet Union and a
series of failed reforms, was able to escape from both. The less
threatening Soviet attitude and disappointing experiences with reforms
provided the impetus for adopting a more radical strategy. The opinion
polls of 1989 showed great willingness of the Polish population to make
sacrifices. The first democratically elected government, headed by
Mazowieski was given wide popular support. Political stability, one of
the preconditions of the functioning of any society, was present unlike
many other Eastern European countries (Dabrowski, 1991; Kramer,
1995; Myant, 1993).

On  January  1,  1990 the Balcerowicz programme was launched,  a
shock therapy designed to turn the former socialist society into a
capitalist society by a radical implementation of market features. But,
paying relatively little attention to fundamental changes and the heritage
of the socialist political, legal, and economic system, the plan mainly
aimed at macroeconomic equilibrium. Since it was believed that many
problems could ultimately be reduced to excess demand, the soft budget
constraint of state firms was the first problem to be tackled, whereas
inflation had to be reduced. Considerable emphasis was placed on speed,
experiences in Latin America having shown that programmes
implemented gradually were frustrated by counteracting forces (Lipton
and Sachs, 1990; Nuti and Portes, 1993). Virtually no attempt was made
to specify the mechanism between a move towards macroeconomic
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equilibrium and the restructuring of the economy to a more consumer-
oriented system (Van Brabant, 1993; Councel of Ministers, 1989;
Gomulka, 1991, 1992; Poznanski, 1993; Sachs, 1990,1992).

In Section (II) the state of the Polish society prior to the
implementation of the Balcerowicz programme will be described.
Section (III) will focus on macroeconomics, the macroeconomic
programme, and the preliminary lessons to be drawn from previous

chapters concerning constructive policies. Section (IV) will discuss the
implementation of the programme, whose main success was in fighting
inflation. But the question remains how inflation could emerge under
such a deflationary programme. Inflation is argued having been the
result of a collapse of supply beyond the fall in demand, generated by
the drastic move towards a balanced budget and the sharp rise in ex-ante
real interest rates. It will be argued that the wage indexation scheme
aggravated inflationary pressure, beyond that stemming from a
devaluation of the currency, since changes in labor productivity were
not taken into account. In section V, Poland's performance after the
shock therapy will be considered. Section VI presents a summary of the

chapter.

II THE SITUATION OF THE POLISH SOCIETY PRIOR TO THE'BIG BANG'

II.1 THE POLITICAL SYSTEM

When Poland entered the 198Os, it was facing a deep socio-economic
and political crisis. At that time Poland was ruled by a political
dictatorship. In attempt to solve the crisis, Martial Law was introduced
on December 13, 1981, by Jaruzelski's regime. It ended on July 21st,
1983. Its main impact politically was the prohibition of Solidarnosc,
which had started to represent more than just the interest of Polish
labor. It was not until 1989 that the Rakowski governmenti (still under
Jaruzelski's regime) initiated 'round table' discussions with the
opposition. The main result was the relegalisation of Solidarnosc and the

1  Rakowski had the reputation of being a leading reformer within the party. He held to
the view that the old model of power had to be abandoned (Myant,  1993, pp. 74-75).
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anouncement of free elections for 1989.2 The outcome of the elections
was a clear victory for Solidarnosc. The elected government was headed
by Mazowiecki and was willing to radically change the shape of Polish
society (Council Of Ministers, 1989).

II.2 THE LEGAL SYSTEM

As in all socialist societies, the legal system of Poland was mainly
characterized by rules of thesis (Hayek, 1973). This was strenthened

during Martial Law. It was loosened afterwards by decreased military
pressure and the abandoning of certain rules imposed under Martial
Law, but major changes did not take place until 1985. In addition, the
political environment was changing considerably when Gorbachev came

to power in the USSR.
Major changes in the USSR began in November 1985 when a law was

passed that allowed for the inequalities between state-owned and private
firms to be abandoned. Joint ownership of state firms and private
individuals was also made possible. Under Gorbachev, in June 1987 and
May 1988, the Law on State Enterprises and the Law on Cooperatives,
allowed state firms in the USSR more autonomy in the field of
investment and hiring labor. More importantly, these laws allowed a
fairly liberal conduct of business compared to previous decades. But the
most prominent change in the dominating centre of the socialist system
was the explicit legitimization of private property other than consumer
goods. It had been abolished in 1917, but was fully accepted when the
overambitious 1990 Shatalin  '500  days'  plan was launched.

Thus, although the command character of the Polish economy was
still in shape during the 198Os, major changes in Poland, as well as in
the USSR, initiated a shift towards a less positively ruled society. Laws
in the field of ownership, competition, ownership structures, regulation
of natural and state monopolies, fraud and bankruptcy were being
changed prior to the implementation of the programme. Unfortunately,
there was no guarantee whatsover that they would actually work and in

2  According to Myant (1993, p. 75), Jaruzelski counted on a divided opppsition,
unable to produce a coherent alternative programme so he could press through vigorous
economic reform.
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many fields a legal vacuum remained (Gomulka, 1992; Poznanski,
1993). In addition, lack of experience and the inability to execute laws,
especially that of bankruptcy, would show during the first year of the
programme. Capital and money markets were created by
constructivism, but genuinely evolved and working capital markets did
not exist.

II.3 THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM

During the 1980s the Polish economy was subjected  to two stages  of

reform, the first lasting from the early 1980s until 1985. The renewed
effort took place in 1986 since the first stage failed to bring about the
economic recovery and the change in the system of allocation. Both
stages lacked consistency for three reasons: the position of top party
leaders could not be questioned, the efforts were the final results of
negotiations with those opposed to change, and the result had to be
within the predetermined boundaries of socialist society (Kolodko,
1991; Myant, 1993). So, on the eve of the introduction of the
Balcerowicz programme, much of the old system was still in place.

Subsection (I) will be about that part of the system which was slated to
be freed from government interference. In subsection (II), the state of
government activities complementary to the market will be presented;

(III) will address the government budget and its internal and external

monetary affairs.

I markets and the government
By the end of 1989, the Polish economy was still characterized by:
1. Nationalization  of the means of production, distribution,  and
exchange, except for agriculture. Public opinion as well as Solidarnosc

had always been in favor of labor management. Genuinely privately
owned firms had, for the better part of the 8Os, not been considered an
option for bringing about economic recovery.
2. Physical regulation of production, distribution, exchange, and
consumption; physical and imperative planning of many dimensions of
the economic process. Large trade barriers still existed. The difference
between the period of Martial Law and the years following was vested
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in the intensity with which the authorities tried to run the economic
system. Under Martial Law, trade unions were dissolved, strikes

prohibited, industries militarized, and work on Saturdays was
compulsory.
3. Direct interference in price setting:
About half of the prices of goods, services, labor and capital were

controlled by the government. The other half was still under implicit
control. Setting too high a price was thought to generate excessive
profits. Excessive profits were to be countered by higher taxes or a
reintroduction of direct price controls. The price system which resulted

was, in fact, a direct price control system within margins. So, virtually
all prices, especially those of some basic goods and energy, were
controlled. 3
4. Indirect manipulation of economic activities. The use of subsidies,
soft credits, and 'sophisticated' tax differentiations was widespread. In
trying to create an incentive system, policy makers had to balance
incentive effects, monetary equilibrium and justice simultaneously. The
system of taxation that resulted turned out to be extremely
'sophisticated,' and was 'modernized' almost every year (Bauer, 1990).

The predominant heritage of the Polish economic system at the end of
the eighties, as in all former socialist countries, was an emphasis on

heavy industry and a highly monopolized hierarchical structure. This
highly integrated structure reflected the attempt to balance input and
output. The degree of monopolization in industry had grown through

adaptations of the system aimed at eliminating parallelism in production
and trade (Ellman, 1989; Kontorovich, 1988). The other side of the
coin was the absolute underdevelopment of medium and small-scale
industries specialized in providing inputs for other industries and an
underdevelopment of consumer-oriented industries, and the service
sector. Where the system could not provide certain goods and services

by itself, considerable black market activity arose.
By the end of 1989, decades of physical regulation of production, and

direct and indirect price manipulations had not only led to a severely
disrupted price structure, but to a situation in which valuing state-owned
firms had become extremely difficult, as well. Allocation and
coordination in the distribution of inputs, intermediate products and

3 FoOd prices where liberalized as early as August 1989.
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services, when subject to continuous government interference, result in
an untraceability of genuine profit and loss making firms and
considerable misallocation of resources (Mises, 1920). A policy of free
prices under these circumstances will likely give rise to a sudden
distortion of input costs and prices of finished products without time to
restructure productive capacity (Bruno, 1992; Winiecki, 1991). In
addition, at the end of 1989, profits were still calculated at historical
costs (Schaffer, 1992). Since inflation was expected to arise from the
'big bang,' historic profit accounting would considerably overestimate
profits. Nonetheless, at the start of the Balcerowicz programme the
method of calculating profits was unchanged.

II complementary government activities
The state of affairs in the field of activities complementary to the
functioning of the economic system was rather poor. The material
infrastructure, traffic provisions (roads, bridges, harbours, airports)
was of low quality, ill-fitted to economic activity of Western capitalist
fashion. Communication services required additional government
investment as well.  Only 115 telephone connections per 1000 inhabitants
existed, compared to a Western average of over 500 (Otta, 1992;
Wellisz, 1991). The energy-intensity of production was high, the energy
provisions were technically outdated and highly pollutive (the coal price
being 10% of the world-price). Poland depended on oil and gas from
the Soviet Union and much of the industry ran on coal (Ellman, 1993;
Hille, et. al., 1993). Before the introduction of the Balcerowicz
programme a revised social security system was designed, intended to
be used temporarily (Coun. of Min., 1989; Inglot, 1995).

III macroeconomic balance
Government debt The tax system mainly focussed on collecting profit
taxes and it remained unchanged at the start of the Balcherowicz
programme. The government's debt to its citizens was very low, unlike
the foreign debt. The fiscal deficit (the deficit excluding debt service)
had been modest during the 1980s. But in 1988 and 1989 it rose
considerably. This was mainly due to massive subsidies on basic goods.
In terms of income, a decrease in both profit taxes and turnover taxes
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made matters worse. The deficit was covered by printing extra money
(Gomulka, 1992; Rosati, 1994).

In the tradition of many socialist societies, Poland had no norms for
strickly limiting the government's deficit and did not pursue a policy of
public openness as concerned its own housekeeping. Lack of confidence
in the zloty gave rise to a high degree of currency substitution.
Transactions of the public mainly took place in dollars. In 1989, signs
of economic recovery were absent and a continuing detoriation of
government finances was predicted if nothing was done (e.g. Coun. of
Min., 1989; Kolodko, 1991, Lipton and Sachs, 1990).

External Monetary Policy From about 1988, the Soviet Union, suffering a
crisis and trying to service its external debt, started limiting its imports,

producing a reduction in demand for other CMEA partners including
Poland.4 In 1989 (Hungary) and 1990 (other partners), it was agreed to

make payments in hard currencies in 1991. A price shock was expected,
mainly of energy prices since the USSR was a large supplier of oil and
gas to Poland.

In 1989, Poland faced a hard currency debt of $40 bn. It had grown
due to excessive financing of foreign consumption with petrol dollars

during the seventies under president Gierek. During the Balcerowicz
programme,  in  1990,  20% of Poland's  debt was remitted under several
conditions by the 'Paris club.' Nonetheless, repayment of the debt
implied a stringent export-oriented strategy to which Poland's economic
structure was not suited. The share its world-trade had fallen from
1.13% in 1980 to less than 0.5% in 1987, mainly due to a lack of
competitiveness of exports. This was even the case during the time when
efforts were made to force more production into exports at the expense
of domestic consumption. Trade activity with the West was very low
and overall trade activity was concentrated. In 1988, 88% of exports
and 89% of imports were in the hands of 39 Foreign Trade
Organisations (Otta, 1992). Poland was also dependent on imports of
inputs for its production. Unfortunately, on top of the hard currency
payments due, a large devaluation of the zloty to encourage export-
oriented production, would rapidly inflate intermediate foreign
products. Poland's external balance already lacked foreign reserves.

4  The CMEA was officially dissolved on January 1st, 1991.
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The   zloty was inconvertible until January   1 st   1990.   The   rate   of
exchange was set by administrative methods and did not reflect balance
of payment fundamentals prior to that date (Balcerowicz, 1994;
Gomulka, 1992; Winiecki, 1992).

Internal Monetary Policy Bargaining over plan targets and the use of barter
products still occurred during the 198Os, despite two stages of reform.
It is also evident that firms provided credit for each other, voluntarily
or unvoluntarily. In the latter case, firms simply did not pay their debts
thereby forcing other firms to become creditors. These firms in turn
became debtors to other firms due to a lack of liquidities. Monetary
authorities have always reacted with accommodative policy.

From 1988 on, Poland had a two-tier banking system, in contrast to
the old monobank system. Although this should have raised the general
consciousness about profitable and non-profitable credits,5 private banks
remained in a bargaining position with customers, many of them having
become co-owners. So, with regard to the easy access of firms to credit
facilities changes were not as profound as they seemed. Moreover,
accommodation of the large budget deficits of 1989, due to the massive
granting of subsidies, led to near-hyperinflation and a collapse of
credibility (Gomulka, 1992; Rosati, 1994). Given the apparent

inflationary pressures (money printing and inflationary overhang) it
would have taken high nominal interest rates to give credits that would
yield a positive return in real terms. After the introduction of the two-
tier banking system interest rates remained negative in real terms ex

post (McKinnon, 1992; Rosati, 1994; Winiecki, 1992).

III  MACROECONOMICS AND THE BALCEROWICZ PROGRAMME

The state of the Polish economy in the 1980s was one of excess demand

(Kolodko, 1991; Podkaminer, 1982, 1988; Sachs, 1990). The model,
which is briefly presented here, is elaborated in the appendix.6

5  Insofar as 'profitability' can be identified in an economic system which is not guided
by competition and free prices (Mises, 1920).
6  The model benefitted from the comments of A. Welfe at the International Symposium
on Economic Modelling (1993), on a preliminary version of this chapter.
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.A    .             4.Demand 6Py) is  determined  by consumption (CPJ' investment (1Px)'

government expenditures (lgp*) (exogenous for simplicity) and net
exports (Sb), in which (Ay) is the producer price level and (ix) is the
price of expenditures. Supply is denoted by G') and the foreign price of
expenditures by (A*) . In addition, (Eb) is an unspecified vector which
denotes the complex influence on the trade balance surplus of sudden
shocks like the collapse in CMEA trade and hard currency payments to
the USSR. The fixed price level (Ay) is the pre-'big bang' producer price
at which excess demand exists.

Consumption, in the absence of capitalists is determined by the wage
share (St/px) in which ($1) stands for employment times the nominal
wage level (the wage bill) and accumulated forced savings (Sjorced)
Investment depends on the difference between the net capital income
(determined by what is left after the wage bill, minus taxes and

.

depreciations) and the yield on alternative investment (b. Finally, (e)

denotes the (at that time fixed) nominal exchange rate. The real
exchange rate is denoted in the price of expenditure since the Polish
economy is largely dependent on imp9rted inputs. All partial derivates

are positive, except for ( 6 bl 69)  and  (6it62). Aggregate demand is:

Ypy=cuplipx.  Ih or„,ilpx)px + i(ypy -lptipx. bpx + 1gpx
I    .'6      0     A

+Sb[y, epx*'px, Sb]

Excess demand implies:

A

ye = y

where ge denotes fulfilled demand. The aggregate price level, however,
is too low as it is the summarized effect of direct price controls, causing
actual demand   to be too high, thus:

A A . A

Ry  <P y    and  Ye  <  Y.

In Figure 6 the situation of excess demand is depicted. Notice that the
.     6

supply curve is vertical. An upward sloping curve  (in y, py -space)
would reflect nominal wage rigidities. These were apparent in the
Polish economy of the late eighties. But, although demand factors in a
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planned economy may be modelled in approximately the same manner
as in the market economy, supply factors cannot, as is emphatically
argued throughout this work.

Fig 6.
.

py               C.
<e                  e
Ily   . . . ' . . . . . . . . . .

A

Y

A'                                          AY                     Y

This is caused by the absence of profit maximization as a governing
motive for producers. The supply remained essentially the outcome of a
planned process before 1990, which   is   why the curve is vertical
(Charemza, 1993; Kornai, 1980).7 Just after the 'big bang' the curve
was still determined by highly monopolistic behavior indicating that
firms were able to set prices and market output largely as they saw fit. 8

7 The notion exists (Charemza, 1993; Gomulka, 1992) that if price liberalization
occurs, supply becomes price-elastic and the aggregate supply curve becomes upward
sloping. Yet price liberalization implies a vertical supply curve just after the 'big bang,'
since the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is zero (former planned
economy). If the elasticity rises (markets mechanisms arise, entrepreneurs use prices to
try and sell to their full capacity), the supply curve becomes upward sloping only  if
wage earners are myopic enough to let real wages decline (a Lipsey-Phillips situation).
8  Notice that an almost identical model is used by Gomulka (1991, 1992). He,
however, uses a model with perfect substitutability of assets, which causes a link
between the money market and investment. Given the vertical supply curve, the model
becomes overdetermined the moment a fixed interest rate is introduced in the investment
function since investment is simply the leftover of production minus demand for
consumer goods (including government investment) in a Classical model. Gomulka's
way of avoiding this situation is the introduction of a supply curve that has a Keynesian
range as well, reflecting the extreme position that demand has fallen so much that
entrepreneurs are unable to use their price weapon. The opposite was the case in 1990,
since inflation was running. To cope with this problem he exogenously shifts the curve
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How large was the excess demand at the end of 1989? In August 1989,
the Rakowski government decided prices of agricultural products should
be liberalized. This resulted in near-hyperinflation. The consequence of
hyperinflation is a significant reduction of the monetary overhang of
households, but it has relatively little bearing on the monetary overhang
of state firms, the only effect being a deflated value (see appendix). The
spending power of wage earners just before the 'big bang' was largely
dependent on current income (Berg and Sachs, 1992; Gomulka, 1992;
Kolodko, 1991). Nonetheless, excess demand was still high enough that
a significant price jump was expected. This was mainly due to large
nominal wage increases in 1989 with many prices still being under
direct control.

The  January   1, 1990 Balcerowicz programme   was a macroeconomic
package of standard IMF form. Its internal element consisted of:

-a policy of price liberalization, with some exceptions (e.g., prices of
energy);

-a wage indexation scheme to keep down inflationary pressure due to
wage pushes;
-a drastic cut in government expenditures and transfers in an attempt to

bring about a balanced budget, also reducing inflationary pressure;
-an effort to come to a positive ex-post real interest rate.9
The external part concentrated on:
-internal convertibility of the zloty at a fixed rate of exchange. The
zloty was drastically devaluated for two reasons: to catch up with
domestic (near-hyper) inflation thereby reestablishing competitiveness
and to regain public confidence in the zloty as the domestic currency;
-competition, forced upon Poland by access to foreign products. It was
believed to be a significant force that would lead to a restructuring of
the former planned economy (Coun. of Min., 1989; Calvo and Coricelli,
1992; Lipton and Sachs, 1990; Winiecki, 1990).

upward. This could happen in the case of a removal of subsidies (cost-push), but never
continuously (as must be the case if one wishes to explain Poland's running inflation).
Thus, a vertical supply curve is maintained here.
9 Several attempts were made to privatize state firms but the role of the private sector
remained insignificant during the implementation of the programme. The vast bulk of
the state firms were kept in the hands of the state.
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The main lessons to be learned from the previous chapters, however,
are the following:
-As Mises showed, socialism is marked by the lack of genuine economic
calculation. First, allocation and coordination in the distribution of
inputs, intermediate products and services, when subject to continuous

public interference, result in an untraceability of genuine profit and loss
making firms (also reported in Gomulka, 1992) and considerable
misallocation of resources. Second, behavior in the resulting system, say
the attempt to deal with all problems so generated, is also motivated by

monetary factors. That is to say that accomodative monetary policy
constitutes an integrate part of the functioning of the supply side. Third,
the internal production structure was ill-suited to support an export-
oriented strategy, although the latter was badly needed. A policy of free
prices under these circumstances is likely to give rise to a sudden
distortion of input costs and prices of finished products without time to
restructure productive capacity (Kontorovich, 1988; Winiecki, 1992).
So, prudence with regard to drastic policy is necessary (Murrell, 1992).
-The socialist experiment has shown that constructivism (Popper, 1943,
1945) is a dangerous phenomenon which is likely to feed off human
suffering. Although there was definite need for action at the end of
1989, Sachs' phrase: 'One cannot jump over a ravine in separate leaps,'
shows close similarity with Lenin's 'One cannot make an omelette
without breaking eggs'. As Popper strongly argued, in the field of social

science, human experiment ought to be restricted to the bare minimum,
and certainly does not justify mass-construction of events without
precisely formulated blueprints. Although transition is a transformation
of society at large, the 'big bang' approach contains elements that are
much further from the piecemeal engineering approach than necessary.
-A political system of democracy allows all those with the right to vote
to have their say. In capitalism this means that, regardless of the opinion
of professional economists, the people in society determine the level of
pure market-working -without public interference- to be tolerated. One
is free to vote against the market. The higher the human suffering on
introduction of the market, the higher the risk that some kind of return
to the old economic system will be voted for.
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IV   IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAMME

IV.1 WAGES AND INDEXATION

The emphasis of the programme was on macroeconomics. A wage
indexation scheme was introduced in order to mitigate inflationary
pressure. But to what degree did macrofundamentals determine the
wage scheme? For some reason the scheme lacked these fundamentals in
several ways. Consider the balance of the economy.

.

Yt     = wage bill (before taxes)
Yr     = net profits (before taxes)
A

D      = depreciations
A     -                  6                                 AYi =lpi C     = private consumption
fr                          7                                  I      = gross investment
A   A A                                           A

D- d px                      fg                                          Xg = government expenditures
6    A l

X =xpx X      = domestic expenditures
 b Sb     = net exports (value)

A    A l

Y=YPY Y        = gross value added of firms

Next, the wage share in the economy is defined:

A    A A  A A1=YllY=lpily py.

Since the private sector was very small at the start of the 'big bang' it is
assumed that private consumption only takes place from wages. At the
start of the 'big bang' two sources of private consumption existed:
current real income and accumulated real savings of which a part was
forced due to shortages in the goods market. As argued in the previous
section, the latter was small given the final hyperinflationary months of
1989. Yet they appeared significant so as to let prices jump
considerably.

If the wage share is to be kept constant (dXJdt=0) nominal wages must
follow:

01=  07  +9  -1.
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This condition states that nominal wages must follow the increase in the

producer price level corrected for changes in labor productivity. To
make room for a larger gross profit share (1-1), making it possible for
gross investment to increase, the total wage share must decline.

In order to see what happened in the complicated case of Polish
transition, the flaws in the wage policy are presented starting with a
simple case. Elements of reality will be introduced step by step, so as to
get a full picture of what happened.

I no changes in labor productivity in a closed economy
Consider again the state of the Polish economy prior to the 'big bang' in
Figure 7. It is assumed that no changes in labor productivity take place.

Fig 7.
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What, in this context, is a 'big bang' towards macroeconomic
equilibrium? It is quite simple: allow prices to move freely. They ought
to be allowed to move along the demand curve to remove the period's
forced savings. But the demand curve also jumps upwards, reflecting
the existence of monetary overhang, accumulated forced savings from
the past. In practice this means that no indexation of nominal wages to
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producer prices should take place until equilibrium prices have been
established. If it is assumed that this process lasted one month,10 January
1990 would have been a month without any indexation of wages
allowing the economy to move towards Pe, the equilibrium price. It is
of utmost importance to notice that this price jump is motivated by
excess demand and thus by the height of the monetary overhang. It thus
depends largely on a stock magnitude.

If no indexation is applied in the first month, real wages would be
lowered considerably, but not the level of real consumption, given that
supply is fixed and given the premise of no changes in labor
productivity. The only thing eliminated would be the excess demand,
due to forced savings by the consumer. 11 Consequently, this policy does
not give rise to any inflation other than the market-clearing initial price
shock. After the depletion of excess demand, a round of indexation must
occur, so as to allow the wage sum to adapt to the current prices of
consumer goods. The profit share must appear sufficiently high to
finance gross investment and budget outlays, since it can no longer rely
on the forced savings which were freed after corrective inflation (see
appendix). This demands a very careful fine-tuning of macroeconomic
policy in practice. Only after this fine tuning has taken place, full
indexation of wages to producer prices must be pursued each month.
That is, indexation to a flow magnitude.

What happened in the case in question? Prices were allowed to move
freely, but wage indexation was introduced to keep down inflation, even
during the first month, when the money overhang ought to have been
depleted. There was no consideration at aU about the height of the profit
share. No macroeconomic coordination of the wage and profit sums was
pursued. The scheme basically forced wages to lag behind prices each
month.12 Apparently the IMF assumed that initial excess demand had

10 Price restructuring was a matter of days rather than weeks according to Sachs
(1990). Within two weeks black market activities had shrunk and goods were in the
shops that had not been there for years. In theory (no wage indexation allowed in the
first month), it is assumed that markets clear in one month. It will be assumed, given
thepolicies pursued, that macroeconomic clearing of all markets took two months.
11  As correctly observed by Charemza (1993, p. 154) in a general case. It should be
noted that in this particular case excess supply of goods in some markets pointed at too
high a price increase stemming from monopolistic behaviour (see next section).
12  The rate of indexation was  0.7 in January, 0.8 in February and 0.4 in March and
0.4 the rest of the year; June, however, was a month of full indexation. Indexation
rates were ex ante to CPI estimates. Total aggregate wages did not reach the ceiling
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originated in the same manner as in the West and Latin America: as a
result of too high wage demands that are monetarily accommodated. It
was not seen as a phenomenon that was partly generated by the supply
side of the economy. Secondly, the indexation implied that inflation was

partly resolved by its consequence, not only by its source. That is, after
the initial burst of corrective inflation, there is no need for new
inflation (which now has real effects), unless, for some reason, excess

demand occurs again. To say that wage earners cannot be compensated

for this inflation (it erodes the value of their wage sum) is addressing

the problem by its consequence.
If such a wage policy is pursued, real wages are suppressed each

month and the wage share starts declining, the spending power of the
consumer is eroded, giving rise to a collapse in private consumption.
So, the demand curve moves to the left for each month in which there is

inflation. But this is puzzling. What is the source of this inflation?
Where does inflation come from under a deflationary policy which
suppresses waps and consumption (C), brings down government

expenditures (Xg) and transfers to state firms and thus investment (I) ?
(Notice it is still assumed that the Polish economy was closed at this
point.) The answer to this question is not to be found in the literature

defending the wage indexation scheme.
Inflation in a deflationary-demand context only occurs for one reason.

It arises from supply factors, thus from a change in labor productivity,
the very thing the wage scheme did not take into account. The wage

scheme only controlled wages per year of labor (pt /py) and did not
control what matters macroeconomically: wages per product
I  .    I.

(pilpy)(yll).
First, the wage indexation scheme started too early, namely during

instead of after the initial burst of corrective inflation. Second, if
changes in labor productivity are not taken into account, a month to
month erosion of the spending power of consumers had taken place

instead of the allowed full indexation after corrective inflation. Third,
the fact that after a burst of corrective inflation, the wage share and
gross profit share need to be adjusted by an additional round of

until the end of 1990; firms remained largely under the allowed index. The reason it did
not reach the limit may have been the (this is very peculiar: see appendix) 'unpredicted'
fall in real wages in January 1990, the restrictive monetary policy and the generally
feared popiwek tax on salaries above the allowed index (Gomulka, 1991).
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indexation was never considered (see appendix). Finally, no attention
was given to the question why inflation would occur in an environment
where all policies were demand restricting.

II changes in labor productivity in a closed economy
If changes in labor productivity are taken into account, the true
deflationary effect of the indexation scheme can be observed. Table 3
provides an overview  of the development  of the  1990 wage share  in
industrial production. 13 The first column shows the monthly change in
producer prices, the next the monthly change in production and the
third shows the development of employment. From these data, the
allowed monthly change in nominal wages is calculated. This is the
change needed to provide for a stable wage share, by necessity implying
a stable gross profit share in production. It is obvious that the absolute
magnitude of the wage share needs to decline in transition (see
appendix). Given the existence of excess demand, the gross profit share
in December 1989 was absolutely insufficient for producers.
(Equilibrium implies that the total of production sold minus the wage
bill is large enough to reproduce the capital stock and finance the budget
outlays). Given the need for rapid replacement of the technically
outdated capital stock, a falling wage share, a trade-off between
consumption and investment (consumption in the future), would
certainly not be unwelcome. Finally, the fifth column shows the actual
monthly rise in nominal wages. The 'gap' is the difference between the
allowed nominal wage rise and the observed one.

The first month deserves special attention. Notice that it is assumed
that no indexation to prices exists during the first month to allow excess
demand to be eliminated. Two disturbing effects, however, which
together affect inflation, occur. Firstly, supply has fallen, creating
inflation.

13 Due to the inadequacy of monthly data for the economy as a whole, the industry
sector is taken to stress the point. Notice that OECD short-term statistics on Eastern
Europe (1992), Table 7.13 , does not show total producer prices, but only that of
industry. Compare these with GUS statistics for verification. The qualitative conclusion
remains the same for the economy as a whole since statistics clearly show that
consumption as a percentage of national income rose in 1990.
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Table 3.

1990 py  y -l allowed pl actual gap

Jan 109.6 -19.0 1.0 -18.0 2.3 20.3

Coordination of wages and profits: unknown                         ?
Feb 9.6 -14.2 1.0 <-3.6 15.6 >19.2

Mar -0.2 10.5 1.0 11.3 37.8 26.5

Apr 2.1 -8.5 1.0 -5.4 -8.9    -3.5

May 0.6 4.1        1.8 6.5 -5.0 -11.5

Jun     1.5 -0.0 0.7 2.2 -0.4    -2.6

Jul 3.3 -4.8            1.1 -0.4 9.7 10.1

Aug 2.9 7.7 1.2 11.8 5.5     -6.3

Sep 2.7 0.4 0.9 4.0 6.7      2.7

Okt 4.9 11.4 0.7 17.0 12.4 -4.6
Nov 3.6 -3.6 0.9 0.9 20.2 19.3

Dec 3.3 -6.0 3.1 0.4 2.9      2.5

Source: OECD Short Term Statistics
All variables: monthly rate of change

Secondly, a Keynesian multiplier effect on production and prices,
stemming from the rise in actual nominal wages (calculated from ex-
ante CPI estimates, which equal PPI estimates in the closed economy
assumed at this stage of argumentation) exists that month, again pushing
prices up. Strictly speaking, the burst of corrective inflation is less than
the recorded 109.6%,  but how much remains a guess. Yet it must be

clear that the burst of corrective inflation (which is due neither to the
first month's wage rise, nor to the collapse in supply) was high. There
are two reasons for this conclusion. Firstly, if the collapse in supply is
to account for a large part of the price rise (say demand falls 19 points,
prices rise over 5 times as much), demand must be extraordinary price-
inelastic. Secondly, the multiplier-effect of 2.3 is very small and cannot
account for the remaining 14.6% inflation.

Another point that deserves attention is the collapse of the wage share

due to the burst of corrective inflation in the first month (see appendix
for some fundamental considerations). Let us again bear in mind that
this fall is made possible because at the same time the money overhang
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of the consumer closes the gap. After this fall, macroeconomic
equilibrium can be restored by coordination of wages and prices only
on two conditions. -The gross profit share is calculated to determine
how much nominal wages can rise so the consumer can buy at new
prices, those established due to the depletion of the money overhang.
This is definitely less than 109.6%, since at that rate the wage share
would rise. (For this reason 'unknown' is applied). -Only after this
difficult task is completed, can wages be fully indexed. The wage share
must thus collapse and subsequently rise, but not to its pre-'big bang'
level, where it caused excess demand. If the policy is perfectly
implemented, the volume of goods consumed does not change under cet.
par. conditions.

What determines the size of the wage share? No macrocoordination of
the wage and profit share actually occurred in Poland. Three factors
competed for the impact on inflation.
-Consumers initially experienced a large fall in the spending power of
their wages and the wage share dropped.
-Instead of restoring spending power after the depletion of their forced
savings, erasing excess demand in one month, indexation occurred. This
boosted the wage share, during corrective inflation. So, in the first
month, excess demand was unnecessarily fuelled by linking nominal
wages to a price increase due to a stock magnitude, causing extra
inflation. Nothing new so far. It probably only disappeared months later
(Welfe, 1996): prices fell in March. (For this reason the '<' is applied in
February.) But at this point, given the giant price incease in January and
February, the spending power of the consumer (which now had to rely
on current income only) was not restored. Emphatically, 'spending
power' is spoken of since:
-A huge collapse in labor productivity occurs. The main part of it is due
to a huge collapse in supply. Since it was larger than the fall in
investment and budget outlays, it causes inflation at a given wage share.
The occurence of inflation in that year clearly indicated a supply-
generated recession.

Although the wage share was crushed by corrective inflation, restored
a bit by too early indexation -therefore Still too low- from that point on
it starts rising, due to the collapse in supply while labor discharge
remains slow (i.e., labor productivity falls, see also, Calvo and
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Corricelli, 1992.) Since the Balcerowicz programme did not correct for
these changes, a point was reached where an excessive wage share

became a significant contribution to inflation. That is, the sum may have

fallen, but it more than compensated by the fall in supply. Figure 8
depicts this phenomenon in real terms to stress the point. It is a
simplified smoothed version of the development of wage sum and
production presented in Table 3 from March to the end of the year (as it
is assumed by March excess demand had been completely resolved.)

Figure 8.
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Figure 8 shows the equilibrium shares (assumed to be 2/3 and 1/3 for
the wage and gross profit share respectively). The shaded area reflects
the actual wage share. Whilst production (supply) as well as
consumption collapsed in absolute value, consumption started eating up
a growing part of industrial production. In other words, consumption
was doing relatively well after point a. From that point, the gross profit
share and thus investment were hit the hardest and wages start to fuel
inflation in the usual flow-sense. This implies that the wage indexation
scheme cannot be blamed for causing the Polish recession. On the
contrary, the production factor labor is overrewarded, compared to

capital, for its part in generating real production.

III changes in labor productivity in an open economy

In reality, the wage indexation scheme was not based on the producer's
price index. It was based on the consumer price index, meaning that
consumers were also compensated (though only partly each month) for
changes in the terms of trade. Thus, in addition to the compensation for
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domestic inflation, the consumer was compensated for a rise in the price
of imported goods. This wage rise was again borne by the gross profit
share after some time. The prices of imports rose considerably due to
the sharp devaluation  of the zloty in January  1990,  as  well  as to foreign
producer price inflation.

The rise in net exports which occurred during the year has not yet
been given attention. Of course, the multiplier effect of rising net
exports is positive, so the environment in which the wage policy was
pursued was not deflationary in all its components. Consumption,
investment and government expenditures fell and net exports rose.

IV the (relative) expansionary effectof the wage indexation scheme
How is it possible that the macroeconomic picture is so much different
from the original Balcerowicz indexation scheme, which was meant to
bring real wage demands down so as not to fuel inflation after the initial
corrective burst? First, the indexation scheme was, in a way, hybrid. It
was not only intended to keep inflation down but to guarantee some
level of spending power at the same time (Wellisz, 1991). This is why
the scheme included compensation for changes in the terms of trade.
There is always a choice to be made about whether or not to include
these changes. But more importantly, it lacked the basic principles of
macroeconomics. No distinction was made between inflation from stock
magnitudes and inflation due to flow magnitudes. After erosion of the
monetary overhang stock (demanding a price jump), macrocoordination
should have occurred. Only then should full indexation to prices and
labor productivity changes (flow) have been applied. But, the scheme
controlled wages per year of labor but not wages per product (distorted
by the wedge between consumer and producer prices). In other words,
the scheme tried to compensate for inflation, but did not correct for
changes in labor productivity. This is peculiar since it was meant to
control inflation.14 Producer price inflation in a deflationary
environment (except for net exports) could only result from a fall in
supply and thus, by definition, from changes in labor productivity.
Indeed, production was falling much faster than employment. This

14  Calvo and Corricelli (1992) and Welfe (1996) are among the few authors to pick up
on this crucial point .
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meant that if investment and government expenditures had not fallen,
there would still have been inflationary pressures coming from wages;

despite all the highly restrictive measures, the fall in production was
outrunning the fall in wages. The wage scheme turned out to be
expansive instead of contractive.

Lastly, concerning the data, these may not be that adequate since a rise
in the producer price level of 109.6% at a level of inflation (CPI index)
of 79.6% in January 1990, would have meant  a huge decrease  in  the
foreign price level, given the large devaluation. But, the basic message

remains that production fell faster than consumption (see also: Plan
Econ Report, Dec. 1991), from which it can only be concluded that
serious doubts about the demand-generated view of the recession in
Poland are justified, although consumption did fall in absolute terms.
These findings are consistent with those of Calvo and Coricelli (1992)
and Charemza (1992), although their approach is different. They
arrived at their conclusions by focussing on the factors which disrupted
the working of the supply side. A clear choice for a supply-generated
recession is seldom found, often both demand and supply factors are
described without a choice for the dominating side (Gomulka, 1991,
1992, see: note 6; Winiecki, 1990,1992). A supply-generated recession

is questioned by e.g. Crane (1993) and challenged by Brada and King

(1992), however, on the basis of an empirical study assuming demand-
determined output in the midst of running inflation. Apparently, there is
much controversy surrounding the causes of the Polish recession. This
requires closer examination of the supply-side.

IV.2 THE SUPPLY SIDE

I historical profit accounting in a monopolistic environment
An entrepreneurship-oriented policy would mean adopting western legal
frameworks and standards of calculation, providing clear rules of the
game. What actually happened? In early 1990, firms were able to escape

from entrepreneurial behavior in the sense of adapting to the new
circumstances. Following the burst of corrective inflation, profits
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should be expected to skyrocket (see appendix), which they did.15 The
enormous amount of resources now available, firms were freed from
the burden of financing excess demand, would have resulted in an
increase in net investment under genuine entrepreneurial circumstances.
But given the highly monopolist structure of the economy, the first
reaction of producers to the freed, rising prices was to roam the
consumer's surplus. (At the aggregate level, this rational behavior is
limited by the total value of demand and the capacity to store unsold
supplies.) In January 1990, excess supply of some goods reflected this
attempt. Investment never rose.

Moreover, a crucial rule of the market had not been followed:
calculate inventories at current prices. Firms rationally used the left-
overs of the old system. A system of capitalist calculation had not been
established, so firms showed extra large profits since inventories were
valued at pre-'big bang' prices. On top of that, profit taxes were
calculated based on these historical cost profits. As a consequence, the
government's balance looked exceptionally positive. So, despite the
increase in profits due to the move towards macroeconomic equilibrium
and the fact that firms valued inventories on the base of historical
accounting -these inventories, of course, being unusually high at the end
of 1989- virtually nothing happened (Gomulka, 1992; Schaffer, 1992;
Winiecki, 1992).

II balanced budget, positive real interest rates and price shocks
What was the cause of the huge collapse in supply? Internal policies
were pursued like the drastic attempt to balance the budget and the
move towards a positive ex post real interest rate. Balancing the budget
meant a sudden halt in loans ('transfers' in the appendix) to state firms.
Cutting loans is a complicated matter. Although there is no other
macroeconomic aspect to giving loans besides the creation of a money
overhang at the level of the firm, this is only true given an equilibrium
economy in which investment is financed by savings. In the reverse
case, i.e., an economy suffering from a savings excess in which it is

15 oddly, the profit jump and subsequent move to balance the budget are generally
described as 'surpring' and 'puzzling' (e.g., Calvo and Corricelli, 1992; Plan Econ
Sept. 1990; Winiecki, 1990).
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attempted to return to equilibrium, several behavioral regularities are
encountered; firms have grown accustomed to working with cheap

credits and the resulting behavioral framework. Extensive barters,
hoarding, interfirm loans and a planned distribution system constituted
the functioning of the supply side and basically disguised the excess
demand for investment. (Calvo & Corricelli (1992), rejecting the
demand-dominated approach to recession, use this behavioral approach
to explain why output fell ahead of demand). The 'big bang' erased the
evolved supply side structures of the old system without offering a
suitable alternative, which resulted in a systematic vacuum in the
provision of goods.

The move towards a positive real interest rate (a 36% nominal interest

rate in January 1990, that turned out to be negative ex-post in real
terms) forced many firms to limit credit. This did not really hamper the
liquidity position of firms, because of the previously mentioned profit
jump, the extra historical profits, and the selling of foreign currency
holdings accumulated under the old system. Real money holdings even
rose in March 1990. However, rising money holdings did not mean that
the supply side was performing well. In fact just the opposite was true.
First, the selling of foreign currencies by firms was concentrated in the
foreign trade sector, so this factor can be eliminated. Secondly, profit
taxes, levied on both the profit jump and the bookkeeping jump due to
valuation of inventories at old prices, put so much pressure on the firms
that the wage sum needed to be reduced. The same applies to the
accessibility to credit. Since, historically, many firms depended on
credit to finance obligations, the wage sum bore the burden (Calvo and
Corricelli, 1992).16 Most importantly, these shocks in a mono-
hierarchical, highly integrated production structure are likely to cause
severe intra-firm problems. It should be noted that these shocks are on
top of the 'normal' transitory shocks coming from sudden large changes

in the relative price of input and finished product after prices have been
allowed to move freely. One of these shocks was the sudden price
increase in imported inputs. The complex effects of the disrupted
balance in the supply-side may be difficult to determine, but its collapse

speaks for itself. In a way, Poland was lucky to have experienced so few

16 Profit taxes where so high that the wage sum was suppressed. Despite this
development the wage share was rising.
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bankruptcies on account of an initially infant legal stucture. The
application of a set of rigid capitalist bankruptcy regulations would have
exacerbated the situation.

IV.3 THE BUDGET DEFICIT

The move towards a balanced budget appears radical. Poland
experienced near-hyperinflation only four months before the
implementation of the programme, so there was an urgent need for
constructive action. The nature of the supply side, on the other hand,
requires prudence. The literature on cutting inflation is mainly
characterised by a game theory approach using Lucas' signal expression
problem in a world with perfectly working markets and rational
expectations (Kydland & Prescott, 1979; Barro & Gordon, 1988). The
familiar theoretical insight that a cold turkey policy is painless as long
as it is perfectly anticipated (i.e., changes in the nominal wage level
follow price changes, even downwards) does not apply to Eastern

Europe.
Cutting the government deficit is not about giving signals to the public

who may or may not believe the policy to be credible. It simply forces
the supply side to work less smoothly. The many behavioral aspects of

drastically cutting government interference in the economy are widely
recorded (e.g., Charemza, 1992, 1993; Gomulka, 1991, 1992;
Poznanski, 1993; Winiecki, 1992). The mono-hierarchical, highly
integrated nature of the supply side may cause each hampered
production process to pass difficulties on to the next link in the chain.

Two points should be raised. First, the reaction of the supply side
rather than that of the demand side must have been the focus of
attention, and therefore a less radical approach might have been less
problematic for the functioning of the supply side. Second, is there a
need to actively move the economy towards a balanced budget (or act as
if this has happened)? The answer is yes, insofar as loans to state firms
are concerned and no insofar macroeconomic restructuring is
concerned. The move to balance the budget appeared to be very
successful initially. As argued in the appendix, it should have been, not
as the result of a policy, but by necessity. It should be emphasized that
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profits jump dramatically after the remittance of excess demand, as do
profit taxes consequently. The implications of a jump to equilibrium
prices are a bookkeeping matter rather than a consequence of policy.
There was absolutely no reason to be optimistic about being able to gain
from higher profit revenues to the treasury. This would naturally occur
after a corrective burst of inflation. The enthusiasm expressed when the
Balcerowicz programme overshot its target of a balanced budget seems

entirely misplaced.
Meanwhile, the real (non-bookkeeping) economic impact of the

measures continued. One of the contributions to the hampered
functioning of the supply side, to be added to those mentioned in IV.2,
was the heavy tax burden on firms. Profits, including upward biases

stemming from historical profit accounting, added significantly to
public savings. But, it is perfectly predictable that, as soon as the
inflationary boom is past, the source will dry out, as it gradually did.
Since the mid 1990's hampered production has again caused a budget
deficit since subsidies and transfers were substituted for beneficiary
payments and a lower tax base (see e.g., Biessen, 1992; Calvo &
Coricelli, 1992; Kolodko, 1991; Winiecki, 1992). Within a year Poland
was worse off than ever. It faced growing budget outlays, but at a far
lower level of economic activity and thus with a much lower tax base.

IV.4 THE MACROECONOMIC EFFECT OF THE PROGRAMME

Figure 9 summarizes the macroeconomic effect of the first year of the
Balcerowicz programme. A few points can be summarized about the
policy during that year, before returning to the model in order to
illustrate the main point. The first month of 1990 is a specific case since
indexation was allowed during the market-clearing initial burst of
inflation (which, would only have been a nominal matter, had not been
for the collapse in supply, and the emergence of unemployment). But
the market-clearing rise in producer prices was partly given back in
nominal wages. Firstly, this should not have been done since it is an
expansionary measure, which fuels excess demand. Secondly, the change
in the terms of trade (a huge devaluation) was also partly compensated
for. But, thirdly, macroeconomic coordination of the wage share and
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the gross profit share never occurred. So, the spending power of the
consumer, at least initially, remained insufficient.

During the year, indexation of wages to the price of expenditures was
less than full. At an unchanged rate of exchange this is not the same as
indexation to the producer price level, since foreign prices may rise.
But given supply, such a scheme still has a highly deflationary effect
(especially since macroeconomic coordination of the wage and profit
sum did not take place) and leaves more room for investment, needed to
replace a technically outdated capital stock. The collapse in demand,
however, was outweighed by a collapse of the supply side of the
economy which had to face radical changes in its functioning, as well as
transitory changes in relative prices of both inputs and marketed
products. Since this fall in supply (which was larger than the fall in
employment) had not been anticipated in wage indexations, the wage
share rose during the year, thereby after some months contributing to

inflationary pressure.

Fig 9.
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Over the whole year government expenditures declined due to a highly
restrictive policy. Private consumption fell in absolute terms as did
investment. In contrast to these declines there was a movement of net
exports that rose during the year. Altogether, the demand curve moved
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downwards. The fall in supply, however was large enough to do away
with the deflationary pressure (except for net exports) coming from the
demand side. This was reflected in the month to month rise in producer

price inflation in 1990.

V.  AFIER THE BALCEROWICZ PROGRAMME

It was initially expected by the architects of the transition that the fall in
output would be stopped in the first year. But the results of the policy
were much worse than anticipated (Brada and King, 1992; Crane, 1993;
Gomulka, 1991; Winieki, 1991). Although e.g., Sachs (1992) and
Winiecki (1991) assert that part of the answer to the giant collapse in
supply was to be found in the 'cleaning up' of statistics for the
production of useless goods and a fall of inventories, the poor
performance of the supply side suggests that the answer must lie partly
in behavioral regularities inherent in Poland's socialist heritage, in
combination with a lack of institutions complementary to the market.
The horrid supply response in terms of investment (gross investment

collapsed 9%), during a year in which the financial situation of firms

was exceptionally positive, is evidence of a pre-capitalist stage in
economic development. Employment was falling gradually, contrary to
what is expected if the history of inefficient use of labor is taken into
account. Genuine entrepreneurship was lacking and attempts to rapidly
privatize the economy not only failed, but also gave rise to questionable

practises (Wellisz, 1991). Macroeconomic balance was more or less
enforced with the programme, but difficult to maintain without the
adaptive powers of markets in which private activity prevails, that had
yet to arise. As Wellisz put it 'laisser faire was not the right policy to
re-establish laisser faire.'

That Poland was truly lacking structural adjustment surfaced in the
second year, 1991. Despite optimistic projections there was little sign of
recovery. The financial situation of firms took a turn for the worse, yet
for the umpteenth time, as it should have (see appendix). After the
depletion of inventories, purchased at pre-'big bang' prices, end-
products being sold at high prices, generating extra high profits, the
financial situation of many firms was less than favorable. The
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government's financial situation deteriorated accordingly due to a fall in
profit taxes. With a nominal anchor of a fixed exchange rate to the
dollar and running inflation, net exports simply had to suffer.
(Unfortunately, the import component grew considerably, and CMEA
trade collapsed.) A deterioration of the balance of trade (and the large
foreign debts) necessitated a new devaluation of the zloty. It took effect
in mid May, 1991. In October a crawling peg was introduced (Crane,
1993; Poznanski, 1993; Winiecki, 1991). These were the macro-
outcomes of a more fundamental problem. There was simply no genuine
entrepreneurship (Bruno, 1992; Winiecki, 1991). The creation of
business and privitization appeared very difficult, still hampered by an
underdeveloped legal environment, lack of skilled state courts for small
private businesses and the infancy of a capital market for efficiently
allocating savings to investors. Wholesale and retail structures, the life
blood of capitalism, were only slowly developing. Services also
developed but were unaffordable for many. A successful conduct of
private business still required close personal relations with authorities.
Gross investment fell considerably for the second year. Generally
speaking, there was a whole series of interrelated problems at the very
foundation of a market-oriented economy that had to be solved partly
even by trial and error. Despite this scenario, lagging way behind
projections, the share of private businesses in value added slowly started

to rise (e.g., Begg and Portes, 1992; Van Brabant, 1993; Pinto et al.,
1993).

Some authors stress the fact that the macroeconomic policies imposed
on Poland without genuine entrepreneurship and a firmly-restructured
banking system, did work out well while the fall in output was

exaggerated (Balcerowicz, 1994; Berg and Sachs, 1992; Berg, 1994).
None of these authors, however, point out the flaws in the programme
and the fact that it was imposed on a former socialist economy with
very little consideration for its specific nature. That excess demand is to
be removed by a policy which explicitly takes into account both the
stock and the flow character of the phenomenon was never considered.
It was never admitted that the imposed wage scheme was
macroeconomically insufficient. The results of the removal of excess
demand were presented as policy results, rather than as simple
macroeconomic bookkeeping balance shifts. Only in 1993 did signs of
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recovery start to show. Private activities were significant, due to several
attempts to mass privatize the economy and the emergence of pioneering
private activity. To argue that the Polish accomplishments were due to
the policies pursued, Poland 'acted boldly' (Sachs and Woo, 1992), and
state that zero action is 'evidently' not a good strategy, is neither an
accurate explanation of why the policy worked out despite the flaws,

nor a piece of evidence. Poland was simply thrown into the deep. The
depth, as argued, has certainly been influenced by the policies. It is true
that Poland's accomplishments stand out relatively well in comparison to
those of other former socialist economies, but it started in a relatively
good position.

Given several years of active transitionary policy, nowadays it is
acknowledged that the remnants of the old system have a far greater
impact on economic performance than initially expected. Not only the
economic system but also the political system may be hampered by the
socialist heritage. After several years of market-oriented strategies and
initial public approval and wide support, the realities of capitalism have
kicked in. A change public opinion was reflected by the election of a
socialist goverment in 1995. It is therefore not unlikely that public
intervention in private matters will increase over time.

VI SUMMARY

At the start of the Balcerowicz programme, the institutional framework
complementary to the capitalist economic system of private property,

competition, and free prices had not sufficiently been established in
Poland. The main initial success of the Balcerowicz programme was in

fighting inflation. If producer price inflation is considered, the fall in
government expenditure was deflationary. The rise in net exports, as
part of the policy, was caused by a sharp devaluation of domestic
currency. Private consumption was limited by tight control. But the
wage indexation scheme was not adequately founded in basic
macroeconomics. It was initiated too early, in the period of nominal
inflation, it partly compensated for changes in the terms of trade and,
most importantly, did not bring the spending power of the consumer up
to the new price level after excess demand had been mitigated. On the
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other hand, it did not correct for changes in labor productivity. This is
peculiar since the inflation it was linked to could only have emerged if
the fall in supply was greater than the fall in demand: a supply-

generated recession.
The mono-hierarchically structured and highly integrated economic

system -bureaucratic connections implying access to financial sources-
was responsible for a link between the supply and the demand side in
Eastern Europe. In Poland, restrictive demand side policies, i.e., the
move away from negative real interest rates, a drastic cut in cheap
credits, and transfers to firms, hampered the functioning of the supply
side. The sudden changes in relative prices had the same effect. Firms
kept showing large profits because of historical profit accounting, and
initially only few bankrupcies occurred; the fall in supply was not as
large as it could have been. Due to this collapse in supply (relative to
employment) the wage scheme turned out to be ex post expansionary.

The government presents an analogous case. The move to balance the

budget was superceded by its effect: a collapsing supply side left
government finances in a desperate state due to a lower tax base and
more benefit payments. Optimism about the fiscal surplus of the first
half   of   1990 was misplaced, since   this   was the normal effect   to   be
expected after a 'bookkeeping' jump towards macroeconomic
equilibrium and some extra revenues accruing from taxing profits based
on historical profit accounting.

Hence, restrictive demand policies led to deflationary pressures (except
for wages -in the end- and net exports). But the result of these policies,
especially in the field of government finance and interest rates, was a
disruption in the working of the supply side since the latter was fuelled
by additional government aid and cheap credits. The result was
inflationary pressure stemming from a collapse of supply. Perhaps there
could have been zero inflation (after the initial burst) if wages had been
crushed through indexation for changes in labor productivity. This did
not occur, preventing the spending power of the consumer from falling
even more in absolute terms, but at the expense of investment and future
consumption. Recent developments indicate a slow recovery, far slower
than was hoped for, since the recession was so deep. Meanwhile, the
introduction of democracy made it possible to freely vote against the
market.
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Appendix Chapter IV

BOhm-Bawerk & Marx

In refuting the Theory of Surplus Value, Bbhm-Bahwerk not only traces the
consequence of dropping 'commodities that exchange in the market do have equal

value' from Marx's line of argumentation that led him to allege that labor is
systematically exploited. He also blocks four possible lines of counterattack (1896, Ch.
3). In Chapter IV-III, it was explained that Arnold (1990), in his comment on Capital I,
found that the word 'determine' had to be eliminated in order to maintain that 'value is

socially necessary labor.' Whether or not Marx's Labor Theory of Value was an
attempt to come to an objective value theory, i.e., a price theory, is still believed to be

debatable. It should not have been, because Marx did attempt to construct a price

theory. (He certainly must have realized that without that, not much of an economic
theory would remain, which would place his entire analysis in the field of
metaphysics.) The original counterattacks of Capital III have in common that for some
reason the Law of Value is working behind the screens and 'determines' prices in the
last resort; value stands behind prices. Bohm-Bahwerk sets out to refute the four
explanations offered. Consider each in turn:

(1) Separate commodities are exchanged over and under their value, but individual
deviations cancel each other out, so that the sum of all prices paid corresponds exactly
with the sum of all value. So, the Labor Theory of Value still governs the movement of

prices.
The objection is twofold. First, this is not an answer but a simple tautology. 'Every

commodity which comes into exchange is at one and the same time a commodity and
the price of what is given in exchange for it. The aggregate of commodities therefore is

identical with the aggregate of the prices paid for them; or, the price of the national
produce is nothing else than the national produce itself.' According to this reasoning

any law may hold: 'if 40,000 pound of iron exchange with one pound of gold, the total

price paid for one pound of gold and 40,000 pounds of iron taken together is 40,000
pounds of iron and one pound of gold. The total weight of the total price -40,001
pounds- corresponds exactly to the like total weight of 40,001 pounds incorporated in
the whole of commodities. Is weight consequently the true standard by which the

exchange relation of commodities is determined?' Second, it is a confusion between an

average of fluctuations and an average between permanently and unequal quantities.
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Bohm-Bahwerk claims that it is not that prices deviate from a 'value' in the sense that

the value is the'mean.' The LTV determines the rate of return on capital as proportional

to the amount of capital invested in labor. Imagine commodity A which is more labor-

intensive to produce than B. By necessity (LTV), commodity A permanently maintains

a higher price than B. The mean may mathematically be established, but the average

price has no bearings on the Law of Value whatsoever. Maintaining that value stands

behind prices in this matter is simply not valid.

(2) That the law of value governs the movement of prices is proved by the fact that

where the working time necessary for production decreases, prices fall. while prices

rise if the working time increases cet. par.

Bahm-Bahwerk (pp. 39- 40) counterasserts that under c.p. conditions prices should

rise and fall according to the amount of labor expended. 'It proves a fact upon which all

the world is agreed.' Moreover, Marx believed that labor was the sole factor governing

exchange relations of commodities. Now imagine c.p. that a shortening of the process

of production occurs: the organic composition of capital changes. With equal
justification we might place the proposition that prices change c.p. when 'the length of

time during which capital is invested increases or decreases. If it is impossible to prove

by the latter proposition that the length of time during which the capital is invested is the

sole factor that governs exchange relations, it is equally impossible to regard the fact
that alterations in the amount of labor expended affect the movement of prices as a

confirmation of the alleged law that labor alone governs the exchange relations.'

(3) By acknowledging that in reality profits tend to equalize, Marx affirmed that profit
rates may differ initially. Of course, Marx consequently claimed that there is a period in

which profits have not yet equalized and the Law of Value holds absolutely. That

period, is undoubtedly ofpre-capitalist nature.

According to Marx, the leveling of rates of profit depends on two assumptions: a

capitalist system of production being in operation, and effective competition. It is
argued that The Law of Value is 'transferred' in capitalism, with values 'standing

behind' prices. Marx argues that it holds true under circumstances where the means of

the production belong to the worker. If, in that case, two workers in different areas,

with differing techniques, work the same number of hours per day, they both produce

the same amount of new value. But, corresponding to the amount of fixed capital (say

commodity I has the largest share of expended means of production) the value of a
commodity differs. The rate of profit (accruing to the workers themselves) also differs
and is lower in the case of commodity I. Now Marx claims that the differing total
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values of each commodity offset the differences in the rates of profits. That is, for
commodity I, more than one piece of commodity H must be given in exchange. So,

differing rates of profit will become a matter of indifference to the workers.
Subsequently, Marx jumps to the following conclusion: 'The exchange of commodities

at their value (...) demands, therefore, a much lower stage of development than the

exchange into prices of production.'
Bohm-Bahwerk's objection is that, although Marx presents a theory, he does not offer

any proof that the events described must take place, nor can he certify that value is

something which existed historically prior to prices of production. BOhm-Bawerk

states: Marx only 'relates,' 'supposes,' 'asserts,' but gives 'no word of proof.' It
should also be borne in mind that here Marx's explicit admission is that The Labor

Theory of Value can never fully hold in capitalist production.

(4) Here Bohm-Bahwerk hints at a way of attacking Marx that does not revolve

around the full impact of value-price conversion (see below). Marx claims that in
capitalist production, the Law of Value still governs prices. It 'stands behind prices,'

prices are 'under the influence' of the Law of Value, which 'determines' them 'in the
last resort' (Cap. III. Ch. 48). Bohm-Bahwerk concentrates on the following passage:
'The average rate of profit, which determines the price of production must, however,
always be approximately equal to the amount of surplus value which falls to a given

capital as an aliquot part of the total social capital...Now, as the total value of the
commodities governs the total surplus value, and this again determines the amount of
average profit and consequently the general rate of profit -as a general law or a law of

governing fluctuation- the law of value relates the prices of production.'

In a society in which value has indeed been changed into prices of production, each
price of production has two components: 'the sum total of wages per stage of
production, the sum total of profits per stage of production.' According to BOhm-
Bahwerk: 'Undoubtedly, one determinant of the price of production of a commodity is
the average rate of profit incidental to its production.' But: 'Of the other determinant,
the wages paid, Marx speaks no further.'
This brings US to the following -which bears a close resemblance to  (1)- : 'The law of

value determines the aggregate value of the the whole of the commodities produced (a);

the aggregate value of the commodities determines the aggregate surplus value

contained in them (b); the latter distributed over the total social capital determines the

average rate ofprojit (c); this rate applied to the capital employed in the production of a
single commodity gives the concrete average projit (d), which finally enters into the
price of production of the commodity in question. In this way, the first link in this
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sequence,  the law of value. regulates the last link, the price of production' (BOhm-

Bahwerk, 1962, p. 56; emphasis quoted).
On closer inspection it definitely does not appear that there is a connection between the

average rate of profit (which enters into the price of production of the commodities) and

the value of a single commodityfor reason Of the Law Of Value. The only reference to

this law regards the determination of the aggregate value of all commodities. As is clear

from (1), the Law of Value has no meaning at all in this sense. 'If the idea and the Law

of Value are to be brought to bear -and Marx certainly means that they should- On the

exchange relations of goods, there is no sense in applying the idea and law to an

aggregate, which as such cannot be subject to exchange relations' (p. 57).

As regards (b), it was held that the aggregate value of commodities determines the

aggregate surplus value. BOhm-Bahwerk states: 'The surplus value, unquestionably,
represents no fixed or unalterable quota (...) but is the difference between the

"aggregate value" of the national product and the amount of wages paid. That aggregate

value, therefore, does not in any case rule the amount of the total surplus value by itself

alone.' This also renders (c) and (d) defective.

Bohm-Bahwerk ends by stating: 'It is characteristic that in the passages devoted to the

justification of his law of value Marx passes silently over these other influences, and
only mentiones in a one-sided way the part played by the quantity of labor, in order to

deduce from the first and undisputed premisse (a), that quantity of labor co-operates at
many points to determine the price of production, the utterly unjustifiable conclusion

that "in the last resort" the law of value (...) determines the prices of production. This is

to evade the admission of the contradiction; it is not to escape from the contradiction

itself.'

The Law of Value and prices of production; objective value

BOhm-Bahwerk, at least as presented here (compare, 1896, in Chapters 1 and 2 he
discusses the building blocks of Marx's theory), attacks Marx by confronting the result

of the Labor Theory of Value with reality. He follows Marx's reasoning, leaving
Marx's system unrefuted. He adopts the Labor Theory of Value (profits arise from to

the amount of capital invested in labor by the capitalist, at a constant rate of
exploitation), then finds that rates must differ with the labor intensity of production. He

now correctly assesses that, in reality, profit rates tend to equalize, but, except for the

above quoted four objections, does not engage directly in the discussion on how value
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is expressed. 'Bohm-Bahwerk anticipated nearly all the attacks on Marxism from the

viewpoint of those who hold political economy to center on a subjective theory of

value' (William Blake cited in Sweezy's introduction of Bohm-Bahwerk, 1962). He
does not address Marx's perception that goods are exchanged at their value but

focusses on Marx's theory on the emergence of profits in exposing the first
fundamental contradiction.

Schouten (1957) approaches the problem from a clear economic point of view, that is,

value must equal goods times price. It must, by necessity, involve a reinterpretation of

the highly complicated relations discerned by Marx. From this point, the question

arises: 'Starting off with a 'normal,' i.e., generally accepted, Classical theory of

pricing, under what conditions does Marx' Law of Value hold?'

Consider a steady-state economy in which n commodities are produced in n sectors.

Each sector produces with a different type of technology, (i=1..n).

I                A AYipi=lipt+kipki                                         (1)

defining:

A A

ai=lit yi                                                                                                      (2)

A Axi = kit yi                                                        (3)

gives:

A                         A                       A

1) i  =   aip 1  + Kipki (1.1)

For two commodities, say 1 and 2, relative prices yield:

A A A

21= alpt + Kl Pkl                           (4)
p2         a2p 1  +   K2 Ph

Or, reformulated:

 1 - «,I ,Il + C K,i ,1«,81)1 (4·1)
P2   0 pi [1 + (K2 Pkia2Pt)]
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BOhm-Bawerk's argument is that in real world competition, mobility of factors of

production causes downward leveling of profit margins. The expression in brackets (..)
may be interpreted as a markup on the costs of production in terms of labor.

What does Marx assert? -commodities that exchange in the market have equal value;
.

exchange values are ratios (LV). Thus, commodity 1 must have pricepl  . The value of
a commodity is identical to the quantity of socially necessary labor contained in it

A A

(Value Identity Thesis, IT). This implies that  pl= alpt · Commodities that exchange in

the market in equilibrium contain the same quantity of socially necessary labor (Labor
Time Corollary, LTC). For relative prices, the following must be true:

.

Pl' P2 = alla2 (4.2)
I A . A

However, (4.2) can only be derived from (4.1) when (Kipki/alpt) =(1 PA:2/(ZZI'l)·
This demands either the series of solutions in which

10/al    =%2\0 2                                                                                                                                                                 (a)

or when

A I al 11ClPkl   Pk2  =                                                           (b)
0(21%2

or finally:

/'

Pk= 0. (C)

This is the problem Marx confronted in converting his theory into one fit for plain

economic interpretation, i.e. a theory of objective value. For obvious reason, the case

of 19 =le=0 needs no discussion. Solution (a) is a specific case and in this sense unfit
for overall economic interpretation. It is derived if 1 and 2 follow the same techniques,

that is, if they are identical. For solution (b), no objective reason exists. Solution (c),
however, occurs under specific circumstances. A tendency towards a negligible price of
capital is arrived at only if a society moves towards absolute abundancy of capital,
which is one of the symptoms Marx identified during the last dialectic phase of history;
we arrive at 'der fallende Durchschnittprofitrate.' Entrepreneurs, in trying to survive in
the battle for market share, tend to invest at increasing rates in order to be able to
produce according to the latest, most cost efficient technique. The capital intensity of
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production increases while the labor intensity falls. According to Marx, this
accumulation is insufficient to counterbalance the growing unemployment, thereby
aggravating the impoverishment of the growing masses of the proletariat. Firstly, it
necessitates that entrepreneurs have absolutely no way of escaping this tendency, that

they are unable to identify the historical necessity to which they are subjected. This
historical 'fact' was never recorded in reality. But most importantly, it must be noted
that Marx's Labor Theory of Value, as objective value theory, is only valid when all
profits have been nullified. An anachronism similar to the one Bohm-Bahwerk found in
his third objection below is arrived at; profits, given Marx's own law in absolute value,
are only depleted in the case of an abundance of capital. That is, the law of value will
only hold in apost - instead of a pre-capitalist phase of history, but Marx claimed that
the Law of Value holds true under conditions where the means of production belong to
the worker. To make matters worse, Marx completely contradicts himself since he
affirms that a general rate of profit (not even a nullified rate of profit) is 'a result, not a
starting point.'
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Appendix Chapters IV-V

This appendix summarizes the defence against socialist charges of the 'class struggle'
and 'anarchy of production' proffered in Chapters IV and V. Popper's objections are
ommited (IV-II) since they do not deal with these charges directly, although he does
attack Marx's perception of a class struggle from a philosophic stand rather than the
'systematic exploitation' stand  of 1945, Chapter 16. Countercharges  are  categorized
into 'argumentation,' 'view on the role of the government' and  'view on freedom'.

Accusation: Defence:

class strupple

anarchy of production

Argumentation:
Economics positive negative

-allocation                                                         0

-distribution

-efficiency
-dynamics

view on government:

Ethics & Economics positive negative

1.  Freedom  and  economics

-allocadon
-distlibution
-efficiency                                                                                 ,
-dynamics

2. Freedom and human rights
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continued

Socialist alternative refuted?

Chapter, Section.:

Bohm Bahwerk (1897); IV, III

Logics and the impossibility of socialist
Economics calculation (macro-model) V, H, IH

Mises ('20) (meso-model) V, V

e.g. Hayek ('35,'45,'49), Robbins ('37)
Leibenstein ('66,'73), Lindbeck ('7 la,b)
Schumpeter ('35,'42), Clark ('40) allege
better performance of capitalism     IV, IV

view on freedom:
Ethics & Economics positive negative
1                                                                        E.g.,  Smith (1776) and Bentham (1795)
-allocation • economic freedom of consumers and
-distribution producers warrants optimal provision
-efficiency of consumers' wants and needs, now
-dynamics 0            and in the future

IV, v

Socialism, the attempt to build a new and

I better society, in practise entailed a
violation of virtually all articles of The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights

IV, VI
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Appendix Chapter VI.

The origins of excess demand
The initial Polish situation is depicted below. The balances are similar to those of Table

A

2. in Chapter V. Gross profits (Yrd) are taxed away so as to finance depreciations, net

investment, and budget outlays.

government firms households
I           A               A          A
Yig 66.6 Ti 66.6 Yl 66.6 C 66.6 8  66.6 *IT 66.6
Xg 13.3 Tr 33.3  rd 33.3 Xg 13.3
SI   20 Ib  -_20

A

6 A

100 100 Y   100 Y 100 66.6 66.6

Suppose that, due to excessively low prices, excess demand occurs. That is, authorities
6

drop prices (py)  from 1 to 0.9. This gives:

government firms households
I                                        A                           A

Yig 66.6 Ti 66.6 Y i       66.6      C            60                                     60       'Y LT 66.6

Xg         12     Tr 23.3 'Yrd  23.3   Xg 12 S forced

SI                  18                                                                                                 tb __1& _-£.i;
A

Sg =_6-.6. .-I Y  90 990 66.6 66.6

90       90

Although the pricing policy may earn public approval at the microlevel, in effect

consumers are still only able to buy the same amount of goods as before. The rest of
.

their income is forced into savings (Sforced)· This is the macro equivalent of giving

people the same amount of consumer goods as before plus an extra bag of money with

which nothing can be done. At the micro-level, unfortunately, queuing implied that
those who got to the shops first were given the goods, and those who stood in the end

of the queue were given the bag of purchasing power, while there was nothing more to

be sold. Moreover, the government itself bore the brunt of this policy since profits fell,

as well as profit taxes. The deficit equals the forced savings of the consumer. If the

government monetizes its deficit, it simply finances itself from the excess money

holdings of the private sector: monetary overhang.
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State firms, confronted with the fall in profits, may apply for transfers and subsidies
.

(Trans) however unrational this may seem at the macro-level. As in the case of the
lowered prices, this has been common practise in socialist economies. So, excess

demand for investment arises. Firms, of course still unable to invest more than
.

previously, are forced to Save (Sexcess)·

government firms households
A A

'Y ig    66.6     Tt 66.6 Yl        66.6        C              60                                           60            IT 66.6
X g            12       Tr 23.3  rd 23.3 Xg 12 Sforced

SI          18                                  Sexcess       11,        18 .0.L .-I

Trans 2 2  rans 2 66.6 66.6
A

Sg »8.6 .-I Y   90 Y   90

90      90

It is clear that in both cases the government itself finances the, so-called, social
measures by a rising deficit. As a result, both at the level of the firm and at the level of
the consumer, monetary overhang is created.

Now suppose that on the eve of the 'big bang', after the hyper inflation of 1989, the
',.

forced savings of firms still amounted to: I Sexcess and the forced savings of
A

consumers, specifically, to: I Sforced = 53.3. The'big bang' now gives rise to a cut in
transfers and a burst of inflation, say roughly 100%,to keep in line with what
happened in the first month of 1990. We now see:

government firms households
A            A                I

Yig 66.6 Ti 66.6 Yl 66.6 C 120 8   120 9% 66.6

Xg  24 Tr 113.3 'Yrd  113.3  Xg 24 &forced
A

&1        36                              Sexcess       Ib       36                   --511
Trans 0 1 66.6 66.6

& g =li .-. Y 180 Y 180
A A

180 180

The Balcerowicz programme gives rise to a price increase which nullified the excess

demand. There are a few effects that must occur to restore macroeconomic equilibrium.
Forced savings of the consumer are depleted, and profits rise considerably, so:
-Profits should rise because they bore the brunt of the excess-demand in the first place

and they are also inflated by the burst of inflation needed to deplete the monetary
overhang of the consumer. So, there are two forces affecting profits.
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-The size of a price jump is related to the amount of accumulated forced savings of the

consumer, not to the size of their current income. This makes macroeconomic policy

making extremely difficult, because prices do not just react to cost-factors.
A

-The money overhang of firms I Sexcess is not crushed at all, but its value is
diminished by half, due to 100% inflation.

-Profit taxes benefit, as profits rise. The budget deficit is converted into a surplus.

In the subsequent period (no decline in production or employment assumed) consumers

should be given the means (in terms of current income, since their forced savings are

nullified) to purchase goods at the new prices :

government firms households
A            A               A          A

Yig 120 Ti 120 Yl 120 C 120 C   120 9'T 120

i g           24      Tr 60 'Yrd 60 Xg 24
SI   36                   tb -36 --'

& g         _L 9  180  9 180 120 120

180 180

It appears that after the excess demand of consumers has been absorbed, they should

receive less than the full amount of the price increase into their nominal wages, so as to

bring their earnings in line with the costs of consumption. This is a restoration of
equilibrium rather than indexation. Again, the price jump is movated by the

accumulated forced savings, not by current income, making it very difficult to design a

proper wage indexation scheme in reality. The gross profit share needs to be explicitly

calculated in order to find the allowed degree of indexation. The profit share falls, as do

profit taxes.

These findings have triggered several major insights in the main text.

Firstly, during excess demand the gross profit share was severely reduced (Notice that
only a 10% price cut is used in this example, crushing the wage share from 33.3% to

26%. After equilibrium is restored, the wage share must decline in order to restore

sufficient profitability. How much wages should fall depends on the unknown size of

the monetary overhang. Policy making here depends on a stock magnitude instead of a

flow magnitude.
Secondly, in the first month of transition the wage share is crushed (c.p.). That is: the

wage sum stays the same but prices skyrocket. One must not let nominal wages rise

during corrective inflation, for this again brings about initial excess demand and
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subsequently fuels inflation. For this reason the 'allowed' wage rise of January 1990 in

Table 3. does not include inflation.
Thirdly, after the burst of corrective inflation, full indexation of nominal wages to

prices must apply (barring changes in real production or employment), but only after
having made an initial correction so as to restore macroeconomic equilibrium.

Fourthly, there is absolutely nothing special about rising profits and a large government

budget surplus after the mitigation of excess demand. The budget deficit and the
declined profits financed the whole thing in the first place! Nothing justified the
optimism after the first months of the 'big bang' due to the above recorded phenomena.

These were due to simple foreseeable macroeconomic shifts, which said nothing about

structural adjustment and a move to genuine capitalistic entrepreneurship.

Fifthly, a drop in profits, profit taxes, and the fiscal surplus is inevitable, once wages

have adapted to the new price level.

A model of the Polish economy in transition
The following short-term model explains the graphics in Chapter VI.

Al A.

Demand (gross value added) (ypy) is determined by consumption (Cpx)' investment
lA                                                      A              A

(lpx), government expenditures (xgpx),  and net exports (Sb), in which (py) is the
A

producer price level and (px) is the price of expenditures:

6.. lA   /\A   A A   A
ypy =  cpx + ipx + xgpx + Sb                                                                            (1)

Since the private sector was very small at the start of the 'big bang' it is assumed that

private consumption only took place with wages. Consumption, in the absence of
capitalists is determined by the wage share (1  14 x), in which (7Pt) stands  for
employment times the nominal wage level (the wage bill). The savings quote of wage

earners is  07,  0<  Crl<1. Most importantly, the monetary overhang, determined by

the past, is also a source of consumption. Thus:

c =(1-ul)2p t'p x+X Sforcedpx                                 (2)

Investment ultimately depends on the difference between the net capital income
(determined by what is left after the wage bill, minus taxes and depreciations) and the

A

yield on alternative investment  (r).

I ./A   A  4
1=010(rnir)                                                                                                            (3)
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The stock of capital goods is fixed in the short run (k==b. The gross growth rate of
the economy is given by (8), the depreciation rate of capital, since no growth is

assumed in the reference situation. Investment exceeds replacement investment if the
"

net capital return (rn) exceeds the yield on alternative investment, the rate of
acceleration being <.
The net capital return equals:

;n=(1-Tr)(gpy-lpt -63*)11 x                            (4)

The profit tax rate (Tr) obeys: 0< Tr<1. Government expenditure is assumed to be

exogenuously fixed:

A A

xg=ag                                            (5)

The balance of trade surplus is given by

&b =SbIy, 92,*=*IN,                               (6)
A

in which (e) denotes the (at that time fixed) nominal exchange rate. Foreign variables

are denoted by (*).The real exchange rate is denoted in the price of expenditure since

the Polish economy is largely dependent on imported inputs. In the spending balance

function all partial derivates are positive, except for 2b/69 and 67/6;.

The price of expenditure is a weighted average of domestic producer and import
prices:

.
Px= (11(1+11)Sy + (W(1+11))(6:;)                       (7)

B denotes the import share of the current period.
In the pre-capitalistic phase of the Polish economy, with a vast bulk of the means of

production in the hands of the state, substitution mechanisms have not yet evolved.

Therefore, employment follows:
+

1=49)                                              (8)

Nominal wages follow the price of expenditures, though only partly.
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bi=01;x                                                                                                                              (9 )

The rate of indexation C equals  1/12(0 +0 +... + 02).  It is a weighted average of

the monthly wage policy pursued. This subject has recieved ample attention in the main
text.

Finally, the yield on alternative investment (deposits in the bank in the absence of a
capital markeO is assumed to be an exogenuously fixed real interest rate.

A    .

r=E (10)

Supply side
The supply function is exogenuously fixed, reflecting a production structure largely
characterized by imperative planning, physical planning, and mono-hierarchical top
bottom relations, despite two stages of reforms in the 1980s.

9,= 2 (11)

Goods market equilibrium
Goods market equilibrium is:

9=9 (12)

Since prices are liberated, goods market equilibrium holds meaning that the model is
closed and depictable in 6, 'py) -space, since foreign prices are given.



Socialisme, Kapitalisme en Transitie

met speciale aandacht voor Polen

Volgens de analyse van Marx zou het kapitalistische systeem aan zichzelf
ten onder gaan. Voordat de ondergang zou plaatsvinden zou,
gedetermineerd door de onveranderlijke wet van de historische
ontwikkelingen, systematische uitbuiting van de arbeiders hebben geleid
tot voldoende accumulatie van productiemiddelen. De revolutie in 1917
liet een heel ander beeld zien.

De aanval op de vrije kapitalistische samenleving werd echter
voortgezet, nu vanuit meer comparitief ethisch en economisch
standpunt. De kapitalistische maatschappij zou leiden aan een klasse-

tegenstelling en aan 'anarchie' van de produktie. Het eerste moet worden
verworpen en daarmee tevens de economische onderbouwing van Marx'
historische noodzakelijkheid van de teloorgang van het kapitalisme.
Voor de 'anarchie' van het kapitalisme bestaat geen alternatief op lange
termijn. Het economisch systeem van het socialisme is inferieur aan dat
van het kapitalisme, gegeven het gebrek aan informatie en de
aanwezigheid van onzekerheid. Daarnaast behelst het socialisme een
systematische schending van bijna alle rechten van de mens.

Dat niet het kapitalisme maar juist het socialisme aan zichzelf ten
gronde  gaat werd reeds aangetoond door Mises  in 1920. Diens  werk,
ver v66r het werk van Hayek van Schumpeter gepubliceerd, legt niet
alleen nagenoeg alle problemen van socialistische calculatie bloot, maar
laat tevens zien dat het met produkt-innovatie, kwaliteit van de
produkten en efficiency slecht gesteld moet zijn. Het gros van de
problemen die zich nu voordoen tijdens de transitie van voormalig
socialistische maatschappijen naar markt-georienteerde maatschappijen,
is terug te voeren op deze publikatie. Mises publiceerde het werk
voordat er sprake was van een functionerende socialistische
maatschappij vanwaaruit hij voorbeelden kon betrekken.



In een van de voormalige socialistische economieen, Polen, werd een
radicaal beleid gevoerd om terug te keren naar de markt. Naast het feit
dat Polen simpelweg in het diepe werd geworpen, had het gevoerde
beleid verschillende manco's. Met het gegeven dat Polen een gepland
economisch systeem had werd nauwelijks rekening gehouden. Een bijna
standaard IMF pakket moest de klus klaren. Daaropvolgend ging Polen
door een periode van enorme stagflatie. Het herstel (ten opzichte van het

diepste punt) is nog maar recent ingezet.
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